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PUBLISHER'S PREFACE.

This work, now offered to the public, on

the "
Principles of Mechanism and Trans-

mission," is taken from the work of the

distinguished author on " Mills and Mill-

work," which is large and expensive, and

contains many details of Millwork not

entirely adapted to American practice. The

great principles here given lie at the very

foundation of the art of transmitting me-

chanical power, and must prove of inesti-

mable value to American mill-owners, me-

chanics, and operatives.

In the present volume Mr. Fairbairn

gives the results of his very successful prac-

tice as a Millwright and Engineer, during

a period of half a century a period which

has contributed more than any previous one

to the manufacturing industry of the world.

5
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6 PREFACE.

And as there is probably no department of

practical science so generally useful, or per-

haps so little studied, as the machinery of

transmission, the American publisher has

great pleasure in placing within reach of

the intelligent class for which it is intended,

in a compact and comparatively cheap form,

the author's rich and valuable experience

on this important subject.
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PRINCIPLES OF MECHANISM.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL VIEWS. LINK-WORK. WRAPPING CONNECTORS.

WHEEL-WORK. SLIDING CONTACT.

I. GENERAL VIEWS RELATIVE TO MACHINES.

Definitions and Preliminary Expositions.

1. Mechanism may be defined as the combina-

tion of parts or pieces of a machine whereby
motion is transmitted from the one to the other.

2. When a body, or any piece of mechanism,
moves in a straight line it is said to have a

rectilinear motion, and when it moves in a curved

line it is said to have a curvilinear motion. When
a point moves constantly in the same path, it is

said to have a continuous motion, but if it moves

backwards and forwards it is said to have a

reciprocating motion. We may have reciprocating

rectilinear motions as well as reciprocating curvili-

near motions.

If a body moves over equal spaces in equal

intervals of time, it has a uniform motion ; but if it

moves over unequal spaces in equal intervals of

time, it has a variable motion.

2 (13)



14 PRINCIPLES OF MECHANISM.

3. The velocity of a body is the rate at which it

moves. In uniform motion the velocity is con-

stant
;
but in variable motion the velocity con-

tinually changes. If the velocity of a body
increase it is said to be accelerated, and if the

velocity decrease it is said to be retarded.

The motion of a body is said to be periodica

when it undergoes the same changes in the same

intervals of time.

4. In order to express the velocity of a body,
we must have a certain number of units of space

passed over in a certain unit of time. It is

customary to take a foot as the unit of space, and

a second as the unit of time.

In uniform motion, the space passed over is

equal to the product of the velocity by the time.

Thus, let 5 be the space in feet, t the time in

seconds, and v the velocity per second
;
then

which expresses the general relation of space, time,

and velocity, in uniform motions. Any two of

these elements being given the remaining one

may be found
;
thus we have

= ...
(2), and <= ...

(8).

5. If the velocity in one certain direction be

taken as positive, then, that in the opposite or

contrary direction will be negative.
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6. If two wheels perform a revolution in the

same time, their angular velocities are equal, what-

ever may be the dimensions of the wheels. The

angular velocity of a revolving wheel or rod is the

velocity of a point at a unit distance from the

centre of motion. The wheel or rod will revolve

uniformly when the angular velocity is uniform.

If A be the angular velocity, r the radius of the

wheel or length of the rod, v the velocity at this

distance from the centre of motion
;
then

A= -=
(1), and v= A r ... (2).

7. The motion of wheels is conveniently ex-

pressed by the number of rotations which they

perform in a given time. Thus, let n be the num-

ber of revolutions performed per min., the other

notation being the same as in Art. 6
;
then

30 v
i, and W= '"'

Or substituting A for -. See formula (I), Art. 6,

n = -(8> and A =
30

* n ... (4).

Hence the number of turns performed in a

given time varies as the angular velocity.

The number of turns which two wheels respec-

tively make in the same time is called their syn-

chronal rotations. Let Q and q be the synchronal
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rotations of two wheels whose angular velocities

are A and a, respectively ;
then = -

;
that is,

synchronal rotations are in the ratio of the angular

velocities.

Example. Let a wheel whose radius is 6 ft.

perform 50 revolutions per min., required 1st, the

velocity of its circumference, and 2nd, its angular

velocity.

Here, by eq. (1), n= 50, and r= 6, then

v= J- x 3-1416 x 50 x 6= 31416 ft. per sec.
oU

And, by eq. (4), A= -^
x 3'1416 x 50= 5'236.

8. If v and v be the velocities of two parts of a

y

piece of mechanism, then - is the velocity ratio of

these parts. Let s and s be the corresponding

spaces described in the same time, then when the

motion is uniform

V S- = - = a constant,v s

that is, when the velocities are uniform, the velo-

city ratio is constant.

9. If the velocity ratio of the two parts remains

constant, then however variable the velocities*

V Q
themselves may be, we still shall have - = -

where S and s are the entire spaces described ii

the same interval of time,
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10. When a body moves with a variable motion,

its velocity at any instant is determined by tho

rate at which it is moving at that particular

instant, that is, by the space which it would move

over in one second, supposing the motion which

it then has to remain constant for that time.

Variable motions may be graphically repre-

nK. i. sented, by taking the

abscissa of a curve

equal to the units of

time, and the ordinates

equal to the units of

the corresponding
velocities. Thus let A

B be equal to the units of velocity at the com-

mencement of the motion
;
A c the units in inter-

val of time, c D the units in the corresponding

velocity ;
and so on

;
then the area of the curved

space A B D F E will be equal to the space described

in the interval of time represented by A E.

If the motion be uniform the curve B D F will

become a straight line parallel to O X, and the

space described in any given time will be repre-

sented by the area of a rectangle, whose length ia

equal to the units of time, and breadth equal to

the units of velocity.

If the motion be uniformly accelerated or re-

tarded, the curve B D F will become a straight line

inclined to the axis ox, and the space described

in this case, will be represented bv the area of a

2*
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trapezoid, whose base is equal to the units of time

and parallel sides respectively to the velocity at

the commencement and end of that time.

11. THE PARTS OF A MACHINE. A machine

conists of three important parts.

(1.) The parts which receive the work of the

moving power these may be called RECEIVERS

of work.

(2.) The parts which perform the work to be

done by the machine these may be called WORK-
ING PARTS, or more simply, OPERATORS.

(3.) The mechanism which transmits the work
from the receivers to the working parts or opera-

tors these pieces of mechanism may be called

COMMUNICATORS OF WORK, or the TRANSMISSIVE

MACHINERY.

The form of the mechanism must always be

determined from the relation subsisting between

the motions of the receivers and operators.

If there were no loss of work in transmission

(from friction, etc.) the work applied to the re-

ceiver would always be equal to the work done

by the operator. Thus, let P be the Ibs. pressure

applied to the receiver, and s the space in feet

which it moves over in a certain time
;
P the Ibs.

pressure produced at the working part, and s the

space in feet which it moves over in the sam

time; then, neglecting the loss of work by friction

we have
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Work applied to the receiver= work done

upon the operator,

or PXS= PiXS1 ...(l).

However, it must be borne in mind, that the

actual or useful work done by a machine is always
a certain fractional part of the work applied ;

this

fraction, determined for any particular machine, is

called the modulus of that machine. If m be put

for this modulus, then we have from eq. (1)

raxpxs= p1 xsi ...(2).

In treating of the motion of these parts of a

machine it is generally most convenient to find an

expression for their proportional velocities. Thus,

let v be the velocity of the receiver, and Vj that

y
of the operator ;

then is their velocity ratio.

See Art. 8.

It must be observed, that this velocity ratio is

not at all effected by the actual velocities of the

parts, provided the velocity ratio of the mechanism

be constant for all positions. In the more ordi-

nary pieces of mechanism (such as common
toothed wheels, wheels moved by straps, levers

etc.) the velocity ratio is constant, that is to say,

it remains the same for all positions of the

mechanism.

In eq. (1) s may be taken as the velocity of the

power P, estimated in the direction in which it
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acts, and s
t
that of the resistance P

X ;
then this

equality becomes

PX v= PiX Vi..-(3),

P V
or, = = the velocity ratio ... (4).

P
Now is called the advantage gained by the

machine, or the number of times that the resist-

ance moved is greater than the power applied.

Hence the advantage gained by a machine, irre-

spective of friction, etc., is equal to the velocity

of the power divided by the velocity of the resist-

ance, or the velocity ratio of the power and resist-

ance.

This is called the principle of virtual velocities.

Workmen express this dynamic law by saying,
*' What is gained in power is lost in speed."

12. The DIRECTIONAL RELATION of the motion

of the receiver and the operator admits of every

possible variation. It may be constant or it may
be variable. By the intervention of mechanism

rectilinear motion may be converted into curvili-

near motion, and conversely ; reciprocating recti-

linear or circular motion, may be converted into

continuous circular motion, and conversely; and

so on to the various possible combinations of

which the cases admit. These directional changes
are so-important, in a practical point of view, that

some eminent writers on mechanism have made
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them the basis of the classification of mechanism.

But, however eligible in a practical point of light

such a classification may be, there is complexity
in its application, which renders it less suitable

for scientific purposes than that method of classifi-

cation which is based upon the nature or mode of

action of certain elementary pieces of mechanism

which enter, more or less, into every mechanical

combination.

Elementary Forms of Mechanism.

13. In analysing the parts of a machine we find

motion transmitted by jointed rods or links, by

straps and cords, by wheels rolling on other wheels,

and by pieces of various forms sliding or slipping

on other pieces. Hence we have the following

elementary forms of mechanism :

(1.) Transmission of motion by jointed rods,

LINK-WORK.

(2.) By straps, cords, etc., WRAPPING CON-

NECTORS.

(3.) By wheels or curved surfaces, revolving on

centres, rolling on each other, WHEEL-WORK.

(4.) By pieces of various forms, sliding or slip-

ping on each other, SLIDING-PIECES.

14. The velocity ratio, as well as the directional

relation, in an elementary piece of mechanism may
be either constant or varying. The number of

combinations of which these elementary pieces

admit, is almost unlimited. The eccentric wheel
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is a combination of sliding pieces and link-work.

The common crane is a combination of wheel-

work, link-work, and wrapping connectors
;
and

so on to other cases.

A train of mechanism must be supported by
some frame work

;
the train of pieces being such,

that when the receiver is moved the other pieces

are constrained to move in the manner determined

by the mode of their connection. Revolving

pieces, such as wheels and pulleys, are so connect-

ed with the frame that every portion of them is

constrained to move in a circle round the axis
;

and sliding pieces are constrained to move in

straight lines by guides.

Mechanism is to a great extent a geometrical

inquiry. The motion of one piece in a train may
differ, both in kind and direction, from the motion

of the next piece in the series : these changes are

effected by the geometrical construction of the

pieces, as well as by their mode of connection.

The investigation of the law of these changes con-

stitutes one of the chief objects of the principles

of mechanism.

II. ON LINK-WORK.

15. If a bent rod or lever A c B turn upon the

centre c, the velocities of the extremities A and B
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will be to each other in the ratio of their distances

from the centre of motion c, that is,

velocity A circum. cir. A Qt A c

velocity B circum. cir. B Q B c

Hg 2. Fig 3.

It is not necessary that the arms A c and B c

should be in the same plane. Thus let c D be an

axis round which the arms A E and B F revolve,

then,

velocity A perpend, dist. A from the axis

velocity B perpend, dist. B from the axis

Fig. 4.

16. Let A B, B D, D E, be a series of levers turn-

ing on the fixed centres c, Q, and B
;
then when

the arcs, through which the extremities A and E

are moved, are small the velocity ratio will be ex

pressed by the following equality :
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velo. A A C. B Q. D R

E B C. D Q. E R

that is to say, the velocity ratio of P and P^ is found

by taking the product of the lengths of the arms ly-

ing toward P, and dividing by the product of those

lying toward PI.

17. To find the velocity ratio of the rods A B and

C D, turning on the fixed centres, A and D
;
and con-

nected bu the link B C.

Fig. 5.

Through the centres A and D, draw the straight

line DBA, cutting c B in E
;
and from A and D let

fall the perpendiculars A G and D K upon C B, or

it may be upon c B produced. Then

ang. velo. DC A G

ang. velo. A B DK'"^ '?
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that is to say, the angular velocities of the r^ds D C

and A B are to each other in the inverse ratio of the

perpendiculars let fall from their respective axes

upon the direction of the link.

Similarly we also have :

ang. velo. DC A E

ang. velo. A B D-l"" V- 1
1

hat is to say, the angular velocities of the rods D C

and A B are to each oilier in the inverse ratio of the

segments into which t/ie linlc .divides tlie line joining

their axes.

These velocity ratios are obviously varying,

depending upon the relative positions of the rods.

18. THE CRANK AND GREAT BEAM. 'Let A B

represent one half of the great beam of a steam-

engine, D C the crank, and B c the connecting rod.

Putting for the angle DOB, and for the angle

ABC; then

velo. crank sin /3 t

velo. beam sin
""**

'"

When the connecting rod B c is very long as

compared with the length of the crank D c, then

is nearly constant, being nearly equal to 90, in

this case, eq. (1) becomes

velo. crank

The crank must be in the same straight line

with the connecting rod, at the highest and lowest

3
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points of the stroke of the beam, and then j3
= 0.

In these positions the crank is said to be at its

dead points.

The velocity ratio, expressed by eq. (2), will be

a maximum when p= 0, that is, the velocity of the

crank will be a maximum when it is in its dead

points. When ,3
= 90, or when the crank is at

right angles to the connecting rod, then the

velocity of the crank is a minimum.

If R = A B, or one-half the length of the great

beam j-r
== D c, the length of the crank

;
and A=

the angular oscillation of the beam, or the whole

angle described by the beam in one stroke; then

r= Rsin
g ...(3)

which expresses the length of the crank in terms

of the radius of the beam and angle of its stroke.

A doubk oscillation of the beam produces one

complete rotation of the crank, or conversely, taking
the crank as the driver, each rotation of the crank

produces a double oscillation in the beam.

From eq. (1) it follows, that the velocity of the

crank is equal to the velocity of the beam, when

p = & or angle D c B is equal to angle ABC; that

is, when the position of the crank is parallel to

that of the beam.

By this form of the crank the reciprocating circu-

lar motion of the extremity of the beam is changed
into a continuous circular motion ; and conversely
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a continuous circular motion is changed into a

reciprocating circular motion.

19. To determine the various relations of position

and velocity of the CRANK and PISTON in a kcomo-

tive engine. rig- 6-

Here the connecting rod,

D E, is attached to the ex-

tremity of the piston rod,

p D, and the length of the

stroke of the piston is equal

to ilouble the length of the

crank, F E. Moreover, the

centre, F, of the crank is in

UK, same straight line with

the axis of the cylinder or

the direction of the piston

rod.

Let Z=D E, the length

of the connecting rod
;

Zj=p D, the length of

the piston rod
;

r = F E, the length of

the crank
;

k= F D, the varying dis-

tance of the extremity of

the piston rod from the

axis of the crank
;

h= the corresponding

height of the stroke of the piston ;

== the varying angle, FED, which the crank

forms with the direction of the connecting rod.
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(1.) The velocity ratio of the crank and piston is

expressed by the following equality :

velo. crank k
-z .

velo. piston I sin

1

or

where p in eq. (2) is put for angle E F D; that is,

the angle which the crank makes with the direc-

tion of the piston rod.

This latter form of the expression is the same

as that given in eq. (2), Art. 18.

(2.) When the piston is at the bottom point of

its stroke, its distance from F = FE-fED-fup
= r + I + ?i ;

also FD = FE + DE = r+ I

When the piston is at the middle point of its

stroke, then F D = E D; that is to say, in this

position of the piston D E F will be an isosceles

triangle.

(3.) Tlie position of the crank at any point of the

stroke of the piston is determined by the two following

general equations :

k= r+l A. ..(3).

When the piston is at the middle point of ita

stroke, then h = r, and eq. (4) becomes

cos
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When the crank is at right angles to the

connecting .rod, e= 90, and then we find from

Fig. 7.

h= r + l Vr* + l ...(6).

This expression is, obviously, less than r, or

half the whole stroke of the piston. Hence it

appears that the crank is at right angles with the

connecting rod, before the piston has attained the

middle point of its upward stroke.

20. Fig. 7 shows how a rotation of the axis A is

transmitted to another c/ by means of the two

equal cranks A B and c D, connected by the con-

necting rod D B, whose length is

equal to the distance A c, between

the two axes. In all positions

of the cranks, the figure A B c D
will be a parallelogram, and the

velocity of D will always be equal
to the velocity of B, and the mo-

tion of the axis c will be exactly

the same as that of the axis A.

21. Two sets of cranks may be

placed upon the axes, having the

cranks on each axis at right an-

gles to each other, similar to the

mode of connecting the wheels of

a locomotive engine, as shown in fig. 8, where

the cranks are formed by bending, or loops made
in the axes. These axes must bo parallel to each

3*
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other, and the connecting rods must also be of

equal lengths.

The advantage of this combination consists in

maintaining a constant moving pressure, by which

means an equable motion is sustained without the

aid of the inertias of the machinery.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

22. The double universal joint, represented in

fig. 9, furnishes another example of link- work,

for transmitting motion from one- axis to another

axis. This useful piece of mechanism should be

constructed, so that the extreme axes, A B and c i>,

would meet in a point, if produced, and the angles

which they respectively make with the central

line of the intermediate piece, E F H G, shall be

equal to each other.
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TO CONSTRUCT WATT'S PARALLEL MOTION".

23. This beautiful and useful piece of mechan-

ism is formed by a combination of link-work.

Let A B and c D (see figs. 10 and 11) be two

rods, turning on the fixed centres A and D, and

connected together by *. 11.

the short link c B;
then when motion is

given to the rods,

there is a certain

point, E, in the link

c B, which will move,
or very nearly move, in a straight line. In mat-

ter of fact the path, or locus, of this point is a

curve of the fourth degree; but when the motion

of the rods is limited, and their lengths are con

siderable, as compared with the length of their

connecting link, this path becomes almost exactly

a straight line.
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In fig. 11, c B K R is a parallel frame of links;

to the joint R is attached the piston rod R P of the

steam engine ;
and to the point E is attached the

piston rod of the air-pump.

(1.) To find the point E (see fig. 10) to which the

air-pump rod must be attached, having given the

radius rod C I), the link G B or Q G, and the rod A B

or A Gforming a part of the great beam.

Let D Q, A G be an extreme position of the rods.

Let the rods be moved to the position A B c D,

where the link c B is perpendicular to A B and

D 0. Produce B c, meeting the link Q G in the

point E
;
then E will be that point of the link which

will most nearly move in a vertical straight line.

The ratio of Q E to G E is generally expressed by
the following equality :

GE r \ . A
Rsin~

where R= A B, r= D c, a= angle c D Q, and A=
angle BAG.

Practically the link Q G or c B deviates very
little from the vertical

;
and the angles a and A are

small
; hence, r sin ^

= R sin
^ very nearly ;

in

this case, therefore, eq. (1) simply becomes

QE R
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and from this equality we readily find,

G E = PQXfiQ
...(3),D Q-T-A G V ;'

which gives the position of the point B, as re-

quired.

G QWhen D Q = A G, then G E =
,
that is to say,

A

in this case, the point E is at the middle of the

link Q G or C n.

Example. Let A B or A G = 5 ft.; D C or D Q ==

4 ft.; and C B or G Q= 1/5 ft.; then by eq. (3) we

have,

4x1-5 2

(2.) To find the length of the radius rod D C (see

fig. 13), when the divisions A B and B K, on the beam

are given.

In this case.

A B*
The radius rod, D C = ---

(i).
B K

When A B = B K
;
then D c= A B

;
that is, in

this case, the radius rod will be equal to the divi-

sion A B on the beam.

Example. Let A B = 6 ft., and B K = 4 ft.
;
then

by eq. (4) we have,
6"

The radius rod, D c = -r = 9 ft.
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Fig. 12.

To multiply Oscillations Ij means of Link- work.

24. Fig. 12 represents a system of links B A c,

C D, and D B, turning on the fixed centres A and E.

and having the arms A B and A C united to the

same centre A. The construction is such, that

while the rod A B

makes a single os-

cillation from B

to I, the rod E D

will make a c&m&fe

oscillation, viz.,

from D to F, and

back from F to D.

The oscillations

of A B are pro-

duced by the ro-

tation of a crank

(see Art. 17), or

by any other
means.

The conditions

of the construc-

tion may be stat-

ed as follows :

Given the

lengths of the
arms A c and E D, the lengths or angles of their

oscillations, and the length of the connecting link

C D, to construct the mechanism, so that the rod
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E D shall perform two oscillations whilst A B

makes one.

Let B A c be the position of the bent lever at

the .commencement of the upward oscillation.

Draw A I and A H, making the angles B A I and c

A H each equal to the angle of the oscillation.

From A as a centre, with A B and A c as radii, de-

scribe the arcs B I and c H. Through A draw A

G F bisecting the angle c AH cutting the arc c H
in G. On A G F take A F equal to the sum of the

rods A c and c D, and make F D equal to the given

length of the oscillation of E D. From D and F

as centres, with a radius equal to the length of the

rod E D, describe circles, cutting each other in E
;

then E will be the centre of the rod E D, which

will perform two oscillations, whilst the rod A B

makes one.

When A B and A c are in the middle points of

their oscillations, the rod E D will have the posi-

tion E F, that is, it will have performed a complete

upward oscillation. When A B and A c have per-

formed the remaining halves of their oscillations,

the rod E F will have returned to the original po-

sition, that is, it will have performed a complete
downward oscillation.

In like manner the ossillations may be further

multiplied, by connecting E D with another series

of links.
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To produce a Velocity which shall be rapidly

retarded, by means of Link-work.

25. In fig. 13, R A c and E D represent two rods,

turning on fixed centres A and E, and connected

by a link c D
;
the rod E D is supposed to oscil-

late uniformly between the positions E D and E F.

Now the construction is such as to produce a

rapidly retarded motion of the rod R c in moving

Fig. 13.

from the position R A C to the position SAB, and

conversely.
The conditions of the construction may be

stated as follows :

Given the rods E D and D C in position and mag-
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nitude, the angle of oscillation DBF, and the

length of the rod A C, to construct the mechanism.

Bisect the arc D F in G, and then bisect the arc

F G in K
; through the points K and E, draw the

straight lifle K E c
;
from D and K as centres, with

a radius equal to the length of the link D c, de-

scribe arcs, cutting K E c in the points C and B
;

from B and c as centres, with a radius equal to the

length of the rod A c, describe arcs cutting each

other in the point A
;
then A will be the centre of

the rod A c.

When the rod E D arives at the position E G, the

rod RAG will have the position SAB very nearly,

and it will have moved with a rapidly retarded

motion. During the remaining half of the oscil-

lation G F, the rod s A B will remain, virtually,

stationary.

This piece of mechanism was first employed by
Watt for opening the valves of the steam engine.

To produce a Reciprocating Intermittent Motion by
means of Link-work.

26. A B and c D (fig. 14.) are two rods, turning

on the fixed centres A and D, and connected by a

link B C. The rod A B is made to oscillate between

the positions A B and A I, by means of a crank

and connecting rod. The construction of the

mechanism is such, that the rod D c will oscillate

between the positions D c and D K, but with an

intermittent motion.

4

379389
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The conditions of the construction may be

stated as follows:

Given the rods A B, B c, and c D in position and

magnitude, to construct the mechanism.

Fig. 14.

From A as a centre, with the radius A B, de-

scribe the arc B I
; through c and A draw the

straight line GAG, meeting the arc in G
;
make

G E equal to one third the arc G B, and on the arc

take G I equal to G E
;
on the line GAG take G F

equal to B c
;
then half the chord B I will give the

length of the crank, and c F will be the arc

through which the rod D c oscillates.

Bisecting the angle B A E, &c., the position of

the rod D' c' is found, which being connected with

B, by the link B c', will oscillate exactly in a con-
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fcrary manner to that of the rod D c, that is to say,

when D c is stationary D' c' will be in motion, and

conversely.

When the point B arrives at E, the rod D c will

have completed, practically, its oscillation, and

there it will remain stationary until the rod, turn-

ing on the centre A, returns from the position A I

to A E.

TJie Ratchet-wheel and Detent.

27. In fig. 15, A represents the ratchet-wheel,

and D the detent, falling into the angular teeth of

the ratchet, thereby admitting the Fif?- 15>

wheel to revolve in the direction

of the arrow, but at the same time

preventing it from revolving in

the opposite direction.

In certain kinds of machinery,

the action of the moving force un-

dergoes periodic intermissions
;
in

such cases the ratchet and detent are used to pre-

vent the recoil of the wheels, and sometimes to

give an intermittent motion to the wheel, as in

the following example.

Intermittent Motion produced by Link-work connected

with a Ratchet-wheel.

28. B E is a rod, turning on the fixed centre B.

to which a reciprocating motion is given by the
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connecting rod C of a crank, or by any other

means
;
B F is a click, jointed to the rod B E at its

Fig. 16. extremity, and gives mo-

tion to the ratchet-wheel

A. At each upward stroke

of the rod B E, the click

E F, acting upon the saw-

like teeth of the ratchet-

wheel, causes it to move

round one or more teeth, and when the extremity
F of the click is drawn back by the descent of the

lever B E, it will slide over the bevelled sides of

the teeth without giving any motion to the wheel,

so that at every upward stroke of the rod c the

ratchet-wheel will be moved round and it will re-

main at rest during every downward stroke of the

rod. Thus the reciprocating motion of the con-

necting rod, c, will produce an intermittent circular

motion in the axis A.

III. ON WRAPPING CONNECTORS.

29. When the moving force of the machinery is

not very great, cords, belts, and other wrapping

connectors, are most usually employed in transmit-

ting motion from one revolving axis to another.

30. The endless cord or belt A B c D, represented
in figs. 17 and 18, passes round the wheels, A B
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and c I), revolving on the parallel axes R K and

Q F, and transmits motion from the axis Q F to the

axis R K, with a constant velocity ratio. In all

such cases the motion is entirely maintained by the

frictional adhesion of the cord or belt to the sur-

face of the wheel.

ng. IT. Fig. 18.

When the cord passing round the wheels is

direct, as in fig. 17, the motions of the wheels take

place in the same direction, and when the cords

cross each other, as in fig. 18, the motions of the

wheels take place in opposite directions.

If the wheel c D makes one revolution, then.

circum. c D
No. revo. A B = -

circum. A B

radius c r>

radius A B ^ '"

Or putting R and r for the radii of the wheels

4*
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c D and A B respectively, and Q and q for their r<-

spective synehronal rotations, then

?=-
(2)Q R ^ '

Example. If the radius of the wheel c D be 12

inches, and that of A B 9 inches, what will be the

least number of entire revolutions which the}?

must make in the same time ?

Here, by eq. (2), we have

q _ R _ 12 _4
Q
~~

r
~

9"
~

3'

12 4
The fraction

-^
reduced to its least terms, is

g>

therefore the least number of synehronal rotations

are 4 and 3, that is to say, whilst the wheel c D

makes 3 rotations, the wheel A B will make 4.

31. Fig. 19 represents a system of three revolv-

ing axes, in which motion is transmitted from one to

Fig. i. the other, by means

of a series of belts.

The belt being
direct in the wheels

A and D c, t h e i r

axes will move in

the same direction, but as the belt crosses in pass

ing from D c to H G, their axes will move in oppo
site directions.
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Here, whilst the axis B makes one rotation, the

rad. H G x rad. T) c
No. rotations A = -, i (1).

rad. E F x rad. IK x }

Or putting R!= rad D c, Rj= rad. H G, &c.,

rj = rad. I K, r,= rad. E F, &c., and putting q and Q
for the synchronal rotations of the first and last

axes respectively ;
then

q __ R t x R, x R, x &c.

Q rl
x ra x r, x &c.

Example. In the mechanism represented in

fig. 19, let R!= 8, Ra= 15, TI= 5, r,
= 4

; required
the least number of entire rotations performed in

the same time by the axes A and B.

Here, by eq. (2) we have,

q _ 8x 15 _ 6

Q 5x4 I

that is, whilst the axis B makes one revolution,

the axis A will make six.

32. In raising buckets from deep wells or from

pits, a continuous cord coils round an axle or a

drum wheel, as the case may be, the full bucket

being attached to one end of the cord and the

empty bucket to the other end
;
the rotation of the

axle coils up the cord to which the full bucket is

attached and at the same time uncoils the cord to

which the empty one is attached, so that whilst

the former is ascending the latter is descending.
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Speed Pulleys.

33. Fig. 20 represents an arrangement of speed

pullevs; A B and c D are two parallel axes upon
each of which is fixed a series of pulleys, or

wheels, adapted for a belt of

given length, so that it may be

shifted from one pair of wheels to

any other pair, say for example,
from the pair a a

l
to the pair c ct .

In order to suit this arrangement.
if the belt be crossed, the sum of

the diameters of any pair of pulleys

must be a constant quantity, that is

to say, it must be equal to the sum

of the diameters of any other pair.

By this contrivance, a change in

the velocity ratio of the two axes

is produced by simply shifting the

belt from one pair to another.

In practice it is customary to make the two

groups of pulleys exactly alike, the smallest pulley

of one being placed opposite to the largest of the

other.

In a group of speed pulleys, let s= the constant

sum of the diameters of the driver and follower,

D = the diameter of the follower, and Q q the

number of their synchronal rotations respectively.

then -= - and
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QXS
a = - or more simply,

= s U ...
(2).

Example. Required the diameters of a pair of

speed pulleys, when the sum of the diameters is

30 inches, and the driver makes two revoluticns,

whilst the follower makes three.

Here s= 30, Q= 2, and q= 3
;
then by eq. (1)

and (2) we have

D= -=18 in.; and d 30 18=12 in.
o

If the constant sum of the diameters of a group
of 5 pairs of speed pulleys be 12 inches, and the

diameters of the pulleys alt
b

lt d, d\, e
l} be 10, 8,

6, 4, and 2 inches respectively, then the diameters

of the pulleys a, b, c, d, e, will be 2, 4, 6, 8, and

10 inches respectively ;
and as the strap is shifted

from one pair of wheels to another, the relative

velocities of the axes CD and AB will be as the

numbers
?,, J, 1, 2, and 5.

34. It is customary to construct the pairs of

speed pulleys so that the rotations of the follower

may be increased or decreased in a certain geo-
metric ratio. Thus, if r be this ratio, then for 5

pairs of speed pulleys we shall have the series of

terms ' -' 1. r, r
1

, for the different values of -,
ra r q
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tha ratio of the synchronal rotations of each pair.

Or, generally, if n be the number of pairs, then

JL _L -f "?
-I*

n~z
t >

r
>

r
>

will be the different

r' r 3

values of In this case, let Du D2,
. . .

,
vn = the

diameters of the 1st, 2d, ...
,
and wth pulleys, re-

spectively, on the driving axis
;
and these symbols,

taken in a reverse order, will be the correspond-

ing diameters of the pulleys on the driven axis
;

s s
then DX = r D = :. and so on:

moreover we have D= s T>
l>
vn_ l

= s D2,
and

so on.

Example. To find the diameters of a set of 5

Q
pairs of speed pulleys, so that values of -

(the

ratio of the synchronal rotations of the different

pairs) shall have the common ratio of
,
the con-

Btant sum of the diameters of each pair being 26

inches.

Herer= f, w= 5, and S= 26, then from the

foregoing formulae we find,

26 26

so on '
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But the remaining diameters will be better

found as follows :

D6
= 26 18= 8; D4=26 15?= 10f.

35. Two plain cones, having their axes parallel,

as shown in fig. 21, will obviously answer the

same purpose as the ordi-
Flg ffl .

nary form of speed pulleys.

The slant faces of the cones

may be formed by any con-

tinuous curve; but with this

condition that the sum of

the diameters at every po-

sition of the band shall be

a constant.

Guide Pulleys.

36. By the intervention of guide pulkys the di-

rection of cords may be changed into any other

direction. Thus, by means of

the guide pulleys B and C, the

motion of the cord in the di-

rection c D is changed into the

direction A B.

The cords I) C and C B

should be in the plane of the

pulley c
;
and the cords C B

and B A should be in the plane of the pulley B.

37. Two guide pulleys, E and H, may be em-

ployed to transmit motion from the wheel A to
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rig. 23.

the wheel B, when the axes of these wheels have

any given direction.

Let E H be the line

where the planes,
passing through the

two wheels, intersect

each other. In this

line assume any two

convenient points E

and H
;

in the plane

of the wheel A draw

the tangents E c and

H D
;
and in the plane

of the wheel B draw

the tangents E F and

H G
;
then c E F G H D

will be the path of the endless cord, which will be

kept in this path by a guide pulley at E, in the

plane of c E F, and another guide pulley at H, in

the plane of D H G.

The relative velocities of the axes A and B de-

pend entirely upon the ratio of the radii, A D and

B G, of the two wheels. Soe Art. 30.

To prevent Wrapping Connectors from Slipping.

38. The slip of the band on the wheel, when it

is not excessive, is in many cases rather an advan-

tage than otherwise
;
but when motion is to be

transmitted from one wheel to another according
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to some given exact ratio, gearing chains of various

forms are employed as the wrapping connectors.

39. In some cases the links of the gearing chain

lay hold of pins or teeth formed upon the wheel,

is shown in fig. 25. In other cases, the links of

he gearing are joined together, something like a

Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

watch chain, and carry teeth which pass into cer-

tain notches made at corresponding distances on
the edge of the wheel, as shown in

fig. 24.

Fig. 28. Fig. 27.

40. When a belt moves a conical wheel, it alway
Lappens that the belt gradually moves toward the

broad end of the wheel
;

this is owing to the belt

6
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being more stretched on that side than it is on

the other.

41. This property enables us to construct a

wheel so that a belt shall not shift on its edge ;

this is simply effected by making the edge to

swell a little in the middle, as shown in fig. 27.

42. When two rollers have to make only a

limited number of revolutions in each direction,

the slip of the cord may
be prevented by having
a cord coiled round each

end of the rollers in op-

posite directions, so that

while one cord is coiled

on one extremity of the

roller, the other cord is uncoiled from the other

extremity, as shown in fig. 28.

Tig. 29.

Tig. 28.

43. By a similar arrangement of cords on tha

cylinder E F (see fig. 29), a reciprocating motion
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of this cylinder will produce a back and forward

motion of the carriage A B.

Systems of Pulkys.

44. A system of pulleys must at least contain

one movable pulley. When a wheel, forming a

part of a system of wheels connected together by
cords, has a progressive motion, it materially
affects the velocity ratio of the receiver and the

operator of the mechanism. There are a great

many different systems of pulleys, but they all de-

pend upon the different combinations of movable

and fixed pulleys, and the different modes of redu-

plication of a cord.

45. In this system of pulleys

there is one movable block and a

single continuous cord with three

duplications, so that whilst the

moving force P acts by one cord,

the movable block with its load

is suspended by six cords
;

if w
ascend one foot, each of these cords

will be shortened one foot, and

therefore the cord P will be length-

ened six feet
;
that is to say, the

velocity of P will be six times that of W.

46. In the system of pulleys represented in fig.

31, there are two distinct cords and two movable

pulleys, A and B, making two duplications of cord
;

Fig. 30.
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then if A ascend one foot, B must ascend two feet,

and the cord at P must be lengthened four feet;

that is, the velocity of P will be four times the

velocity of W.

Generally, if there are n moveable pulleys in

such a system, then,

velo. p = 2" X velo. W.

Fig. 31. Fig. 33.

47. The system of pulleys represented in fig. 32,

contains two movable pulleys, one fixed pulley,

and two single cords. In this case the velocity

ratio of P to W is as four to one.

48. Fig. 33 represents a similar system of pul
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leys, in winch the velocity ratio of P to w is as

five to one.

In all these systems of pulleys the velocity ratios

are constant.

49. In the compound wheel and axle, repre-

sented in fig. 34, the axle is made of different

thicknesses, as at A and rig. 34.

B, and a continuous cord

coils round these parts

in different directions,

and passes round the

wheel of the movable

pulley D. In one revo-

lution of the wheel c P,

the space moved over by the pulley D is equal to

half the difference of the circumferences of the

axles A and B. Putting R! for the radius of the

wheel c P, R for the radius of the axle A, and r for

the radius of the axle B
;
then we have for the

velocity ratio

velo. P _ 2 R!

velo. w R r

If R!= 10, R= 4, r= 3| ;
then

velo. P 2x10
velo. w 4 3

80.

This piece of mechanism belongs to a class which

produces what has been called differential motions,

5*
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their object being to produce a slow and definite

motion in a body by the most simple and practi-

cable means.

TO PRODUCE A VARYING VELOCITY RATIO BY
MEANS OF WRAPPING CONNECTORS.

50. To find the ratio of the angular velocities

of two eccentric wheels, moved by a cord wrap

ping over each.

pet D c be a cord wrapping round the wheels,

Fig. 35. whose axes of motion are

A and B
;
their line C D will

be a tangent to the two

curves forming the edges
of the wheels. On D c

produced let fall the per-

pendiculars A Q and B K
;

then the velocity of the

cord, in this position of the

wheels, will be equal to the

velocity of the point Q, and at the same time it will

also be equal to the velocity of the point K : henco

we find,

angular velocity AC B K

angular velocity B D A Q'

that is to say, the angular velocities are inversely as

the perpendiculars let fall upon the cordfrom the axe.

of motion.
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51. Let B be a movable pulley suspended from

the continuous cord P A B C,
rig - 3S -

passing over a fixed pulley

A, and attached to a point

c in the same horizontal

line with A. Let fall B D

perpendicular to A c
;
then

B c will always be equal to

B A, and B will move in a vertical line B D. Hence

we find,

velocity p = 2 x *_
(1)

velocity w B A " ' ^

This expression may be put in the following

trigonometrical form :

velocity P =2XCOSPAB .,, (2) .

velocity w
52. Fig. 37 represents a simple and ingenious

contrivance for communicating a varying velocity

to the axis B, by means

of an endless band Q K C,

passing over an eccen-

tric wheel A, a pulley
B K, and a stretching

pulley c. The curve of

the eccentric wheel A,

must be such as to pro-

duce the varying velo-

city required. The

weight w, attached to the stretching pulley C, keeps
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the band constantly stretched, so that whatever

may be the velocity of the cord upon leaving the

eccentric wheel, it communicates the same velocity

to the circumference of the pulley B K. From the

axis A let fall A Q perpendicular to the cord Q K
;

then by eq. (1), Art. 50, the velocity ratio may
De expressed as follows :

ang. velo. axis A B K

ang. velo. axis B A Q

Let the axis A revolve uniformly, and let the

radius B K of the pulley be given ;
then

The ang. velo. axis B will vary as the perpend. A Q.

IV. ON WHEEL-WORK PRODUCING MOTION BY
ROLLING CONTACT WHEN THE AXES OP MOTION

ARE PARALLEL.

53. Two wheels, E and F, in contact with each

rig. 38. other, revolve on the par-

allel axes A B and c D;
now if the wheels are in

contact in any one posi-

tion, they will also be in

contact in every other po-

sition, and their circum-

ferences will roll upon
each other, so that if the

driver F revolve on its axis c D, it will communi-
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cate a rotatory motion to the follower E in a con-

trary direction, by the frictional adhesion of the

parts successively brought in contact. The edges
of these wheels must have the same velocity, and

therefore their angular velocities will be inversely

as their radii.

54. In order to render the transfer of motion

perfectly exact, the edges of the wheels are formed

into teeth, placed at equal
distances from each other,

so that when one wheel is

turned, its teeth success-

ively enter into the spaces

formed on the edge of the

other wheel. Thus, even

with slight errors of con-

struction, one wheel can

not escape from the other,

which may happen in the

case of simple rollers.

The numbers of teeth in the wheels, acting upon
each in this manner, are in proportion to their

radii. Thus, let the radius of the wheel A be 15

inches, that of B 6 inches, and let B contain 8

teeth
;
then

15
No. teeth in A= 8x ~^= 20.

Or, generally, if R and r be put for the radii of the
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wheels, and N and n the number of their teeth

respectively ;
then

= ?...(!).n r ^ '

Hence angular velocities, as well as the synchronal

rotations, of wheels, may be expressed in terms of

their numbers of teeth
;
thus we have

ang. velo. A _ n

ang. velo. B
"*" "

synchronal rotation A Q n
also. =

; , or
- = -

... (3).
synchronal rotation B q N v '

Example. Required the least number of teeth

in the wheels A and B, so that B shall make 105

revolutions per min. and A only 40.

tr"
-

; , Q . n 40 8
Here by eq. (3),

- = == -
;J ^ ^ ' N 105 21

that is, B will contain 8 teeth and A 21 teeth.

The form which must be given to the teeth

of wheels, so as to maintain a perfect rolling

contact, will be explained in another part of this

work.

55. If the wheel A be the driver then B will

be called the follower. Wheels acting in this

manner are sometimes called spur-wheels. Small

toothed wheels are called pinions ; thus B may be

called a pinion in relation to A.

56. Toothed wheels are said to be in gear when
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their teeth are engaged together, and they are said

to be out of gear when they are separated.

67. In the train of wheels represented in fig. 40,

. 40.

let N!, N2, Ns, &c., be the number of teeth in the

driving wheels, and HI, nt, n*, &c., the number in

the driven wheels
; Qi = the no. of rotations of the

first axis, Q = the no. of the second axis, and so

on, performed in the same time
;
then

SfLtl= **i-N3 .y,....Nro

'"
v ''

This equality may be expressed in language as

follows : The ratio of the synchronal rotations of the

last and first axes, is equal to the continued product

of the number of teeth in the driving wheels divided

by the continued product of the number of teeth in the

driven wheels.

Similarly we have,

^LJ= Q
x
*

x x 1 (2)

which may be expressed in language as follows :

The ratio of the synchronal rotation of the first and
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Tost axes, is equal to the product of the separate syn-

chronal ratios of the successive pairs of axes.

The number of axes in this combination is

always one more than the number of pairs of

wheels.-

It is evident, from eq. (1), that the drivers and

followers may be placed in any order in a train

of wheel-work without changing the velocity

ratios of the first and last axes.

Example. Let the number of pairs of drivers

and followers be 3, that is, let m = 3, Ni= 16,

N,= 15, Na
= 14, HI= 7, 7*2

=
6, rit

= 5 ; required

the least number of synchronal rotations of the

first and last axes in the train of wheels.

Here by eq. (1) we have

04 _ 16 x 15 x 14 _ 16^

Q~;

~ Tx 6 x 5
= = T ;

that is, whilst the first axis makes one revolution,

the last will make sixteen.

58. If the number of teeth in a driving wheel

be some exact multiple of the number of teeth in

the follower, then the same teeth will come into

contact in every revolution of the driver. Thus

if the driver contains 30 teeth and the follower 6,

then the same teeth will come into contact at

every revolution of the driver. This arrangement
of teeth is preferred by the clock and watchmaker

;

but the millwright would add one tooth, called the

HUNTING COG, to the large wheel, that is, he
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would have 31 teeth in the driver and 6 in the

follower, because 31 and 6, being prime to each

other, and at the same time nearly in the same

ratio as 30 and 6, the same pair of teeth would not

come again into contact until the large wheel had

made 6 revolutions, and the small one 81.

59. Eq. (3), Art. 53, enables us readily to find

the number of revolutions which the wheels must

make in order that the same teeth may come again

into contact with each other
;
for it is only neces-

sary to reduce the fraction to its least terms,

and the denominator of this reduced fraction will

give the number of revolutions of the driving

wheel as required. Thus, let N= 144, and n= 54

then - = -= -
;
that is, the driver must make 3

q 14 o

complete revolutions, or the follower 8, before the

same teeth can again come into contact.

60. In a combination of wheels, whose motions

are expressed by the equality - = * '

*, an in-J
Qt ni.n,

definite number of values may be assigned to the

numbers of teeth, which shall produce a given syn-

chronal ratio of the first and last axes; but if n^

and ra., be given, and Ni and Na be comprised within

certain given limits; then a limited number of

values may be found for N/and N8 .

Thus, for example, let - 3= 60, nv
= n,= 8, and
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the values of NI and Na not to exceed 100 nor to

be less than 40.

Here we have

/. N! . N,= 60 X 64
;

hence, N\ may be 60 and N, may be 64
;
but in

order to determine all the combinations, we must

put the product, 60 x 64, into prime factors, and

then distribute these factors into different groups

answering to the limiting values of Nl and N2 .

Here, 60 x 64 = 2 s x 3 x 5
;
hence we have

1st combination, (2
4 x 3) x (2* x 5)= 48 x 80 ;

2d combination, (2* X 3) x (2* x 5)
= 96 x 40

;

3d combination, 2' x (2
l x 3 x 5)= 64 x 60.

61. When all the drivers contain the same

number of teeth, and also the followers, then eq.

(1), Art. 57, becomes

By means of this formula we may readily de-

termine the least number of axes requisite for

producing a given synchronal ratio of rotation

between the first and last axes, when the number

of teeth in the drivers cannot exceed Nt and the

number in the followers cannot be less than n^.

Find m, in eq. (1), equal to the highest whole

number, which does not make the right member

greater than the left
;
then the least number of
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axes will be m + 2. But if m, a whole number,
can be found so as to make the right-hand
member exactly equal to the left, then in this case,

the least number of axes will be m + 1.

JExample. Required the least number of axes

in a train of wheels which shall cause the last axis

to revolve 180 times as fast as the first axis,

allowing that none of the drivers can contain more

than 54 teeth, and none of the followers less

than 9.

Here, we must find the greatest whole number

for m, so that/
)
or (6)" shall not exceed 180.

This value of m is obviously 2
;
and the least

number of axes will be 4.

Idk Wheels.

62. The wheel c placed between two other

wheels, A and B, does not affect

the velocity ratio of these

wheels
;
and hence the wheel c

is called an idle wheel. This

intermediate wheel, however,
causes the wheels A and B to

revolve in the same direction,

whereas if A and B were in contact they would

revolve in opposite directions.
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Annular Wheels.

63. Fig. 42 represents an annular wheel A, hav

ing its teeth cut on the internal

edge of the annul us or rim. The
toothed wheel B, revolving with-

in the annular wheel A, causes

it to revolve in the same direc-

tion ; whereas two ordinary spur
wheels revolve in opposite direc-

tions,

Concentric Wheels.

64. When two separate wheels revolve about

the same centre of motion,

they are called concentric

wheels. The pinion D is

fixed to the axis F E, whilst

the concentric wheel c is

fixed to a tube or cannon, N,

which revolves freely upon
the axis F E. The driving

wheels, A and B, fixed to the

parallel axis H G, communicate the relative velo-

cities to the axis F E and to the cannon N.

Wheel work when ttie axes are not parallel to each

other.

65. When the axes of two wheels are not paral-

lel to each other, motion is generally communi-

cated from the one to the other by bevel wheels or
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Hg.44.

bevel gear. When the axes are perpendicular to

each other, the face wheel and lantern, and the crown

wheel are frequently employed.

Face Wheel and Lantern.

66. In fig. 44, F represents a face wheel, with its

lantern L. Here

motion is trans-

mitted from the

vertical axis A B

to the horizontal

axis AC. The
teeth F on the face

of the face wheel

are called cogs,
which are usually

made of iron, whilst the round staves forming the

teeth of the lantern, L, are made of hard wood.

The axes A B and c D should, when produced, in-

tersect in a point.

Grown Wheels.

67. Fig. 45 represents

a crown wheel B, with its

pinion A, having their

axes at right angles to

each other. The teeth

of the crown wheel are

cut on the edge of a hoop,
the plane of which is at

6*

Fig
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right angles to its axis, and the pinion is thicker

than wheels are commonly made.

CASE I. To construct Bevel Wheels or Bevel Gear

when the axes are in the same plane.

68. Let A c and A B be two axes of rotation, in

the same plane, and cutting
each other in the point A.

On these axes two right

cones, A D F and A D E, may
be formed, touching each

other in the line A H D
;

and also two right frusta,

D F G H and D H K E, of these

cones may be formed.

Now, if the frustum D F G H revolve on its axis

B A, it will communicate, by rolling contact, a

rotatory motion to the frustum D H K E upon its

axis c A.

These frusta of cones will obviously perform
their rotations in the same time as the ordinary

spur wheels previously described.

On the surfaces of these frusta a series of equi-

distant teeth are cut, directed to the apex A of the

cones, so that a straight line passing through the

apex to the outline of the teeth upon the bases D F

and D E of the frusta shall touch the teeth in every

part as shown in the diagram.
Wheels cut in this manner are called bevel gear

Two wheels of this construction will always
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transfer motion, with a constant velocity ratio,

from one axis to the other, provided these axes

meet each other in a point, which point being

always made the apex of the frusta forming the

bevel of the wheels.

69. General problem. Given the radii of two

bevel wheels, and the position of their axes, to

construct the frusta forming the wheels, the two

axes being in the same plane.

Let A B and A c be the position of the axes cut-

ting each other in A.
Fi 47

Draw JJ parallel to

A B at a distance equal
to the radius of the

wheel on the axis A B
;

and draw M L parallel

to A C, at a distance

equal to the radius of

the wheel on the axis

A c, cutting the line I J

in the point D. From the point D, draw DBF per-

pendicular to A B, and DOE perpendicular to A c.

Take B F equal to B D, and c E equal to c D. Join

A E, A D, and A F. At a distance equal to the thick-

ness of the wheel, draw H G parallel to D F, cutting

A D in H
;
and through H, draw H K parallel to D E.

Then D F G H and D H K E will be the frusta re

quired.
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CASE II. To construct Bevel Gear when the axes are

not in the same plane.

70. This is usually done by introducing an in-

termediate wheel with two frusta formed upon it,

one frustum rolling in contact with the driving

wheel, and the other frustum in contact with the

driven wheel.

71. Let A B and c D be the direction of the given
axes

;
take A p as a third axis, meeting the axes

A B and c D at any
convenient points, A

and D; then A will

be the vertex of

two rolling frusta

of cones Q and H,

and D will be the

vertex of two other

rolling frusta of

cones I and K.

Whilst the intermediate axis, with its two frusta

of cones, revolves, the teeth of the frustum H will

have a rolling contact with the teeth of the frus-

tum Q, and at the same time the teeth of frustum

i will have a rolling contact with the teeth of the

frustum K
;
and thus motion will be transmitted

from the axis A B to the axis c D with a constant

velocity ratio.

Let Q! and Q3 be the number of rotations per
formed by the axes A B and c D respectively in the
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same time
; N\ = the number of teeth in the bevel

wheel G
;
nt
= the number in the edge H

; N, =
the number in the edge I

;
and n3

= the number
in the bevel wheel K

; then,

Qi n, . na

which is similar to the expression given ineq. (1),

Art. 57. When 7ix
= NV then this equality be-

comes,

*= *'.. (2).
Q! nt

In this case the intermediate bevel wheel, I n,

may be regarded as an idle wheel.

VARIABLE MOTIONS PRODUCED BY WHEEL WORK
HAVING ROLLING CONTACT.

72. Two curved wheels, E P and F p, having

rolling contact, revolve on the axes A and B. In

order that these wheels may
roll on each other without

slipping, or without produc-

ing any strain upon the axes

A and B, these axes must al-

ways be in the line of contact

A p B, and if the curve p E on
the one wheel be equal to the

curve P F on the other wheel,

the sum of the lines A E and
B F must always be equal to A B, the distance be-
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tween the centres of motion. Various curves may
be constructed, having this property. For exam-

ple, two equal ellipses, E P and F p, revolving on

their foci, A and B, and having A E and B F in the

line of their major axes, will have a perfect

rolling contact. Two equal logarithmic spirals

have also the same property.
Let D P c be the common tangent to the point

of contact P
;
from A and B let fall A c and B D

perpendicular to D p c
; then,

angular velocity A p B D B P

angular velocity BP AC A P
'"

^ '*

This result may be expressed in language as

follows : The angular velocities of the wheels are

inversely as the perpendiculars let fall upon the com-

mon tangent from the centres of motion.

Fig. SO. Flff. 61.

73. The form of wheels, represented in fig. 50,

are used in silk-mills, and in the Cometarium.
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The curves may be indefinitely varied, but they

must always be constructed to answer the condi-

tions explained in Art. 72.

74. Roemer's Wheels. E F and C D are the axes

of two conical wheels or bevel-wheels K and G,

having their vertices turned in opposite directions

the teeth of K are formed like those of the ordinary

bevel-wheel; but the teeth on G are formed by
a series of pins e k, fixed on the surface of the

frustum G. By varying the relative position of

these pins, any given velocity ratio may be ob-

tained.

75. Various combinations have been invented

for producing a varying angular velocity ;
such

as the eccentric crownwheel and broad pinion,

the eccentric spur-wheel with a shifting interme-

diate wheel, and so on.

INTERMITTENT AND RECIPROCATING MOTIONS PRO-

DUCED BY WHEEL WORK, HAVING ROLLING

CONTACT.

76. The following is an example of an inter-

mittent motion produced by the continuous mo-

tion of a toothed wheel.

A driving wheel A, having sunk teeth on a por-

tion of its edge, communicates an intermittent

motion to the wheel B, which has a corresponding

number of teeth on a portion of its edge. The
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portion D c of the wheel B, being a plain arc of a

circle described from A as centre, allows the plain

pi 6i portion of the wheel

A to revolve with-

out any interrup-

tion. The wheels

are brought into

gear by a pin p,

fixed to the wheel

A, and a GUIDE-

PLATE G e
t
fixed to

the wheel B. Now when A revolves, in the direc-

tion of the arrow, the plain portion of its edge
runs past D c without moving
the wheel B, and at the same

time keeps it from shifting;

but when the pin p comes into

contact with the guide-plate, the

wheel B is moved round, and

the teeth D E engage themselves

with the teeth on B, and thus

the wheel B is constrained to

make a revolution
;

it then re-

mains at rest until the pin p
again comes round to meet the

guide-plate.

77. The Rack and Pinion,

By this combination a circular

reciprocating motion is changed into a reciprocat-

ing rectilinear one. Teeth are cut upon the edge
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of the straight bars, B c and D E, so as to work with

the teeth upon the pinion A. These toothed bars

are called racks, and they are constrained to move
in rectilinear paths by guides or rollers. The
racks in this combination move in opposite direc

tions.

78. Fig. 53 represents an application of the

double rack, for converting a continuous circular

Fig. 54.

motion of a wheel, A, into a reciprocating recti-

linear motion, given to the frame B E.

The teeth on A are formed by pins or staves

placed about one quarter round the face of the

wheel
;
these staves act alternately upon the racks

formed on the upper and under sides of the frame.

The tooth on each rack, which comes first into

contact with the stave of the pinion, is made longer
than the others, in order that the first stave should

act obliquely upon it, thereby tending to lessen

the shock. In this figure the lower stave is repre-

sented as leaving the last rack on the under side,

and the upper stave as commencing its action on

the elongated tooth of the upper rack.

7
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V. ON SLIDING PIECES, PRODUCING MOTION BY
SLIDING CONTACT.

The Wedge or Movable Inclined Plane.

79. Let A B c be a movable inclined plane or

wedge, sliding along the smooth surface D E, by a

Fig . 55. pressure P applied to

the end B c, and pro-

ducing a vertical motion

in a heavy rod G Px rest-

ing on the plane A C, and

constrained to move in

a straight path by means

of guide rollers. The

velocity ratio of P and PI will be constant, being

expressed by the following equality :

velocity P A B length of the wedge

velocity P! B C thickness of the wedge.
To transmit motion from an axis A D, to another

axis B C, paralkl to it,

80. The axis A D carries an arm A E, and a pin

Fig. 6. E F, which enters and

slips freely in a slit

made in the arm G B

attached to the axis

BC. When the axis

A D revolves, it com-

municates a rotation

in the same direction

to the other axis B c,
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but with a varying velocity ratio, for the pin P

continually changes its distance B F from the axis

BC.

When the distance between the parallel axes is

small, and the axis AD revolves uniformly, the

angular velocity of the axis B c varies, very nearly,

inversely as the distance, B F, of the pin from this

axis.

The Eccentric Wheel

81. This mechanism is usually employed to

give motion to the slide-valve of the steam engine.

fig. 57. In fig. 57, B repre-

sents the axis of

the eccentric

wheel; c the cen-

tre of the circle;

B R F K a hoop
which embraces

the eccentric

wheel so that the one may revolve freely within

the other
;
E F D a frame connecting this loop with

the extremity D of the bent lever D L G, turning

on the fixed centre L. Now when the eccentric

wheel revolves in the direction of the arrow, shown

in the figure, the frame with the pin D is pushed
to the right, and when the lob side of the eccen-

tric has passed the line of centres, B and D, the

frame with the pin D is drawn to the left, and so

on. Thus the continuous rotation of the axis B
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produces a reciprocating circular motion in the

pin D. The stroke of the pin D will be equal to

twice c B, or double the eccentricity of the wheel.

Cambs, Wipers, and Tappets.

82. Cambs are those irregular pieces of mechan-

ism to which a rotatory motion is given for the

purpose of producing, by sliding contact, recipro-

cating motions in rods and levers.

83. In fig. 58, BCD represents the camb, turn-

ing on its axis A, and giving a reciprocating recti-

linear motion to the heavy rod

E P, which is restrained to move
in its rectilinear path by the guide
rollers. The rotation of the axis

A being in the direction of the

arrow, the rod E F has an upward
motion until the extreme point B

of the camb comes in a line with

the rod, then the portion B G of

the camb allows the rod to fall,

by its own weight, or by the ac-

tion of a spring, until the point G comes in a line

with the rod, and so on
;
thus one revolution of

the camb, here presented, will cause the rod to

make three upward and three downward strokes.

By varying the curve of the camb, any law of

motion may be given to the rod.

84. In fig. 59, the pin E of the rod is made to

traverse a groove E G D, cut in the camb plate, so
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that the pressure of the camb upon the pin pro-

duces the downward stroke of
Ft? V)

the rod as well as its upward
stroke. In this case the rod

will only make one upward and

one downward stroke in every
revolution of the camb plate.

The length of the stroke of the

rod will be equal to the differ-

ence between A D and A G, where

D is the point in the groove
furthest from the centre A, and

G is the point nearest to it.

85. To find the curveforming the groove of a camb,

so that the velocity

ratio of the rod and

the axis of the camb

may be constant.

Let A be the cen-

tre of the camb, and

c A B Q the direction

of the rod. From A
as a centre, with any
convenient distance

A c, describe the cir-

cle C E D B N. On
B A take B a equal
to the length of the

stroke of the rod
;

divide it into any
7*
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convenient number of equal parts, say five, in the

points, b, c, d, e, and divide the semicircle B D E P G

into the same number of equal parts by the radial

lines, A D, A E, A F. From A as a centre, with A b,

A c, A. d, A. e, as radii, describe circles cutting A D,

A E, &c., respectively in the points g, k, I,
m : then

through these points draw the curve a g k I m c
;

and similarly in the semicircle B N c draw the

other curve a n p C.

All lines drawn through the centre A of this

curve are equal ;
thus aG=ln = gp= &c.

Hence if the rod had two pins placed at a and c,

the camb would revolve between them, and would

cause the rod to make a downward as well as an

upward stroke. This curve is the spiral of Archi-

medes.

By dividing the line B a into parts having a

Fig. 61.

varying ratio to one another, any proposed law of

velocity may be given to the rod.
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Fig. 62.

86. In fig. 61, the continuous rotation of the

camb A E c, revolving on the axis A, gives an

oscillating motion to the rod or lever F a, turning
on the centre F. In one revolution of the camb

the rod makes a double oscillation in the arc a a,.

87. Wipers. When the rod is to receive a series

of lifts with intervals of

rest, the camb is made
into the form of project-

ing teeth, which are com-

monly called Wipers or

Tappets.

88. In fig. 62, the re-

volving cylinder c has five

wipers upon its circumference, which give five

downward strokes to the hammer, H, placed at the

Fig. 93. Fig. 64.

extremity of the lever A H, in each revolution of

the cylinder.
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89. In fig. 63, two tappets, upon the revolving

cylinder c, give two downward strokes to the

heavy bar or stamper A B, in each revolution of

the cylinder. In this case the bar A B is con-

strained to move in a rectilinear path by means

of guide rollers.

90. In fig. 6-i, a single wiper on the cylinder c

gives an intermittent rotation to the ratchet wheel

A with its detent D. At each revolution of c

only one tooth in A is moved round, so that for

the greater portion of the revolution of c the

wheel B is at rest.

91. In fig. 65, the continuous rotation of three

Tig. M.

wipers a,b, c, communicates a reciprocating recti-

linear motion to the frame A B c D. The wiper
is engaged with the pallet e, and at the instant

of disengagement the wiper b becomes engaged
with the pallet g, and then the frame starts its

motion in a direction contrary to that of the ar-

rows
;
and so on.

The Swash Plate.

92. By this mechanism, the continuous rota-

tion of an axis produces a reciprocating recti-
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linear motion in a rod, in the direction of its

length.

Here c E represents the revolving axis, to the

top of which is fixed the inclined circular flat

plate A B, called the swash plate ;
A D F the rod

to which a reciprocating motion is given in the

the direction of its length, having
a frictional wheel A at its lower

extremity resting on the swash

plate. This rod is kept in contact

with the plate by its own weight,

or, if this be not sufficient, by
means of a spring. Now as the

swash plate turns round, the rod

A F is alternately raised and de-

pressed, so that at every revolu-

tion of the plate the rod performs an upward
and a downward stroke. Supposing the rod, as

represented in this figure, to be at the lowest

point of its stroke
;
from c, the centre of motion

of the plate, let fall c D perpendicular to A F
;
then

A D will be equal to half the stroke of the rod.

Moreover, let e be any angle moved over by the

axis, and let h be the corresponding space moved

over by the extremity A of the rod
;
then

h = A D -f (1 cos e),

which gives the position of the rod at any point
of the rotation of the plate.

93. There are an almost endless variety of com-
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binations for producing reciprocating motions of

this kind, by means of sliding contact.

9-i. In fig. 67, an eccentric revolving pin e,

sliding or working in the slit of the arm r s gives

a reciprocating motion to the rod p q in the direc-

tion of its length.

95. In fig. 68, the same effect is produced by

Fig. 67. Fig. 68.

the rotation of an eccentric wheel, a I, on its axis

a, within the frame c D F E.

SCREWS.

96. Construction of a Helix or Screw. Let A a K

be a cylinder, and A D E a piece of paper cut in the

Fig
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form of a right angled triangle, having its height
D E equal to the height A K of the cylinder. Now
if this paper be wrapped round the cylinder, the

slant edge A E of the paper will trace the helix or

screw A a L b c K upon the cylinder. If A B = B c

= c D be equal to the circumference of the cylin-

der, the edge of the paper will form four convolu-

tions, and the perpendiculars BF= IG = HE will

be the distance between the threads of the screw,

97. The pitch of a Screw is the distance B F

between two successive convolutions. If t= B F,

the distance between the threads of the screw,

r= the radius of the cylinder, = angle B A F
;

then

tan e

98. We may also conceive the helix of the

screw to be formed by the compound motion of

a point. Suppose the cylinder to rotate uniformly

upon its axis, whilst a point A upon its surface at

the same time moves uniformly in the direction of

its length : then,

with this compound
motion, the point A
will trace the helix

of a screw.

99. Transmission

ofmotion by the screw.

Let e a n cm g be
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a spiral groove cut upon a cylinder ;
A B the axis

on which it turns
;
D E a rod parallel to the axis

A B, and constrained to move in the direction of

its length ;
e a tooth attached to this rod fitting

the groove of the screw. Now whon the wheel c

is turned in the direction of the arrow, the tooth

with the rod D E will be moved from left to right

in the direction of its length, that is, parallel to

the axis of the screw.

The velocity ratio of the wheel c and the rod

D E will be constant, for we have

velocity c _ circum. described by c

velocity c D
~"

pitch of the screw

If R be the radius of the wheel c, r= the radius

cylinder A B, v= velocity circum. c, v the velo-

city of the bar D E, and so on as in art. 97
;
then

the above equality becomes

V R
/.
- = - tan 6 ... (2):v r v "

and when R = r, then

that is, the velocity ratio is equal to the tangent of the

angle, which the thread of the screw makes with the

sides of the cylinder.
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100. It is obvious that the number of teeth in

the bar n K will not at all alter its motion.

In fig. 71, the screw acts upon a series of teeth

Fig. 71.

Fig. 72.

upon the rack D E. This arrangement, called the

rack and screw, converts a circular motion into a

rectilinear one.

Solid Screw and Nut.

101. In general the piece acted upon by the

screw has its teeth, or rather its

threads, formed in a cavity which

embraces the whole circumfer-

ences of the screw, and the

threads of the one exactly fit-

ting the threads of the other.

This modification is shown in

fig. 72, where N is the hollow

screw fitting the threads of the screw s. The solid

piece s is called the male screw, and the hollow

piece the female screw or nut.

102. Screws are either left handed, or right-

handed, according to the direction of the threads.

103. It is important to observe that the follow-

ing relations of motion subsist between the solid

screw and the nut :

8
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1. When the nut is fixed, the solid screw will

have a motion in the direction of its length, upon

being turned round.

2. If the nut revolves, without having any

longitudinal motion, the solid screw will have a

motion in the direction of its length, provided it

is incapable of revolving.

3. If the solid screw revolves without having

any motion in the direction of its length, the nut

will have a longitudinal motion, provided it is in-

capable of revolving.

The first two cases are exemplified in the differ-

ent forms which are given to the common press,

and the last case is exemplified in the construc-

tion of the self-acting slide rest of the lathe, and

in other kinds of mechanism.

The screw is usually employed for producing

very slow uniform motions, and for exerting

great pressure through a limited space.

The Common Press.

104. In fig. 73, s s is the solid screw, N the nut,

N p the lever, B the lower press board which is

constrained to move in an upward direction by
means of the guide frame.

Case 1. In this case the nut N revolves, but does

not move longitudinally, but the screw s s is in

capable of revolving. Hence the press board B

is moved upward at every revolution of the nut,
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over a space equal to the pitch of the screw, or the

distance between the threads, that is,

velo. P circum. described by P

velo. B distance between the threads.

Example. Let the distance between the threads

= i in., the length of the lever N p= 2| ft.
;

required the velocity ratio of the point P and the

press-board B.

velojr= 2 x 2i x 12 x 8-1416

velo. B

That is, the velocity of p is 753'984 times that

of B.

Case 2. In this case N is a perforated cylinder

forming part of the

solid screw s s, and

therefore turns with it

on a pivot which works

in a socket placed on

the under side of the

press board B; the

piece K fixed to the

frame contains the hol-

low or female screw;
so that the solid screw,

s s, is capable of re-

volving and of moving
longitudinally, whilst

the nut K remains ab-

solutely fixed.
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Fig. 74.

Compound Screw.

105. This mechanism consists of two screws A
and D, the smaller one B

working within the larger

one A. The screw A worka

in a fixed nut or female screw

at K, and is capable of revolv-

ing and moving in the direc-

tion of its length ;
the small

screw D is incapable of re-

volving, but is capable of

moving in the direction of its

length. In one revolution of

the lever P, the screw A de-

scends a space equal to the

distance between its threads,

but at the same time the screw D enters the hollow

screw formed in A, a space equal to the distance

between the threads on D, so that the extremity B

will only descend a space equal to the difference

between the thickness of the threads on A and the

thickness of the threads on B
;
hence we have

velo. P circum. described by P

velo. B dist. bet. th'ds on A dist. bet. th'ds on D.

If the length of the lever P = r, the pitch of

the screw A=
t, and the pitch of D = ^ ;

then

velo. P 2 ft r

velo. B t
,(l).
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Example. Let r = 5 ft., t = \ in., tj.
=

f in.;

then

velo.P= 2 x 5 x 12 x 3-1416 =
velo. B \ f
The same velocity ratio might be attained by

making the pitch of a single screw A, equal to

t * but the threads, in this case, might be too

weak to stand the pressure ;
hence the advantage

of the compound screw.

The Endless Screw.

106. When the threads or teeth of a revolving
screw are made to

Fig 75

act upon the teeth

"of a wheel, as in fig.

75, the mechanism

is called the endless

screw. Here, each

rotation of the axis

A B of the screw

turns round one
tooth of the wheel

c, the pitch of the

screw on the axis A B being equal to the pitch of

the teeth on the wheel.

If Q and q be the synchronal rotations of the

wheels and the screw respectively, and N the num-

ber of teeth in the wheel
;
then

|
=

--(I)-

8*
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If N = 40, then
|
= 40

;
that is, for every revo-

lution performed by the wheel the screw will

make 40.

If R, r be the respective pitch-radii of the wheel

and screw, o being, as before, the angle which the

thread of the screw makes with its axis
;
then

<7 B /nx- = - tan o ... (2).
Q r

The Differential Screw.

107. A D is an axis on which are formed two

screws, A B and B c, whose pitches are different.

Fig. 76.

The screw A B passes through a fixed nut or fe-

male screw E, whilst B c passes through a nut N

which is capable of moving longitudinally, but

incapable of revolving from the intervention of

the guides.

Let the screw make one turn so as to move the

cylinder from right to left, then the screw A B will
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move through the fixed nut E a space equal to the

distance between its threads; but, at the same

time, the screw B c will move through the nut N
a space equal to the thickness of the threads on

B c
;
so that the nut N will only be moved through

a space equal to the difference between the thick-

ness of the threads on A B and B c, that is

In one revolution of A, the space moved over

by the nut N = pitch screw A B pitch screw

B o= t ti, where t is put for the pitch of the

screw A B, and ^ for that of B c.

If t = t
lt then nut N will remain at rest.

If the screw A B be right-handed, and B c left

handed
;
then t + /, will be the space moved over

by the nut N in one revolution" of A.

Tlie Archimedian Screw Creeper.

108. This machine is used for conveying corn

Fig. 77.

C

from one part of a corn mill to another. It con

tists of a wooden cylindrical trough, A B c D, within
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which revolves a shaft, E F, having a deep spiral

thread formed upon its surface. The corn is

dropped in at one extremity of the trough by a

hopper, and by the revolution of the creeper the

corn is pushed along toward the other extremity
of the trough.

Mechanism for cutting Screws.

109. c D is the cylinder, or axis on which the
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screw is to be cut, revolving with the mandril D

of the lathe
;
A a toothed wheel revolving with

the axis c D, and giving motion to the toothed

wheel B, round its axis F E, on which is cut the

parent screw; this screw gives a longitudinal

motion to the nut N, as in Case 3, carrying the

sliding table or saddle upon which is securely

clamped the cutting tool p intended to cut the

thread of the screw on the cylinder c D. In the

place of the wheels A B, any combination of wheels

may be used so as to produce any relative longi-

tudinal velocity to the cutting tool P, and thereby
to form a screw of any given pitch on C D with

the same parent screw F E.

Let n = the no. of teeth on the wheel A, n^=
the no. of teeth on B, t= the pitch of the screw

on c D, (i
= the pitch of the screw on F E

;
then

which expresses the pitch of the screw on c D.

From this equality we get,

that is to say, the pitches of the screws are in the

ratio of the number of teeth on their respective wheels.

If n\ and ^ be constant, then

t oo n,

that is to say, the pitch of the screw on C D variet

with the number of teeth on its wlieel A.
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Let k and &t be the number of threads per inch

on the cylinders c D and F E respectively, then

\

and eq. (2) becomes

=t,

Now, let there be an intermediate pinion and

wheel, turning on the same axis, placed between

A and B
;
and let the pinion (acted upon by A)

contain et teeth, and the wheel e teeth
;
then the

velocity ratio of the axis F E will be increased by

the ratio -, and hence eq. (3) becomes

= Kie
... (4).

&! ne ^ J

Example. Let n = 30, n^= 10, ^ = 1 in.
;
re-

quired t.

n 30
Here by eq. (1), t= . t,

= - x | = 1} in.

To produce a changing reciprocating rectilinear mo-

tion by a combination of the camb and screw.

110. E F is a conical shaped camb, turning on

the eccentric axis A B, on which is cut the screw

K B, working in the fixed nut or hollow screw N
;

D C a rod resting on the camb, constrained to
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Tig. 79.

move in the direction of its length, and to which

the varying reciprocat-

ing motion is to be

given. Here, whilst

the camb revolves, it

has a continuous mo-

tion in the direction of

the axis A B, so that the

lower extremity, c, of

the rod D c describes a
." ^^^^^^^m^mm^^^f^^^^^m

spiral or screw curve

upon the cone whose pitch is equal to the pitch
of the screw K B. The effect of this is to make c D

reciprocate in its path in such a manner that the

stroke in one direction is shorter than that in the

opposite direction.

To produce a "boring motion "by a combination of
the screw and toothed wheels.

111. Here it is required to produce a rapid ro-

tation combined with a very slow motion in the

direction of the axis.

The screw I B is cut upon a portion of the re-

volving axis A B
;
this screw passes through a nut

K capable of revolving with the wheel G, but in-

capable of moving in the direction of its axis, as

in Case 2, page 87; the wheel G is driven by the

pinion F revolving on the parallel axis DC; E is

a long pinion, turning on this axis, and acting on

the wheel D, which transmits a rotatory motion
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to the screw axis A B. Now the rotation of c D

produces a rotatory motion in the axis A B, and at

the same time causes it to advance, in the direc-

Fig. 80.

tion oT its length, with a velocity determined by
the following formula.

Let Q, Qu yt be the synchronal rotations of the

axis C D, the nut K and wheel G, and the wheel

and axis A B, respectively ; N, N1; n, HI, the number

of teeth in the wheels F, G, E, L, respectively ;
s

the space moved over by A B in the direction of

its length ,
and t = the pitch of the screw I B.

Now Q! rotations of the nut K moves the screw

A B through a space equal to Qi x t
;
but qi rota-

tions of L moves the screw through a space, in

the opposite direction, equal to ql x t
;
therefore

in Q rotations of the axis c D, the screw A B will

be moved through a space equal to the difference

between Q X t and qi X t, that is,
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Qi N , a, n
but - = -

,
and - = -

;

Q NI' Q V

Now the difference --- may be very small

as compared with Q, and consequently s may be

made as small as we please as compared with Q,

which is the condition required for the construc-

tion of a boring instrument. The boring tool is

placed upon one extremity of the axis A B.

9





MACHINERY OF TRANSMISSION.

CHAPTER II.

ON WHEELS AND PULLEYS.

THE elementary principles of motion by rolling

contact and by wrapping connectors have already

been explained, so that in the present chapter we
have only to examine in detail the methods of ap-

plying these principles and their respective advan-

tages, and especially the mode of constructing

wheels in gear, so that the resulting motion shall

most nearly approach the condition of perfect roll-

ing contact.

We saw in the preliminary chapter that there

were two methods of transmitting power through
trains of wheel work, the first being through the

agency of wrapping connectors, and the second by
rolling contact.

Wrapping connectors. Considerable difference

of opinion exists as to the best and most effective

principle of conveying motion from the source of

power to the machinery of a mill. The Americans

prefer leather straps,* and large pulleys or riggers.

*
I have selected the word strap, instead of beltr or bands,

as a term more generally applied to wrapping connectors

iu the northern districts.

(99)
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In this country, and especially in the manufactur-

ing districts, toothed wheels are almost universally

employed. In some parts of the South, and in

London, straps are extensively used
;
but in Lan-

cashire and Yorkshire, where mill-work is carried

out on a far larger scale, gearing and light shafts

at high velocities have the preference. Naturally,

I am of the opinion that the North is right in this

matter, and that consistently, as I was to a great

extent the first to introduce that new system of

gearing which is now general throughout the

country, and to which I have never heard any
serious objection. I have been convinced by a

long experience that there is less loss of power

through the friction of the journals, in the case of

geared wheel work, than when straps are employed
for the transmission of motive power. Carefully

conducted experiments confirm this view, and it

is therefore evident which mode of transmission

is, as a general rule, to be preferred.

There are certain cases in which it is more con-

venient to use straps instead of gearing. With
small engines driving saw-mills, and some other

machinery where the action is irregular, the strap

is superior to wheel work, because it lessens the

shocks incidental to these descriptions of work.

So, also, when the motive power has been con-

veyed by wheel work and shafting to the variou?

floors of a mill, it is best distributed to the ma
chines by means of straps.
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In some of the American cotton factories, how-

ever, there is an immense drum on the first mo-

tion, with belts or straps from two to three feet

wide, transmitting the power to various lines of

shafting, and these in turn through other pulleys
and straps, giving motion to the machinery. From
this description it will be seen that the whole of

the mill is driven by straps alone, without the

intervention of gearing.

The advantages of straps are, the smoothness

and noiselessness of the motion. Their disadvan-

tages are, cumbrousness, the expense of their re-

newal, and the necessity for frequent repairs. They
are inapplicable in cases where the motion must

be transmitted in a constant ratio, because, as the

straps wear slack, they tend to slip over the pul-

leys, and thus lose time. In other cases, as has

been observed, this slipping becomes an advan-

tage, as it reduces the shock of sudden strains,

and lessens the danger of breaking the machinery.

Very various materials are employed for straps,

the most serviceable of all being leather spliced

with thongs of hide or cement. Gutta percha has

been employed with the advantage of dispensing

with joints, but it is affected by changes of tem-

perature, and it stretches under great strains.

Flat straps are almost universally employed, in

consequence of the property they possess of main-

taining their position on pulleys, the edge of

which is slightly convex (fig. 81). Round belts

9*
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of catgut or hemp are sometimes used, running in

grooves, which are better made of a

triangular than a circular section so

that the belt touches the pulley in two

lines only, tangential to the sides of

the groove ;
in this case the friction

of the belt is increased in proportion

to the decrease of the angle of the

groove.

The strength of straps must be determined by
the work they have to transmit. Let a strap trans-

mit a force of n horses' power at a velocity of v

feet per minute, then the tension on the driving
OOAAA n

side of the belt is Ibs. independent of the

initial tension producing adhesion between the

belt and pulley. For example, let v be 31416

feet per minute, or the velocity of a 24-inch pulley

at 50 revolutions per minute, and let 3 horses'

33000 x 3
power be transmitted; then .. =312 Ibs.,

the strain on the pulley due to the force trans-

mitted

The following table has been given for deter-

mining the least width of straps for transmitting

various amounts of work over different pulleys.

The velocity of the belt is assumed to be between

25 and 30 feet per second, and the widths of the

belts are given in inches. With greater velocities

the breadth may be proportionably decreased.
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TABLE I. APPROXIMATE WIDTHS OP LEATHER STRAPS, IN

INCHES, NECESSARY TO TRANSMIT ANY NUMBER OF HORSES'

POWER.

Toothed Wheels, The second method of com-

municating motion is by rolling contact, as ex-

plained in the preliminary chapter.* But, in

practice, the adhesion between the surfaces is

seldom sufficient to communicate the necessary

power, and hence various contrivances such as

the wheel and trundle, and toothed wheels have

been substituted. The general equations for velo-

city, ratio, etc., are the same as if the wheels rolled

on each other at the pitch circles, but in fact each

tooth slides upon its fellow. The determination

* See page 56.
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of the best forms of these teeth so that the friction

shall be a minimum and the motion uniform, is

one of the most important contributions of applied

mathematics to practical engineering.

Of the introduction of toothed wheels and

toothed gearing, we know very little. Hero of

Alexandria, who wrote two centuries before our

era, speaks of toothed wheels and toothed bars in

a way which seems to indicate that he was not

altogether ignorant of this method of transmitting
motion. Later forms are figured in great variety
in the different collections of mechanical appli-

ances of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Spur gearing is employed where the axes on

which the wheels are placed are parallel to one

another. The smaller wheel

in a combination of this sort

is termed the pinion. An-

nexed (fig. 82) is a pinion
from Kamelli (A. D. 1588),

which from its form, may be

surmised to be of metal. The

principle on which spur gear-

ing is constructed is primarily
the communication of motion through the rolling

of two cylinders on one another. The teeth are

introduced to prevent slipping, and thus to insure

the regular communication of the motive power.
In the older wooden wheels, the teeth were

usually formed of hard wood, and driven into
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mortises on the periphery of a wooden wheel.

The pinions were generally replaced by trundles,

in which cylindrical staves, fixed at equal dis-

tances round the periphery of two discs, were

driven by the teeth of the wheel.

The mortise wheels are still retained in countries

where iron is expensive, and even in this country

they are employed in a modified form. Iron

pinions, with wooden cogs fixed in the periphery,

are used to receive the motion from the fly-wheels

of engines, with a view to reduce the noise and to

increase the smothness of the motion
;
and many

millwrights prefer, in all cases where large wheels

are required to run at high velocities, to make one

of them a mortise-wheel, with wooden cogs.

There does not appear to have been much im-

provement in the construction of wood and iron

gear since it was first introduced by Mr. Rennie
;

the only exception being the introduction of a

machine for cutting out the form of the teeth,*

which in those days was done by hand, with keys
or wooden wedges fitting into dovetails in the
' shanks '

of the cogs, as shown at a, fig. 83, on the

* Mr. Smiles states, in his ' Lives of the Engineers,' that

Brindley, more than a century ago, invented machinery
for the manufacture of tooth and pinion wheels,

' a thing,'

as stated by the author,
' that had not before been attempt-

ed, all such wheels having, until then, been cut by hand,

at great labor and cost.'
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concave side of

the rim
;
now they

are made with an

iron pin driven

through the cog,

close to the rim,

as at b. The iron

pinion or wheel intended to work in contact with

the wood teeth was, up to a recent date, turned

and carefully divided to the epicycloidal form,

Fig. 84.
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and then chipped and filed with great exactitude

in order to fit accurately into the wooden teeth of

the driving wheel. In all the corn mills of the

present day, and where great speed is required,

the same attention to accuracy is observed in

wood and iron gear as in former times.

The greatest advance in the application of gear-

ing resulted from the introduction, at the end of

the eighteenth century, of cast iron in place of

wood. The credit of the introduction of this ma-

terial is usually given to Smeaton, who began to

use cast iron in the construction of the Carron

Rolling Mill, in 1769. But the late Mr. John

Eennie, when at Boulton and Watt's, in 1784, was

probably the first to carry the use of cast iron into

all the details of mill work. Figs. 84, 85 are

copied from the original designs for the Soho

Boiling Mill, dated

1785. But the Al-

bion Corn Mills,

builtabout the same

time (1784-5), may
be considered as the

earliest instance of

the entire replacing

of wood by cast

iron for the bevel and spur wheels and shafts.

This was effected by the same distinguished en-

gineer.

Where the shafts of the wheel and pinion are
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not parallel to each other, various forms of conical

trundles and bevel wheels, are employed. The

simplest plan is probably the face wheel and trun-

dle shown in fig. 86, which have been employed
from a very early period, and which, if made of

metal, take the form of the crown wheel and pin-

ion, fig. 87. Where the axes are not at right

angles, conical trundles have been used, one of

which is figured in Bessoni (A. D. 1578.)

The most perfect arrangement, however, is that

in which two wheels called

bevel wheels are employed
constructed in the form of

frusta of cones. These

were not introduced till

the middle of the last cen-

tury, the principles of the

construction of the teeth

being due to Camus (A.D.

1752). Fig. 88 shows a bevel wheel designed for

the Boiling Mill at Soho, by the late Mr. Eeunie.

in 1785 *

* It is evident from the shape of the eye of these wheels,

figs. 84, 85, and 88, that they were intended for wooden

shafts, and that cast iron had not been in use much before

that time. At an earlier period, Mr. W. Murdock, of Soho,
had a cast iron bevel wheel, which was considered the first

introduced into Scotland, many years previous to the above

date. Mr. Smeaton also had introduced iron wheels at Car-

ron in 1754, and afterwards at a mill at Belper, in Derby-
hire. (See Smiles's " Life of Rennie," page 138.;
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The smoothness and economy of wheel work de-

pend entirely upon the accuracy of the curvature

of the individual teeth which gear with one an-

other. Two chief defects result from imperfec-

ions in their construction : first, the motion coir-

Fig. 88.

municated to the driven wheel is irregular, in-

creasing and diminishing alternately as each tooth

passes the line of centres
; and, second, there is an

unnecessary friction between the teeth in gear,

resulting not only in loss of power, but also

causing a great and destructive wear in the teeth

10
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and journals. These defects can only be avoided

by reducing, as far as praticable, the size of the

teeth, and by the adoption of true principles in

setting out their curvature in the original model.

To the first cause alone a large part of the per-

fect action of modern machinery of transmission

is to be attributed; but there is moreover no

doubt that, in practice, even where true principles

have not been adopted, a considerable approach
has been made to such forms as theory requires.

Now, with certain limitations, it is known that if

any form of tooth be taken for one wheel, there

can be found another tooth which will work cor-

rectly with it. But there are certain forms which,

being susceptible of accurate mathematical deter-

mination, are most convenient for the purpose.

Camus, in 1752, was the first to work out the pro-

perties of epicycloidal and hypocycloidal curves

when employed in the construction of the teeth of

spur and bevel gearing. Be la Hire adopted the

same form. Euler, in 1760, and Kaestner, in 1771,

investigated in a similar manner the properties

of the involute. Since their time, Ferguson, Bu-

chanan, Hawkins, Rennie, and Airy, have all con-

tributed to perfecting the mathematical theory.

And Professor Willis, amongst other important

additions, has shown how a close approximation
to a true form may be made by the adoption of a

system of circular arcs.

From 1788, when Rennie completed the Albion
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Mills, to the present time, wood and iron gear

have been in general use for high velocities, and

for every description of machinery where smooth-

ness and accuracy of motion were required. Mr.

Rennie was the first to introduce this system ;
and

in most cases he made the driver, or large wheel,

with wood cogs, and the driven, or pinion, of iron
"
chipped and turned "

that is, every tooth of the

iron wheel was carefully divided in the pitch,

having first been turned on the fane and the ends

of the teeth, and drawn to the epicycloidal form.

They were then chipped with the hammer and

chisel, and accurately filed to the required dimen-

sions and forms. The same process was applied
to the wooden teeth

;
and these wheels, when duly

prepared, were keyed on their respective shafts,

and securely fixed in contact in the mill.

The chipping and filing process has of late

years been superseded by a cutting machine,

which effects the same purpose, with less risk of

error
;
and the good old system of a penny an inch,

as practised in Rennie's time, has been exploded,
much to the discomfiture of the old millwrights,

who adhere with great tenacity to the hammer
and chisel. Fig. 89 shows the cutting machine as

constructed by Messrs. Peter Fairbairn and Co., of

Leeds.

The object of this machine is not only to pitch

and trim the teeth of a large spur or other wheel,
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Fig. 89.
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but to turn the face and sides of the segments

previously, when bolted to the arms.
"

When used as a lathe for turning, the parts in

use are as follows : B is a large headstock, carry-

ing a hollow spindle (C), through which is inserted

a mandrill upon which the wheel to be cut and

turned is keyed. Provision is made for carrying
the other end of this mandrill by a loose fixing.

The hollow spindle is driven (with the wheel upon

it) by a worm wheel (J) which is made to run

looise on the spindle, but which is now by a lock

bolt connected to the larger worm wheel or divid-

ing ivheel (E), the worm of which is now thrown

out, and which is keyed firmly on the spindle.

The necessary speeds are given by the five-speed

conb and mitre gear. The tool for turning is held

in an ordinary slide rest, which moves transver-

sally on a saddle, which slides and is fastened in

the T groves of two strong beds (A), firmly se-

cured to masonry, and between which the wheel

revolves.

When used for pitching and trimming, the lock

bolt connecting the two worm wheels is removed,

and the pitch is given by the train of change
wheels and division plate (A). The place of the

slide rest is now taken by a headstock carrying

two cutters, one for roughing, and the other for

finishing.

The finishing rose-outter is the counterpart of

10*
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the space between the teeth, and is transversed

across, making both sides of the tooth alike.

The remainder of the arrangement will be

obvious from the sketch. The same machine can

be also readily arranged for cutting worm-wheel

teeth, or for bevel gear.

The best form which can be given to the teeth

of wheels is that which will cause them to be

always, in regard to the power they mutually

exert, in equally favorable situations, and, con-

sequently, will give the machine the property of

being moved uniformly by a power constantly

equal. This would be accomplished by simple

rolling contact, which corresponds with the case

in which the teeth are infinitely small.

Definitions.

1. Spur gearing is that in which the pitch lines

of the driving and driven wheel are in the same

plane (fig. 90).

Fig. 90. Fig. 91.

2. Bevel gearing is that in which the planes ot

the pitch lines of the driving and driven wheel
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are inclined to each other. In practice, they are

in most cases at right angles (fig. 91).

3. Of two wheels in gear, the lesser is called

the pinion.

4. When two wheels are in gear, a straight

line joining their centres is called the line of

centres.

5. If the line of centres be divided into two

parts, proportionally to the number of teeth in

the wheel and pinion, these parts are called the

proportional or primitive radii of the wheel and

pinion.

6. The radii of the circles which limit the ex-

tremities of the teeth are called the true radii.

7. If, from the centres of the wheel and pinion,

circles be drawn with radii equal to the primitive

radii, so that they touch one another in the line

of centres, the circles are called the pitch lines of

the wheel and pinion respectively.

8. The acting surface of a tooth, projecting

beyond the pitch circle, is called its face
;
that

enclosed within the pitch circle, its flank.

9. The pitch of a wheel is the distance measured

along the pitch circle from the face of one tooth

to the corresponding face of the next; it includes,

therefore, the breadth of a tooth and space. For

two wheels to work in gear, the pitch must be

the same in each.

10. Racks are toothed bars in which the pitcl

line is a straight line.
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11. In annular wheels the teeth are cut on the

internal edge of an annulus, or

ring (fig. 92.)

In fig. 93, B F is the line of

centres
;
F A, A B, the primitive

radii of the wheel and pinion

respectively ;
A K L and A M N

the pitch lines
;
K L and M N, the

pitch ;
P L, the face

;
and Q L the flank, of the

tooth.

Fig. 93.

The pitch of Wheels.

We have seen that the pitch of a wheel is the
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length of an arc of the pitch line comprising a

tooth and space. Millwrights ordinarily measure

the pitch as a cord of this arc, and, except in

pinions with very few teeth, the two measure-

ments sensibly coincide.

Having the diameter of a wheel, and the num
ber of teeth, the pitch may be found, as follows :

Let D be the diameter of a wheel, N the number
of teeth, and p the pitch ; then, as 3*1416 D = the

circumference of the circle,

3-1416 D
* = F-

or approximately,

_22o=
7N

Conversely, if the pitch of a wheel be given, and

the number of teeth, then the diameter may be

found,

p-s 7 x

And if the pitch and diameter of a wheel be

given, then the number of teeth may be found,

3-1416 D 22 D

-y- =Ty nearly.

But since a wheel must contain a whole number
of teeth, N may never be a mixed number. If,

therefore, this equation gives N with a fraction, a

wheel cannot be constructed of that diameter and

pitch. In this case, however, by slightly increas-
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ing or decreasing either the diameter or the pitch,

the necessary conditions may be complied with.

In practice it is convenient to limit the number
of pitches, with a view to the reduction of the

number of patterns required for casting. Thus,
the following series gives all the most ordinary

pitches of my own practice :

Spur flywheels, 5, 4J, 4, 3J, 3, 3, 2 J, 2, 1J inches.

Spur and bevel wheels, 5, 4|, 4, 3|, 3J, 3, 2f, 2J,

2i, 2|, 2, If, If, 1|, If, li li 1, | inches.

Wheels of smaller pitch than this are not used in

mill-work
;
but in machines, &c., the following

pitches would probably be sufficient, viz :

l,t,f,it,i,inch.

The value of n = 2
?
*
ordinarily employed is not

very accurate
;
hence it is convenient to calculate

beforehand the values of TT^A^TT; and for
8*1416 p

the most useful pitches.

The following table gives these values :

Pitch in
inches.

8-1416

Pitch.

Pitch

31416.

Pitch in
inches.

31416

Pitch".

J>itch
3-1416.

0-6981
0-7854

1-0472
1 1333
1-2666
1-3963
1-5708
1-6755

1-5915
1-4270
1-2732
1-1141

1 0346
0-9548
0-8764
0-7968
0-7136
06366

1-9264
2-0944
2-2848
2-6132
2-7924
3-1416
3-5904

0-5570
0-5141
0-4774
04377
0-3978
03680

0-1983

0-1691
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RULE 1. Given the pitch and number of teeth

in a wheel to find its diameter.

Multiply the number of teeth by the constant

in the third or sixth column of the preceding
table corresponding to the pitch.

RULE 2. Given the pitch and diameter of a

wheel to find the number of teeth.

Multiply the diameter by the constant in the

second or fifth column of the table corresponding
to the pitch.

If this rule gives a mixed number, or whole

number and fraction, a wheel cannot be con-

structed, as before said. The most convenient

way of proceeding in that case will be to take the

nearest whole number to the number given by
the rule, and, using Rule 1, find a new diameter

which will differ but slightly from the one pre-

viously assumed. This new diameter must be

taken for the pitch circle in constructing the

wheel.

Thus, suppose it required to find the diameter

of a wheel of 2 inches pitch and 150 teeth. By
Rule 1, we have D= 150 x 0-6366 = 95 inches

= 7 ft. 11 J inches.

Or, required the number of teeth in a wheel of

3 inches pitch and 9 feet diameter. By Rule 2

N=108 x 1-0472= 113-097. Here the wheel

will contain very nearly 113 teeth
;
but if we wish

to know more accurately the diameter of a wheel

of 3 inches pitch and 113 teeth, we find by the
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1st Rule, D= 113 x 0-9548= 107'89 inches = 8

feet 11T
9 inches. That is, a wheel of exactly 9

feet could not be constructed with a 3-inch pitch,

but one of 8 feet 11 T
9 inches might and would

contain 113 teeth.

Professor Willis has employed another method

of graduating the sizes of wheels. Suppose the

diameter, instead of the circumference, to be

divided into as many equal parts as the wheel has

teeth, and let one of these parts be called the

diametral pitch of the wheel, to distinguish it

from the common or circular pitch. Let M be

the diametral pitch, so that

D _

and let a series of values be taken for M in simple
fractions of an inch, so that

M= m
where N and m are always whole numbers.

The ordinary values of m are 20, 16, 14, 12, 10,9,

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, which include wheels in which

the circular or common pitch varies from J inch

to 3 inches, as shown in the following table, given

by Pr lessor Willis :
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This system is convenient where wheels of small

pitch are employed, and involves less calculation

than the common system.

Since - ==M, we have M =
cjv?S'

There-

fore, in the previous table (p. 118) the quantities in

the third and sixth columns are the diametral

pitches corresponding to the circular pitches in

the first column, and the numbers in the second

column are the corresponding values of m. In

fact, this scheme differs from the first simply by

expressing in small whole numbers the quantity
3-1416 .

instead ofp.

The following table (pages 122 and 123) gives

the relation of diameter, pitch, and number of

teeth, for wheels of from inch to five inches

pitch, and of from 12 to 200 teeth. Intermediate

numbers may be found by direct proportion, by

multiplying the number given for a wheel of half

11
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or a third of the number of teeth by two or three,

or by adding together the diameters given for

two wheels the sum of whose teeth is the number

required. For an odd number of teeth, add the

number given at the head of the table as many
times as may be necessary to the diameter for ?

wheel of the nearest number of teeth given.

The Principles which Determine the Proper Form

of the Teeth of Wheels.

The problem which presents itself in the con-

struction of the teeth of wheels, is to discover the

curvature which they should have in order that

they shall revolve through the action of the teeth

in precisely the same manner as they would by
the rolling of the circumferences of their pitch

lines.

The general principle by which this uniformity
of motion is secured is as follows: When wheels

in gear act on each other so that a line perpendi-

cular to the common tangent of the surfaces of

the teeth at the point of contact passes always

through the point where the pitch circles cut the

line of centres, they will exert mutually the same

force, move with uniform velocity, and be of true

figure.

Or, in other words, the teeth will be rightly

constructed when a line drawn from the point of

contact of the pitch circles to the point of contac
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of two toeth is a normal to the surfaces in contact

in all positions of the wheel and pinion.

Thus, let fig. 93 represent a wheel and pinion
in gear, and let B A, A F be the primitive radii,

and therefore A K L and A M N the pitch lines.

Then if the teeth touch in c and D, and the lines

A c, A D be always perpendicular to the common

tangent to the touching parts, the teeth will be of

true figure.

Epicycloidal Teeth

The epicycloid is the curve traced by a fixed

point in the circumference of a circle, which rolls

over or within the circumference of another circle,

or on a straight line. Thus, let the circle ABC
be fixed, and let the circle c D E roll over its cir-

cumference, then a point C in the circumference

of this the generating circle will describe an epi-

cycloid c, c', c", c'", C"", without the circle ABC.

Similarly, a point F on the circumference of a gen-

erating circle F G, rolling within the circum-

ference of A B c, will describe an interior epicy-

cloid or hypocycloid F, F', F", F'".

The remarkable properties of the epicycloid

which determine its fitness for describing the teeth

of wheels are: 1st, when the generating circle is

half the diameter of the base circle, and rolls

within it, the hypocycloid is a straight line form-

ing a diameter of the base
; 2nd, if through the

points of contact of the generating circle and the

11*
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base, and the point describing the ep^cloid,

straight lines be drawn, these straight lines will

be perpendicular to the curvature of the epicycloid

from the point of contact B to the describing point

at these points. Thus, for example, B c'" arawn

Fig. 94.

c'", is a normal to the curve at that point ;
and

similarly A F' is a normal to the curve at F'.

Suppose in the same plane three circles R X Y

(fig. 95), which touch each other in the point A,

and whose centres F B o are consequently in a
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straight line. Let one of these circles be made to

revolve round its centre, and force the other two

to turn round their centres, which we suppose to

Fig. 96.

oe fixed, moving these circles by the point of

continual contact A, common to the three circum-

ferences; it is evident that all the parts of the

circumference of the circle made to revolve will

be applied in succession to every part of the cir-

cumferences of the other two circles, in the same

manner as if the two circles R and x remained

immovable, while the third, Y, revolved on the

circumferences of the other two. Hencn, if we

suppose a style fixed to the circumference of the
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circle Y, movable round its centre, the three circles

having been obliged to turn by the motion of the

one which has carried along the other two; when

the style is at E, each of the two arcs A c and A H
be made equal to the arc A E, the style will have

described on the movable plane of the circle R, on

the exterior part of which it .revolves a portion

c E of an epicycloid, and on the movable plane of

the circle X, within which we may consider it to

revolve, a portion E H of a hypocycloid. (Camus.)
These two epicycloids traced out at the same

time by the style E affixed to the circle Y, will

touch each other in the point E
;
for the straight

line A E drawn through A, where the generating

circle Y touches its bases R and X, will be a normal

to the two epicycloids. The same will be true in

every position of the circles, viz. : that the epicy-

cloid and hypocycloid will have a common normal

passing through A. Hence, if E c and E H be the

faces of two teeth on the wheel and pinion R and

X respectively, the condition of uniform motion

already given will be complied with, the teeth will

be of true form, and if the hypocycloid E H be

moved by the epicycloid E c, or vice versa, the

wheel and pinion R and X will move precisely as

if they rolled together at their pitch circles.

Wheels usually have their teeth constructed of

such a form, that the flanks or parts within the

pitch circle are bounded by straight lines radii of

the pitch circles. Bearing in mind the property
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already stated, that the hypocjcloid described by
a generating circle of half the diameter of the base

is a straight line forming a diameter of the base,

we may so arrange our generating circle in de-

scribing the teeth of wheels as to comply with the

above rule. By taking a generating circle Y of

diameter equal to the radius of the base X, the

hypocycloid E H will be part of a radius of X
; or,

in other words, a radius B H of X will always
touch the epicycloid c E described without the

circle R, by a generating circle Y, of a diameter

equal to the radius of x. And the angle B E A

being the angle of a semicircle, will always be a

right angle. That is, the perpendicular to the

straight line B H, at the point of contact with

the epicycloid E c, will always pass through A.

We have hitherto supposed the circles moved

by contact at the point A, in order to explain the

generation of the epicycloid c E and straight line

E H
;
but if we suppose these already described,

the former being fixed to the circle R, and the

latter to the circle x
;
then if E H roll by contact

on the epicycloid c E, it will move the circle R

precisely in the same manner as if the circle

were moved by contact at A.

Construction of Epicydoidal Teeth.

Since every tooth in a wheel is of precisely

the same form, it is sufficient to construct a sin-

gle pattern tooth of true epicycloidal curvature,
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which may be used in setting out all the other

teeth.

Fig. 96.

First method, when the generating circle is the

Barae for wheel and pinion, the face of the tooth

an epicycloid, and the flank a hypocycloid.

Construct two templets A and B (figs. 96, 97)

having their faces arcs of the pitch circle of the

wheel for which the tooth is required, and a third

templet c cut to an arc of the intended generating
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circle of the epicycloid. Fix a steel tracing point

p in the edge of the templet C, and for conveni-

ence a board F on which to draw the tooth, may
be fixed beneath the templet B. Mark off on the

board F (fig. 96) the pitch circle of the wheel n E,

and tuke distances a b, b c equal to the pitch of

the teeth, and distances a a', b b
f

equal to the

thickuess of the teeth. If then the templet C be

Pig. 97.

placed touching B, and with the tracing point p

coinciding with one of the marks as a, and be

rolled toward E, the point will trace out an epicy-
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cloid a p on the board F, which will form one

face of the tooth. Next let the point p be made

to coincide af

,
and the templet c be rolled toward

D, the other face of the tooth will be described.

To draw the flanks, the templet A must now be

fixed on the board F, with its face in contact with

B
;
remove B and describe hypooycloids (fig. 97)

from a and a', by rolling c on the inside of the

pitch circle.

The length of the teeth is usually fixed as a

proportional part of the pitch, but the least neces-

sary length may be found experimentally by

replacing the templet B on the board F, and

making p coincide with a, roll c toward E till it

touches B in b, the corresponding face of the next

tooth
;
mark then the position of the tracing point

and through this point draw an arc from the

centre g of the wheel : this arc will mark the ex-

tremity of the tooth, and the arc g p will be the

true radius of the wheel.

This process, which, though complicated in

description, is very easy in practice, must be

repeated with two templets cut to the pitch circle

of the pinion, the same generating circle c being

employed ;
a similar pattern tooth will thus be

found for the pinion, which will work with that

already found for the wheel. The usual custom

in practice is for the millwright first to describe

the epicycloidal and hypocycloidal forms of the

teeth required in the wheel and pinion ;
he then
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constructs two model teeth, one for the wheel and

the other for the pinion, and from these he deter-

mines the true curves, and by means of his com-

pastes transfers the same to the wheels or patterns

on which these forms are to be impressed. The

generating circle, it may be observed, must not

exceed in size the radius of the pinion, or it

would give rise to a weak form of tooth, thinner

at the root than at the pitch circle.

Second method, where two generating circles are

employed, in order that the flanks of the teeth

may be straight lines radii of the wheel and

pinion respectively.

It is the usual practice of millwrights to make
the parts of the teeth of wheels within the pitch

circles radii of the wheel. Now, we have seen

that a hypocycloid described by a generating
circle equal in diameter to the radius of the

wheel would be a diameter of the wheel. If,

therefore, the flank of the tooth of the wheel and

the face of the tooth of the pinion be described

by a templet cut to a radius equal to half that of

the wheel and the flank of the tooth of the pinion

and face of that of the wheel be described by a

templet cut to a radius equal to half that of tha

pinion, then these teeth will work together truly,

and will have radial flanks.

Since it is unnecessary to describe the flanks of

such teeth by templets, there will be needed only
one templet cut to the pitch circle of each wheel,

12
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but templets of two generating circles are re-

quired. In other respects the method is identical

with that already described. The great defect of

this method is, that neither the wheel nor pinion

will work accurately with a wheel or pinion of

any other diameter than that for which they were

originally made, and thus a vast number of wheel

patterns must be made to fulfil the requirements
of practice ;

whereas wheels described by the

previous method will work equally well with all

other wheels the teeth of which have been de-

scribed by the same generating circle it being
understood that only the parts of teeth without the

pitch circle of the wheel roll on the parts within

the pitch circle of the pinion, and those without

the pitch circle of the pinion on those within the

pitch circle of the wheel.

Hence Professor Willis has been led to suggest
that for a given set of wheels a constant generat-

ing circle should be taken to describe both the

parts without and within the pitch circles of the

whole series, instead of making that circle depend
on the diameters of the wheels. In this case the

first solution must be employed, and the flanks

of the teeth will not be straight; but the great

advantage is gained, that any pair of wheels in

the series will work together equally well.

To determine the proper size of the generating

circle, we must remember that a tooth of weak

form is produced when the generating circle ISP
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greater than half the diameter of the wheel.

Hence the generating circle may be best made of

a diameter equal to the radius of the smallest

pinion of the series which are to work together.

TJie Rack is the extreme case of a wheel, or

may be considered as a wheel of infinite radius.

It may be described by either of the methods

above, only noting that, if the second method be

employed, the generating circle which traces the

face of the teeth of the wheel becomes a straight

line, and the epicycloid becomes an involute.

If the teeth of a series of wheels and of a rack

be described by the same generating circle, any
of the wheels will work with equal accuracy into

the rack.

Involute Teeth.

The Involute. The curve traced by a flexible

line unwinding from the circumference of a circle,

is called an involute.

Let P and w (fig. 98) be the pitch lines of a

wheel and pinion, and let A and B be their centres.

From A and B describe two circles D c, with radii

A b and B b of the wheel and pinion respectively ;

so that

Ac : Be :: AD : BC

Let m n and op be two involute curves described

by flexible lines unrolling from the circles D and
c respectively, and touching at b. Then if b c, b D

be drawn tangents to the circles at the points D
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and c, they are also in one straight line, because

they are both normals to the curves at b. It may
also be shown that the line c D intersects A B in c,

where the pitah lines touch. Hence we have

found two curves such, that the line perpendi-

Fig.98.

eular to their common tangent passes in all posi-

tions of the wheel and pinion through c, which is

the sufficient condition of their uniform motion,

if moved by the sliding of the curves instead of

by contact at c. Hence, if the wheels be con
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structed with teeth formed to these involute

curves, they will work with perfect regularity of

motion.

In practice, the chief condition to be observed

is to diminish the pressure on the axes, which is

the chief defect of this form of teeth. The com
mon tangent should be drawn through c, making
an angle with A B, not deviating more than 20

from a right angle. Involute wheels have the

double advantage that they work equally well if,

through the wear of* the brasses, the wheels have

receded from one another; and any involute

wheels of the same pitch and similarly described

that is, having the common tangent to the base

circles passing through the point of contact of

the pitch lines
; or, in other words, base circles

proportional to the primitive radii will work

together.

Mr. Hawkins, the translator of Camus, first

proposed a simple instrument for describing the

teeth of wheels to an involute curve. It consists

of a straight piece of watch-spring a b (fig. 99),

with a screw at one end, and filed away at the

edges so as to leave two teeth or tracers, c c, pro-

jecting from the edges of the watch-spring. At
b a bit of wire is put through, and riveted, so as

to form a knot by which the spring can be firmly
held and stretched, as it is unwound from the base

on which the involute is generated. This watch-

sprng is screwed to the edge of a templet A,
12*
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curved to the radius of the base circle of the in

volute; and this being placed so that its centre

coincides with the centre of the wheel, and re-

volved to bring one of the tracing points c in

succession to each of the points at which corres-

ponding faces of the teeth cut the pitch line, a

series of involute curves may be described by

unfolding the watch-spring, whilst keeping it

firmly stretched tangentially to the sector to which

it is fixed. The sector A must then be turned

over, and the involutes of the opposite faces of

the teeth struck in a similar manner.

Another plan is to employ a straight ruler in-

stead of the watch-spring, a tracer being fixed in

its edge. This shows that the involute is an epi-

cycloid generated by a straight line. The ruler

must be kept in contact with the base circle, and
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the tracer brought in succession to all the point*

in which the faces of the teeth cut the pitch line.

Hence, to describe a wheel with involute teeth,

the line of centres must be be drawn and divided

proportionally
to the number of teeth in the wheel

and pinion. Draw the pitch line; divide the

pitch line into the same number of equal parts as

thera are teeth in the wheel, and at these points

mark out the thicknesses of the teeth all round.

Draw the tangent to the base circles, making an

angle of about 80 with the line of centres, which

will give the radius of the base circle drawn

touching it. A templet must be made to this

radius, and then the involutes may be drawn by
either of the preceding methods.

Allowance must be made to permit free play oi

the teeth in the spaces, the teeth being somewhat

shorter than the distance between the bases of the

involutes. But wheels of this figure require but

little play in the engagement.
In the case of racks, the rack-teeth are bounded

by straight lines perpendicular to the tangent
drawn from the point where the pitch lines touch,

to the base circle from which the involutes of the

wheel are struck. If the teeth of the rack bo

made rectangular that is, bounded by lines per-

pendicular to the pitch line the involute must be

struck from a base circle equal to the pitch circle

of the wheel. In the former case there is a down-

ward pressure on the rack
;
in the latter, the teeth
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of the wheel touch those of the rack in a single

point namely, the pitch line of the latter.

Professor Willis's Method of Striking the Teeth of

Wheels.

In practice, the custom of describing the teeth

of wheels as arcs of circles, has, from its simplic-

ity, been generally adopted. The methods already

given, however simple, when adopted in the form-

ation of a single tooth, become tedious in their

application to wheels of large size
;
and to this

must be added the imperfect comprehension of

their advantages by the millwrights charged with

the task of designing wheel patterns.

Circular arcs struck at random, according to the

judgment of the millwright, are often employed;
and even where better principles have been intro-

duced, it is common, after describing a single

tooth accurately, to find by trial a circular arc

nearly corresponding with its curve, and to em-

ploy this in marking out the cogs of the required

wheel.

Seeing the advantages of the circular arc, and

believing that it is not objectionable if only the

employment of it is guided by true principles,

Professor Willis has rendered this great service

to practical mechanics he has shown how, by a

simple construction, the arcs of circles may be

found, which, used in the construction of the teeth

of wheels, will work truly on each other.
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Let A B (fig. 100) be the centres of a wheel and

pinion, and c the point of contact of the pitch

circles on the line of centres. Through c draw

c cc at any angle with A B. Assume c as the

centre from which to describe an arc for a tooth

of the wheel a. Draw c D perpendicular to c c c',

and from A through c draw A c D, meeting c D in

Fig. 100.

D. Lastly, from D through B draw D B c, meeting
ccc' in c'. Then a small arc drawn from c with

radius c c as a tooth for the wheel
,
will work

correctly with a small arc drawn from c', with a

radius c' C as a tooth for the wheel B.*

Professor Willis recommends 75 30' as the

best magnitude of the angle A c c, so that Cos. 75

30' = . If this angle be constant in a set of

wheels, any two will work truly together.

* Willis's "
Principles of Mechanism," p. 123.
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Fig. 101.

The figure is of half the linear dimensions of the

original
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For the easier description of these teeth, Pro-

fessor Willis has invented the odontograph, a

simple instrument of graduated card or wood, by
which the position of the centres and radii of the

arcs of the teeth can very easily be found. This

instrument* is of the form shown in fig. 101, of

half its proper lineal dimensions. It has the bot-

tom edge bevelled off at an angle of 75. The

point where this would cut the right-hand edge is

the zero of the scales. These scales are graduated
to twentieths of an inch, to avoid fractional parts

in the tables, and depart in each direction from

the zero, the upper being that employed in find-

ing the centres of the flanks of the teeth or parts

within the pitch circle, and the lower for finding

the centres of the faces of the teeth or parts with-

out the pitch circle. Tables are given on the

odontograph for finding the graduation on the

scale corresponding to any given pitch and num-

ber of teeth. For intermediate pitches, not given
in the table, or for wheels of greater size, the cor-

responding numbers can be found by simple pro-

portion. For wheels of only twelve teeth the

flanks are straight, and form parts of radii of the

pitch circle.

In fig. 102, let A be the centre of a wheel, K dL
the pitch line. Set off K L equal to the pitch, and

^Professor Willis's Odontograph may be obtained of

Messrs. Holtzapfel of London.
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bisect it in d. Draw radii A K, A L. Place the odon-

tograph with its bevelled edge on the radius A K,

and zero of the scale on the pitch line. Then look

out in the table of centres for the flanks of teeth,

the number corresponding to the pitch, and re-

quired number of teeth, and mark off this point h,

Tig. 102.

from the scale of centres for the flanks of teeth.

Then remove the odontograph, and similarly place

it on the radius A L. Find in the table of centres

for the faces of the teeth the number correspond-

ing to the pitch and number of teeth in the wheel,

and mark it off at/, on the scale for centres of the

faces of teeth. Then describe two arcs from h
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and f, with h d and / d as radii
;
these will form

the side of a tooth. Then, from d let -the pitch

line be marked off into as many equal spaces as

there are teeth in the wheel, and these be divided

proportionally to the widths of the teeth and

spaces. Through h and/, with radii A h and A/
draw circles. Take h d as a radius, and, placing

one foot of the compass on the divisions of the

pitch line, and the other in the circle drawn

through h, describe a series of arcs forming the

flanks of the teeth. Similarly with radius f d,

and one leg of the compass on the circle drawn

through/, describe the faces of the teeth.

For an annular wheel the same rules apply,

only that the part of the curve which is face in a

spur wheel becomes the flank in an annular wheel,

and vice versa. For a rack, the pitch line is

straight, and A K, A L are parallel and perpen-
dicular to it, at a distance equal to the pitch.

As these odontographs may be purchased in a

very convenient form, with tables for their use,

and alo with tables of the widths of teeth, and

spaces and length of teeth within and without the

pitch circle, it is not necessary to describe them

in further detail here.

General Form and Proportions of Teeth of Wheels.

The following have been drawn as a series of

wheels and racks to illustrate the general form of

the teeth of wheels. The pitch in figs. 103, 104,
13
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105, and 106 is one inch, and that in fig. 107 is

2J inches.

In figs. 103, 104, 105, and 106 the wheel is 191
inches diameter

;
in fig. 107 it is 13 feet diameter.

Fig. 103 represents the form of the teeth on

Professor Willis's system, the curves being arcs of

circles. Fig. 104 gives the form of epicycloidal

teeth, struck by a single generating circle rolled

without the pitch circle for the faces, and within

it for the flanks. This is the best system, as any

pair of wheels so struck, with the same generating

circle, and of equal pitch, will work together. Fig.

105 shows the common form of epicycloidal teeth

the flanks being straight. In this case the faces of

the rack are struck by a generating circle half

the diameter of the wheel, and the faces of the

wheel, being obtained by a generating circle of

infinite diameter or straight line, become invo-

lutes. Fig. 106 gives the form of teeth described

as involutes, the curve being continuous, and, in

the case of the rack, a straight line perpendicular
to the tangent to the base circle. In these teeth

it is possible to work with very little play. They
are a good form for wheel and rack working to-

gether, the pressure on the journals being, in this

case, less objectionable. Fig. 107 shows the teeth

of a large wheel, traced from one of my own pat

terns, to exhibit the form and proportion which

practice has shown to be desirable.

In these teeth the pitch c d being 2J inches, tha
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tig. lot.
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Fi..104. t
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Fig. 106.
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Fig. 106.
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Fig. 107.
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depth of the tooth or distance a b is yths or fths of

the pitch. The proportions of the parts may be

given as follows :
-

Proportional
fart. Inches.

Pitch = cd = 1-00 = 2i

Depth = ab = 0-75 = 1

Working depth = ae = 0-70 = 1$
Clearance = e b = 0-05 = J
Thickness = c f -45 = 1^
Width of space = fd = 0-55 =

lj|

Play or/ d. c/ == = O'lO = |

Length beyond pitch line = ag
-35 = |

Taking these proportions we may construct a

scale which shall give directly the corresponding
numbers for any pitch. Taking a vertical line,

and dividing it into eighths of an inch, we get the

scale of pitches, (fig. 108.) Draw lines perpendic-

ular to this, and on any one of them mark off' a

series of distances equal to the clearance, depth,

thickness, etc., of the teeth corresponding to that

pitch. Through O and these points draw the lines

shown in the figure ; they will divide the lines

corresponding to all other pitches in the same

proportion.

It is usual to allow a greater amount of clear-

ance in small wheels than is necessary in large

ones. Very varying proportions have been given

by different millwrights, y'oth, i^th. i^th, and 5
' th

of the pitch having been used in different circum-

stances, even with the best mill-work. In the

scale (fig. 108,) this has to a certain extent been

taken into account
; T

'

th of the pitch is allowed
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fig. 108.
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in smaller wheels, decreasing to ^6th in the

largest; hence the lines are not absolutely

straight, but are slightly curved, except that for

the whole depth of the tooth, which quantity has

been assumed to vary directly as the pitch.

Assuming that this scale represents with suffi

cient accuracy the proportions which practice

shows to be best in average cases, we may
construct a table for the guidance of the mill-

wright. From this he must vary in cases where

TABLES OF PROPORTIONS OF TEETH OF WHEELS FOR AVER-
AGE PRACTICE.
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it appears necessary to allow more for defects of

workmanship, or to permit less
" backlash ;"* it

being understood that the table will only apply in

cases where the teeth are formed with an approxi-

mation to the true mathematical figure.

In wood and iron gear where the teeth are care-

fully cut, very little if any clearance is necessary,

as they work much better when the tooth of each

wheel fills their allotted spaces. It is, however,

different where wheels have to gear together di-

rect from the foundry, where the teeth are not

unfrequently deranged in the act of moulding in

the sand.

This table gives the number to the nearest hun-

dredth of an inch. It may be converted into the

ordinary scale of eights by the following table :

As, unfortunately, decimal scales are not yet

much used by millwrights, the following table has

been prepared, giving the numbers in the preced-

ing table in thirty seconds of an inch, such changes

* A technical expression for reaction on the back of the

teeth.
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being made as will reduce as much as possible the

errors of employing this rough standard. The
former table is to be preferred where it can be

used, but in other cases the following one may be

relied on. The left-hand figures in each column

are inches, the right-hand ones thirty seconds of

an inch, the denominators of the fraction being
omitted.

TABLE GIVING THR PROPORTIONS OF TKKTH OK WHEELS
IN INCHES AND THIRTY SECONDS OF AN INCH.
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Bevel Wheels.

157

Hitherto ^7e have considered only that case of

toothed wheels in which the pitch lines are in one

plane. We have now to examine the modifica-

tions which are necessary when the axes of the
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wheel and pinion are inclined. It was shown ig

the preliminary chapter* that in this case motion

might be transmitted by the rolling contact of the

frustra of two cones. If, therefore, teeth be ap-

plied to these frustra, in the same manner as in

spur gearing, they are attached to cylindrical sur-

faces, bevel gearing will be formed acting on the

same principles of sliding contact which we have

already discussed.

Let A B c, A c D (fig. 109) be two cones rolling

in contact
;
take any other cone A E c also rolling

in contact with A B c, in the line A c. As these

cones roll together, the generating cone ABC will

describe an epicycloidal surface p q r s on the out-

side of the cone A c D, and a hypocycloidal sur-

face p t v s on the inside of the cone A c D.

These surfaces will touch in the line p s, and will

have a plane normal to their common tangent

passing through A c. If, therefore, these surfaces

be attached respectively to the cones A B c, A c D,

and the motion of one cone be communicated to

the other through the sliding contact of these sur-

faces, the motion will be uniform, as if the cones

were driven by rolling contact at A c.

The curves p t, p q, lie in reality on the surface

of a sphere of a radius equal to A c
;
but in prac-

tice, in bevel wheels, a small frustrum of a cone,

tangential to the sphere at the circumference of

* See p. 66, 88, 89.
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the pitch line, is substituted for the spherical seg-

ment. Thus draw F c G (fig. 109) perpendicular
to A c, cutting the axes of the cones in F and Q.

Let these lines revolve over the pitch lines of the

cones and describe the narrow frustra. Then the

epicycloidal surfaces may, without sensible error,

be supposed to lie in these frustra, and to be gen-

erated there by the revolution of a generating

circle c K.

Imagine the surface of these frustra to be un-

wrapped so as to lie in one plane, they will form

parts of circular annuli. Thus let A B c, A c D

(fig. 110), be two conical frustra; draw F c G as

before, perpendicular to the line of contact A c.

From G, with radii G H, G c, and G K, describe the

circles K L, c M, H N; and from F, with radii F K,

F C, P H, describe similar circles K P, c Q, H R

then the surfaces K P B H and K L N H will be de-

velopements of the frustra c D, c B. Let these be

treated as spur wheels, and c Q, c M being treated

as the pitch lines, let teeth be described by a de-

scribing circle in the method already explained
for epicycloidal or other teeth. If, then, the plane
on which these have been described, and which

we suppose of drawing paper or other flexible

material, be cut along the arcs K P, H R, K L, H N,

the circular annuli may be wrapped round tde

frustra c B, c D, and the forms of the teeth traced

oft' upon them.

The axes of bevel wheels are in practice, in
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Fig. 110.

the great generality of cases, at right angles.

Fig. Ill shows such a pair of bevels, with the

frustra of the extremity of the teeth developed in

the manner described.

Skew Bevels.

When two axes or shafts, which have to be

connected by bevel wheels, do not meet in direc-
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tion, it is usual, as stated in the preliminary chap-

ter.* to introduce an intermediate bevel wheel

Fig. 111.

with two frustra. But the same object can more

easily be accomplished by adopting skew bevels.

Let vp q (fig- HI) be the place of one of the

two frustra, a its centre, and a e the shortest dis-

tance between the axis of B p q, and the axis of

the wheel to be connected with it. Divide a e in

c, so that a c : e c : : mean radius of A B c : mean

radius of frustrum working with ABC. Draw
c p q perpendicular to a e, then c p or c q is the

line of action of the teeth, according to the di-

rection in which the teeth are laid out in the

pinion.

Figure 112 shows two wheels laid out in this

manner
;

a e, as before, is the eccentricity or

shortest distance between the two shafts, and is

* See page G8, 70, 71.
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divided in c proportionally to the mean radii of

the wheels; with centre a and radius a c describe

a circle, and draw e d perpendicular to a e. Take

Fig. 112.
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df= c e, then d will be the centre of the other

wheel. From centre d, with radius/ d, describe a

circle. Then the directions of all the teeth in

ABC will be tangents to the circle described

about .a, and the directions of all the teeth in

D E F will be tangents to the circle described

about /. Fig. 113 shows two such wheels in

gear, the eccentricity permitting the shafts to pass

each other.

Fig. 113.

The Worm and Wheel

By this contrivance the motion of a screw is

communicated with great smoothness to oblique

teeth on a spur wheel.

The section of a screw through its axis is pre-

cisely similar to that of a double rack. Let A B

be such a section, and for simplicity suppose that

the form of the threads of the screw has been de-
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termined by one of the rules already given for

racks. Then the teeth of the wheel c D B may
evidently be formed so as to work with the cen-

Fig. 114.

tre section of the screw. Now the effect of the

revolution of the screw is precisely similar to

that of the racks, and the sections of the threads

of the screw will appear to travel from end to

end, in the same way as a rack pushed forward

in the same direction. If, therefore, it is suffi-

cient that the wheel teeth be in contact with the

screw at one point only, the teeth of the wheel

may be made oblique, but straight, the obliquity

being equal to the pitch of the screw. This ia

the usual practice of millwrights. If, however,
the teeth are required to be in contact with the
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entire breadth of the tooth, the outline of the

tooth must vary in every section of the wheel,

and the process of describing these teeth becomes

very complex. Practically, the difficulty has

been overcome by first making a pattern screw of

steel, notched in the threads to convert it into a

cutting instrument. The wheel is then roughly
cut out, and being fixed in a frame, the screw is

used to cut out the spaces between the teeth to

their true form.

Strength of the Teeth of Wheels.

The pressure on the teeth varies directly as the

horse-power transmitted and inversely as the

velocity of revolution. Thus if one wheel transmit

5 horse-power and another 10 horse-power at the

same velocity, the strain on the latter will be

twice that on the former. Or, again, if two

wheels transmit the same power, but one at a

velocity of 100 feet per minute, and the other at

only 25 feet per minute, the strain on the former

will be only one-fourth that on the latter.

Let v be the velocity in feet per second, H the

number of horse-power transmitted, then the

total pressure on the wheels will be

_550HP -^ -

v

where P is the statical pressure in Ibs.

For example, suppose the fly-wheel of an en
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gine to be 2-i feet in diameter, and to work into a

pinion 5 feet diameter. And let the work trans-

mitted be 150 horse-power. Then, if the wheel

makes 25 revolutions per minute, the periphery
75*4 y 25

will move at a velocity of ^ = 31'4: feet
uU

per second; and the statical pressure on the teeth

will be
550 x 150

31-4:
= 2627 Ibs.

In addition to statical pressure, however, a dif-

ferent element has to be taken into account, name-

ly, the impacts due to sudden accelerations or re-

tardations of speed. The allowance which must

be made to prevent accident from this cause

varies exceedingly in different kinds of ma-

chinery. It is great in the gearing of rolling

mills for instance, and in all machinery in which

the strains are irregular.

In calculating the strength of the tooth, it has

been usual to consider it

as a short beam fixed at

one end, and having the

whole of the pressure ap-

plied along the extremity
of the tooth. But there is

a position in which the

teeth may be subjected to

a severer stress still
;
ow-

ing to the wear of brasses

and teeth, we cannot calculate upon the strain

tig. 115.
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bearing always on the whole breadth of the tooth.

The pressure may not only come on to the extre-

mity of a tooth, but if any obstruction come in

between the teeth, it may be thrown entirely upon
one corner of the tooth. In such a case it may
be shown, by the rules of maxima and minima,

that if E c= c B, the greatest stress will be near

the line E B.

Tredgold has expressed the strength of a tootb

on this supposition by the formula

w-^-
5

where d is the thickness of the tooth. To allow

for wear, however, he adds one-third, so that

5 10-25

In cast-iron/= 15,300, and hence

1500

Or in words, the thickness necessary for the tootb

or inches is equal to the square root of the stress

on the tooth in pounds divided by 1500. Hence

Tredgold has computed the following table, the

breadths of the teeth being deduced, on the prin-

ciple that the stress should not exceed 400 Ibs.

per inch breadth :
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TABLK OF THICKNBSS, BRKADTH, AND PITCH OF TEETH o

WHEELS.

To use this table when the horses' power trans-

mitted by the wheel are known, the reader must

refer to the table on page 172.

Elsewhere Tredgold has given a rule of the fol-

lowing description :

d= f J - for cast-iron,

where d is the requisite thickness of a tooth to

transmit a force of H horses at a velocity v feet

per second.

Hence Tredgold's last rule for the thickness of

cast-iron teeth is as follows " Find the number

of horses' power transmitted by the wheel, and
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divide that number by the velocity in feet per
second of the pitch line of the pinion or wheel

;

extract the square root of the quotient, and three

fourths of this root will be the least thickness of

cast-iron teeth for the wheel or pinion." From
this he derives a second rule for the pitch, which

manifestly depends on the thickness of the tooth,

namely, multiply the thickness of the tooth by 2'1

and the product will be the pitch. The same re-

sult may be obtained from inspection of the tables

I have given at pages 15-4, 156. Wooden teeth

he recommends to be made of twice the thickness

of cast-iron ones. But one-and-a-half times the

thickness is a sufficient allowance.

A writer in the "
Engineer and Machinists' As-

sistant" deduces another but equally simple rule

for the thickness of teeth; he assumes the rela-

tion

where I is the thickness of the tooth, w the pres-

sure on the tooth and c a constant, depending on

the nature of the material. Let then a be the

strength of a bar 1 inch long, 1 broad, and 1 thick.

Then, to support a weight w by a bar of a length

Z,
and breadth b,

-J
w x I.

a x b

suppose the breadth of the tooth to be fixed at

twice its length ;

15
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t=
\

Wl
^ x 21

Taking a = 8000 Ibs. for cast-iron, 2 a = 16,000

Ibs., but as this is the breaking weight, the safe

working-pressure will be only 1600 Ibs., and the

thickness of the tooth for safe working will be for

cast-iron :

*=J_JL-= 0-026 Iw.^ 1600 ?
Where w being given in Ibs. t is found in inches.

Similarly for other materials he obtains :

c = '035 for brass,= -088 for hard wood.

For example, in the wheel assumed at p. 164,

w was found to be 2627 Ibs. Hence the necessary

thickness of the tooth, if of cast-iron, would be

025 >/2627= 1-28 inches. [Referring to the tables

of the relation of pitch, etc., we find that the wheel

must be of 2| inches pitch, the teeth of 2*1 inches

length, and the breadth of the wheel 2'1 x 2 = 4'2

inches at the least. By Tredgold's latter rule, the

thickness of the teeth for the same wheel would

be t = t J
lo = I'll inches : the pitch

= 21 x 1-41 = 3-0 inches, and the breadth

2627=
loo

= * mches-
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Bearing in mind thatw=
,
where H is the

maximum horse-power transmitted, and v the velo-

city of the pitch line of the wheel in feet per se-

cond, we may give these formulae in a more

convenient form :

Where x = O587 for cast-iron,= 0-821 for brass,= 0-891 for wood.

Conversely, if a wheel having teeth t inches

thick be given, the horse power it is capable of

transmitting is given by the formula :

Where a?= 344 for cast-iron,
" = 0-674 for brass,= 0-795 for wood.

From the following table the pressure at other

velocities, and with another amount of horse-power,

may be obtained by interpolation, remembering
that the pressure varies inversely as the former,

and directly as the latter. To this we have ap-

pended another table, giving the horses' power,
which can be safely transmitted by wheels of dif-

ferent pitches when proportioned according to the

table at page 154. The last of these tables has

been calculated on the assumption that 400 Ibs.

per inch is the greatest working stress which is

consistent with durability in ordinary cases.
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STRENGTH AND PROPORTIONS OF SHAFTS. 1?U

CHAPTER III.

ON THE STRENGTH AND PROPORTIONS OF SHAFT*.

THE system of transmitting power from a com
mon centre to a large number of machines, at

some distance, is comparatively modern. In the

operations of spinning and weaving by a consecu-

tive series of machines, placed in rows, shafting

became essential for distributing the power of the

common prime mover. At first, the machines

were brought as close to the prime mover as pos-

sible
;
and the early construction of mills when

the water-power was divided into separate falls

must be fresh in the recollection of many persons
now living. In some cases, before the introduc-

tion of the steam engine, it was the custom to

have a separate water-wheel to every machine,

thus splitting up the power into as many parts as

there were machines, or pairs of machines, to

drive. In process of time, it was found more con-

venient, on the score of economy, to husband the

water and concentrate the prime movers; hence

one large water-wheel was constructed, around

which the machinery was arranged, either in rows

or otherwise as best suited the work to be per
formed.

This principle, of the concentration of the mo
tive power, destroyed the old system of separate
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buildings, and led to the employment of a large

number of machines for the various processes of

manufacture in one building. From this we de-

rive the Factory system, in which any number of

processes are carried on, the machinery being dis-

tributed over the different floors of a large build-

ing, and receiving motion from a single prime
mover at a convenient distance. In this way, the

power is conveyed by lines of shafting coupled

together in lengths, adapted to the bays or divis-

ions of the building. At first, the buildings were

short, and shafting of great length was not re-

quired ; gradually, more and more machines were

concentrated in the same building, and shafting of

200 or 300 feet in length became necessary. To
show to what an extent this system has been car-

ried, it may be mentioned that, in the large mills at

Saltaire, the shafting, if placed in a single line,

would extend for a distance of more than two

miles. This progress has been chiefly due to the

introduction of the steam engine, in place of water-

wheels, because the available power is no longer

limited by the circumstances of the locality in

which the mill is placed.

This concentration of a great number of ma-

chines in one building is peculiar to the Factory

system ;
and in the present highly-improved state

of mechanical science and its application to the

production of textile fabrics, it has become essen-

tial to economy in the manufacturing processes,
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that they should be carried on in the same build-

ing. Spinners and manufacturers are fully aware

of the advantages peculiar to this system of con-

centration, so much so, that out of what would

formerly have been considered a mere fractional

saving, large profits and large fortunes are now
made. In fact, the amalgamation of the different

processes under one management and under one

roof, gave rise to the shed system, where the

operations of the manufacture of cotton are carried

on under what is called the "sawtooth" roof, in

order to bring the whole on the ground-floor

under one inspection.

1. Tlie Material of which Shafting is constructed.

The selection of the material for shafting is of

great importance, and the uses to which it is to be

applied require careful consideration. Formerly

wood, with iron hoops and gudgeons, was univer-

sally employed ;
then cast-iron was introduced

and subsequently wrought-iron has in most cases

superseded both. Wood, indeed, has becomo

obsolete
;
but cast-iron is as good as, if not superior

to, wrought-iron, in certain cases. The main and

vertical shafts of a mill are generally of cast-iron,

both on account of its cheapness, and its high re-

sistance to torsion. The vertical shafts, which

convey the power from the first motion wheels to

the different rooms of the mill, are more rigid

and less subject to vibration when of cast-iron;
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even the main horizontal shafting, when of large

dimensions, is, if substantially fixed, quite as good,
when of the same material, and much cheaper
than wrought-iron. Where the shaft is exposed
to impact, or any irregularity of force, wrought-
iron has the superiority ;

but in other cases, when
the castings are sound and good, cast-iron may be

employed with perfect safety.

The dimensions required for a shaft, transmit-

ting any given force, will depend on the resistance

of the material of which it is composed. Conse-

quently, the selection of material must be deter-

mined by the necessity for strength. Shafts may
be considered as subject to two forces : a force

producing simple flexure, arising from their own

weight, the weight of the wheels and pulleys, and

the strain of the belts
;
and a twisting force or

torsion, arising from the power transmitted. If

the flexure be great, the brasses will be much

worn, vibration becomes considerable, and the

disintegration of the machinery goes on in an

accelerating ratio
;
it is therefore necessary to pro-

portion shafting to the simple weight and direct

transverse strain it has to sustain, so as to reduce

the flexure within exceedingly narrow limits.

In addition to this, the shafting, having to trans-

mit a torsive force, must at least be capable of

transmitting it without danger of rupture. In

long and light shafting the tendency to flexure is

usually greater than that to rupture by torsion
;
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the former consideration will therefore determine

the size of the shaft. In short axles, etc., the dan-

ger from flexure almost disappears, and the

strength of the shaft is determined by its resist-

ance to torsion only. In all cases both conditions

must be complied with, if security and permanence
are to be obtained.

2. Transverse Strain.

Resistance to rupture. The general formula for

resistance to rupture, in the case of a bar or beam

supported at each end and loaded in the centre, is

adc

where w is the load in the centre, a the area of a

section of the bar, perpendicular to the length ;
d

the depth of the bar, and I its length. In this

ca'se c is derived from experiment, and is constant

for similar bars or beams.

For rectangular bars this formula becomes,

cbd*W=-T
-

...(2).

where b is the breadth and d the depth.

The value of c, for rectangular bars found by
Mr. Barlow, for various materials, is given in the

following table. In applying these numbers to

calculations, it must be remembered that a and d

are to be taken in inches, and I in feet
;
then c

the centre breaking-weight, is found in Ibs.
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When the beam is supported at one end and

loaded at the other, the formula is

Value of c for different Materials.

Ibs.

English Malleable Iron ............... 2050

Cast Iron........................... 2548

Oak ................................. 400

Canadian Oak ...................... 588

Ash ................................ 675

Pitch Pine ......................... 544

Bed Pine ............................ 447

Eiga Fir ............................ 376

Mar Forest Fir ...................... 415

Larch ............................. 280

In my own experiments* I found the value of

e for cast-iron to range from 1606 to 2615, the

mean value being about 2050, as given above for

malleable iron. Wrought-iron ranges from the

value given above to 3000 Ibs.

For cylindrical shafts supported horizontally

the ultimate resistance to rupture is about

15000 d3

fw=-
j

- for wrought-iron,

19000 rf=-
j

- for cast-iron,

where W is the centre-breaking weight in Ibs., d

* On the Application of Cast and Wrought-Iron to Building

Purposes, p. 74, et seq.
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the diameter, and I the length between supports

in inches, the shaft being supported at the ends

and loaded in the middle.

If the cylindrical shaft be loaded at one end

and supported at the other, these formulae become

7500 d*
w =-

j

- for wrought-iron,

9500 d n

=-
j

- for cast-iron.

If a beam be uniformly loaded over its entire

length it will sustain twice the load that would

break it if placed at the centre.

If the load be placed at any point intermediate

between the centre and the ends, the breaking

weight may be found by the following rule:

Divide four times the product of the distance in

feet, of the weight from each bearing, by the

whole distance in feet, and the quotient may be

substituted for I in the formulae above. That is,

if x and y be its distances in feet from the two

bearings respectively ;

From these rules the strength of shafts may be

calculated, in all the cases of ordinary practice,

where the tendency to transverse fracture has to

be guarded against, making the actual strength at

least five to ten times the strain to be carried.

In shafting, however, it is not usually the trans-

16
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verse rupture, but the flexure produced by lateral

stress, which limits the size of the shaft
;

stiffness

in fact becomes, in these cases, a more important

element than strength.

The following formula has been given for the

deflection of bars or beams loaded at the centre

and supported at the ends :

Let, d be the depth in inches
;

b the breadth in inches
;

L the length between supports in feet
;

W the load in Ibs.
;

8 the deflection at the centre in inches;

M the modulus of elasticity ;

then : W = A <> T 3 ;
and if b= d,

iO^j Li

Or, in words, multiply the product of the load

in Ibs., and the cube of the length in feet, by 432,

and divide by the product of the modulus of elas-

ticity and the deflection assumed in inches
;
the

fourth root of the quotient will be the side of a

shaft or square section which would deflect 5

inches with a weight of w Ibs. placed at ita

centre.*

*
Engineer and Machinist's Assistant, p. 135, from which

formulae (4), (5), (6), to (11), and (23), in their present
convenient form for practical use, have been quoted. The
fundamental formula, however, is due to Young (Nat.
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The following table gives the values of the

modulus of elasticity for various materials :

Modulus of elasticity in Ibi.

Cast-iron ........ 13,000,000 to 22,907,000
" " mean ............... 17,000,000

Malleable iron... 24,000,000 to 29,000,000

Steel ............ 29,000,000 to 42,000,000

Brass .........................8,930,000

Tin ........................... 4,608,000

Ash .......................... 1,600,000

Beech .......................... 1,353,600

Red pine, mean ................ 1,700,000

Spruce, mean ..................1,600,000

Larch ...............900,000 to 1,360,000

English oak ........1,200,000 to 1,750,000

American oak ................. 2,150,000

For a cylindrical shaft, the same formula will

apply with another constant. I am not aware

that this has been experimentally ascertained, but

it has been given approximately as 734. Hence,

for cylindrical shafts,

la the work just quoted, these formulae have

been simplified, by fixing a maximum value for 8,

the deflection. The writer assumes that, with

shafting, the deflection ought never to exceed f J

of an inch for every foot length of the shaft.

Substituting this value, and also the numerical

Philos., vol. ii., art. 326), and to Tredgold (Strength of Cast-

iron, p. 208).
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value of the modulus of elasticity, he obtains the

following formulae :

1. For wood, taking M generally = 1,500,000,

jj

and a =
-jog-

inches.

Then, for square shafts, d being the depth of

the side of the square

And for round shafts, d being the diameter in

inches

2. For cast-iron taking M = 18,000,000 Ibs.

and L as before

L*W
For square section, d* = "TTo" (^)-

L*w
For round section, d4 - ...

(9).

3. For wrought-iron taking M = 24,500,000

Ibs. and 8 as before

L'w
For square section, d4 =

"557" CW 1

LJW
For round section, d1 = -- ... (11).

By transposition, the formulaB given above

become,
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For wood

Square section, L = J__ ... (12).W
35 d4

L'

Round section, L = J- ...
(13).

For cast-iron

Square section, L = Jii.
2
_f? ...

(15).W
412<#

Round section, L = Hi!L^.
4

...

240 d*

For wrought iron

Square section, L =J
567fl?<

...(19).

Round section, L = ...

16*
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When the weight is uniformly distributed over
the length of the shaft, the general formula is

Substituting in this equation the same values

of M and 5 as before, we obtain the following for-

mulae :

L2 w
For wood d4

-^- for square shafts.
oo

L2 W
d4 = ^r- for round shafts.

o&

L2 W
For cast-iron d4 =

g
for square shafts.

L2 W
d4 =

ggg
for round shafts.

L2 W
For wrought-iron d4=

Q^y-
for square shafts.

L2W
d4 =

Fnj for round shafts.

The following tables for cast and wrought-iron
round shafting, are calculated from the formulas

(9) and (11) for weights placed at the centre of a

shaft supported at each end. In using them for

cases in which the weight is distributed along its

length, as in the case of the weight of the shaft

itself, it must be remembered that a distributed

weight produces fths of the deflection of the same

weight placed at the centre.
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From the foregoing it will be seen, that the

weights given in the tables are correct indications

of the load required in the centre to produce a

deflection of the y,
1^ of the length of the shaft *

This fraction is not however the universal stand-

ard among millwrights; on the contrary, there

appears to be no recognized standard in practice,

by which the deflection from a given weight can

be ascertained, and although y^g^ may, in many
cases, give a larger area with increased weight, in

shafts that are not heavily loaded in the middle,

nevertheless it is important that the shafts, when
loaded as above, should not bend more than T2Vu
of their length. In cases where the load is light

and equally distributed, lighter and smaller shafts

would suffice.

The following tables give the deflection of

cylindrical shafts with their own weight :

TABLE 3. DEFLECTION ARISING FROM THE WEIGHT OF THR

SHAFT. CAST-IRON CYLINDRICAL SHAFTS.

* This standard is the one assumed by Tredgold (Strength
of Cast-Iron, p. 210).
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TABLE 4. DEFLKCTION ARISING PROM THE WEIGHT OF THE

SHAFT. WROUGHT-IRON CYLINDRICAL SHAFTS.

The above tables clearly indicate the deflection

of shafts of different lengths by their own weight,

and will be a guide to the millwright in calculat-

ing the distance of the bearings between which

they revolve. It is important in shafting, when

extended in long ranges, that there should not be

any serious deflection, either from the weight of

the shaft, or lateral stress
;
I have always found

that a stiff shaft, although heavier in itself, is

lighter to retain in motion than a smaller one

which bends to the strain.

3. Torsion.

In addition to the lateral flexure from trans-

verse forces, shafting is subjected to a wrenching
or twisting, from the power transmitted acting

tangentially to its circumference. This causes

one end of the shaft to revolve in relation to the
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other end, through a smaller or greater angle,

known as the angle of torsion, and if sufficient

force be applied, this angle increases till the

resistance of the material is overcome, and the

shaft gives way.
Coulomb laid the basis of our knowledge of the

resistance to torsion of cylindrical bodies, and he

verified his theoretical deductions by admirably-
contrived experiments, on a small scale. He
showed that in wires where the diameter is small

in relation to the length, the angles of torsion

are in proportion to the length, and reciprocally

proportional to the moment of inertia of the base

of the cylinder in relation to its centre. He also

discovered that each wire acquired a permanently

acceleration-varying torsion, according to the de-

gree in which it departed from its primitive posi-

tion, and that these permanent torsions have no

fixed relation to the temporary torsions, coexist-

ing with the application of the moving force.

With the same wire he found the torsion to be in

proportion to the force applied; with the same

length and force inversely as the fourth power of

the dia:neter.

These deductions are expressed by the follow-

ing formula :

_ 2R wZ

where is the angle of torsion, r the radius, and I

the length of the wire, R the leverage at which
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the weight w acts, and G the modulus of torsion

for the material
; being about fths of the modulus

of elasticity.

In 1829 a paper was communicated to the

Royal Society by Mr. Bevan, containing experi-

mental dete7'minations of the modulus of torsion

for a large number of substances, of which the

most important are given below.

Let 5 be the deflection of a prismatic shaft of a

given length I when strained by a given force w
in Ibs., acting at right angles to the axes of the

prism and at a leverage r
;
let d be the side of the

square section of the shaft, I, r, 8, d being in iuchs.

where T is the modulus of elasticity in the follow-

ing table.

If the transverse section of the prisrn be a

parallelogram, let b be the breadth and d the

depth, then Mr. Bevan gives the formula

_

If the torsion be required in degrees (A), then let

f
= 57-29578,

A =
-j4

,
for square shafts.

-j4

For example,
rlw

or wrouSht -iron and steel
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rlw=
166001?

f r cast - iron '

A very careful experimental study of the effect

of torsion on various materials has been made by
Mr. M. G. Wertheim, and was presented to the

Academic des Sciences in 1855. The general re-

sults at which he has arrived may be stated as

follows :

1. The total angle of torsion consists of two

parts, of which one is purely temporary, whilst

the other persists after the force has ceased to act.

It is not possible to assign the limit at which the

permanent torsion begins to be sensible, nor has

it any fixed relation to the temporary torsion
;

it

augments at first very slowly, afterward more

rapidly, till the bar breaks.*

* We have many practical instances of this tendency to

rapture which at first appear only temporary, but a con-

tinuation of the same action, particularly in long ranges
of shafts, in process of time, developes itself in the form of

a permanent deterioration which ultimately leads to frac-

ture. This was strikingly exemplified in a range of shafts,

220 feet long, tapering from three inches diameter at the

driving end, to two inches diameter at the other.

The work done by these shafts was uniform throughout,
but it was soon found that the shaft had made' nearly 1-16

revolutions at the driven end of the room, before it began
to move at the other. The result was a continued series

of jerks or accelerated and retarded motion, injurious to

the machinery, and destructive to the work it had to per
form. It was, moreover, injurious to the shafts, particu-

larly in the middle, where the twist was severely felt, and
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TABLE 5. -VALUES OF MODULUS OF TORSION ACCORDING TO

MR. BEVAN.

2. The temporary angles are not rigorously pro-

portional to the moments of the forces applied.

3. The mean angles of torsion are not rigorously

proportional to the length of the bar, increasing,

would have led to rupture, but from the circumstance

that they had to be renewed with a .stiller and stronger

range.
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although very slightly, in proportion to the length,

as the bars are made shorter.

4. The interior cavity of all hollow homogene-
ous bodies diminish by torsion, and this diminu-

tion is proportional to the length and to the square
of the angle of torsion for unity of length.

5. For cylindrical bodies Mr. Wertheim gives

the following formulae :

Let * be the mean temporary angle of torsion,

for

p = 1 kilogramme, and

I = 1 metre;

p = the sum* of the two weights producing
torsion and constituting a couple in

kilogrammes ;

K = the leverage at which the weight p
acts

;

I= length of the bar subject to torsion, in

millimetres
;

r= the exterior radius of the section of

the bar, in Millimetres
;

ri=the interior radius of hollow bars, in

millimetres
;

E = the modulus of elasticity of the mate-

rial obtained from experiments on

tension.

* In Mr. Wertheim's experiments equal weights, acting

in opposite directions at the same leverage, were hung one

on each side of the bar, subjected to torsion.
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Then for solid bars :
*

16 180

and for hollow cylinders

16 180* = T '

It

p*

^R

In the following experiments, p = 1 kilo

gramme, R = 247'5 millimetres, I = 1000 milli

metres.

RESUME OF EXPERIMENTS ON CYLINDERS OF CIRCULAR

SECTION.

The accordance, in these tables, between the

formulae and the experiments is very satisfactory,

especially considering that the value of E cannot

be determined with perfect accuracy. The errors

do not generally exceed ^th, and the observed

* The above formulae may be used with English meas

ures, B being taken from English tables, if p be given in

Ibs. and r, I, and R in inches.
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angles are smaller than those found by calculation

except in the case of the cylinders 9, 53, and 54.

RESUME OF EXPERIMENTS ON THE TORSION OF HOLLOW
CYLINDERS OF COPPER.

For bars of elliptical section M. Wertheim has

deduced the formula

_8_
180 pn Z(cJ-fcJ)= T '

"^
'

IT
'

c\

where ct and c2 are the two semiaxes of the ellipse,

the other letters remaining as before.

RESUME OF EXPERIMENTS ON THE TORSION OF ELLIPTICAL

BARS.

17*
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For bars of rectangular section the formula be-

comes

__180 1 ^R l(a* 5
2

~ " 0~ X-k

2
'

E
'

a3
b>

But it is necessary to apply a coefficient of cor-

rection c to the calculated angle such that if -*-
1 be

the calculated angle of torsion, and *3
the angle

Vi
found by experiment, then c= -

t . This coeffi-

cient varies with the ratio r of the sides of the bar.
b

Thus when I= 500 millimetres, and the section

was 36 milimetres square.

I 1 2 4 8

Value of coefficient 0-8971 0-9617 0-9520 0-9878

It varies also with the ratio r and with the mo-
o

ment of the couple p R.

For the ultimate resistance of cylindrical shafts

to rupture by torsion, Professor W. J. M. Rankine

gives the following formula :*

Let I denote the length in inches of the lever,

such as a crank, at the" end of which a wrenching
or twisting force is applied to an axle. Let w be

the working load in pounds, multiplied by a suit

* Manual of Applied Mechanics, p, 355. Manual of

Steam Engine, p. 78.
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able factor of safety (usually six) ;
then

w Z=M
is the wrenching moment in inch pounds.

For a solid axle let h be its diameter
;
then

6-1

For a hollow axle let At be the external, and A.

the internal diameter in inches
;
then

M =
5-1 A/

=
SI*

'

(
L ~

Al )

. (
5>lM

and A! =

The values of the modulus of wrenching/ are

for cast-iron about 30000,
for wrought-iron

"
54000,

and taking six as the factor of safety, if we put the

working moment of torsion in the formulae instead

of the wrenching moment, we may put instead of/
for cast iron 5000,

for wrought iron 9000.

Hence we get for w, the working stress, with

solid shafts,

5000 h3 980 h' fWx= 51 l

=
j

for cast-iron ... (2.)

9000 A* 1765 h*- f=
g-

.. , =
j

for wrought-iron..(3.)

On this principle I have calculated the follow-

ing tables (pages 200, 201,) giving the safe mo-
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ment of torsion for cylindrical cast and wrought-
iron shafts, and also the working stress to which

they may be subjected at the circumference of

pullies or wheels of various diameters. In cases

where the horses' power transmitted by a shaft

is given instead of the stress, the latter may be

found by the table on page 172.

The greatest angle of torsion, which it is safe to

allow in a line of shafting, is determined by the

extension of the material within the elastic limits.

If y^Vflth of the length be assumed as the maxi-

mum extension with the safe working load, then

the shaft must be so proportioned that the angle
of torsion is less than that given by the following

formula :

2284 L

where L is the length of the shaft in feet, d its

diameter in inches, and the angle of torsion in

degrees.

It is convenient to estimate the ultimate resist-

ance of shafts to torsion, not only as a statical

pressure acting at a leverage, but also in horses'

power. Now the stress resulting from the trans-

mission of power must evidently increase in pro-

portion to the power, and decrease in proportion
to the velocity. A shaft will transmit 100 horses'

power at 80 revolutions a minute with no more

stress than it would transmit 50 horses' power at
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40 revolutions, or 25 horses' power at 20 revolu-

TT

tions. Hence the torsion varies as -, where H is
K

the number of horses' power per minute, and B

the number of revolutions per minute.

Buchanan's rules for the power transmitted by
shafts are :

*

For fly-wheel shafts

For shafts of water-wheel gearing and other

heavy work,

For shafts of ordinary mill gearing

An ordinary allowance for wrought-iron

shafting in practice is

From the foregoing observations in regard to

torsion, and the power of transmission of shafts

at different velocities, it is a desideratum of much

importance to the engineer, so to proportion shafts

in relation to their lengths as well as velocities,

as to be within the limits of sensible permanent

* These rules will be found in the second edition of Bu

ch;inan, at pages 328, et seq.
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torsion and flexure,* and at the same time to in-

crease the speeds in a given ratio to the velocities

of the machine and the nature of the work it has

to execute. In the above disquisition we have

only given the law and the safe measure of tor-

sion as regards length and area, but much must

still depend on the calculation and judgment of

the millwright and engineer ;
in its application to

the character of the work they have to perform,
and the resistances they have to overcome.

From formula (5.) the following table (page 205)
has been calculated, giving the diameter necessary
to transmit from 1 to 150 horses' power at from

10 to 1000 revolutions per minute.

4. Velocity of Shafts.

As the quality of the material employed for

the construction of shafts enters largely into the

calculation of their strength, so also the velocity

at which they revolve becomes an important
element in the calculation of the work transmitted

by them. In all cases where machinery has to

be driven at a high speed, it is advantageous and

*
Although, we speak of the limits of permanent torsion,

we are not prepared to fix these limits, as we find that

what produces a permanent set in any material, however

minute a fraction it may be, will, in process of time, if con-

tinued, and often repeated, lead to fracture. This law ap-

plies to every description of strain or material, and we

may therefore consider that there are limits to endurance,
nowever distant that may be.
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even essential to run the shafting at a proportion-

ate velocity. If, for example, there are a series

of machines running at five hundred revolutions

per minute, it will be advisable to run the shafts

at half that speed, by which means the following

very important advantages will be gained.

There will be a great saving in the weight of

the shafts, for with a slow motion of fifty revolu-

tions per minute, fully three times the weight
would be necessary to transmit the same power.

There would also be a saving in original cost in

the power absorbed, and in maintenance.

Shafts running at low velocities are cumber-

some, heavy, and expensive to repair. They are

costly in the first instance, and they block up the

rooms of the mill with large drums and pullies,

obstructing the light, which, in factories, is a con-

sideration of very great importance.
At the commencement of the present century,

mills were geared with ponderous shafts, such

as those just described. They were generally

of cast-iron, square, and badly coupled, and the

power required to keep them in motion was in

some cases almost equal to that required by the

machinery they had to drive. In the present

improved system, with light shafts accurately

fitted and running at high velocities, the work

which previously was absorbed in transmission ia

QOW conveyed to the machinery of the mill.

I may safely ascribe my own success in life
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and that of my friend and late partner, Mr. James

Lillie, to the saving of power effected by increas-

ing threefold the velocity of the shafting in mills

more than forty years ago. The introduction of

light iron shafting not only enabled the manufac-

turer to effect a considerable saving in the origi-

nal cost, but a still greater saving was effected in

power, whilst it relieved the mills from the pon-
derous wooden drums and heavy shafting then in

use, and established an entirely new system of

operations in the machinery of transmission.

5. Length of Journals.*

Another consideration of considerable import-
ance to the smooth and safe working of shafting

is the length of the journals. From a number of

years' experience I have been led to believe, that

with cast-iron, one and a half times the diameter

of the shaft is the best proportion for the length

of the bearing, and with wrought iron, one and

three quarters the diameter. On the question of

shafts revolving in the steps of plummer blocks

and the proportions necessary to effect motion

without danger of heating, it is essential (without

entering largely into the laws of friction on bodies

* Rules for the diameters of gudgeons or journals for

those cases in which they are calculated independently of

the diameter of the shaft, are given in Mills and Millwork,

vol. i. p. 116.
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in contact) that we should ascertain from actual

practice and long-tried experience the best form

of journals of shafts adapted for that purpose.

The lengths proportionate to the diameters have

already been given, but we have yet to consider

the dimensions of the journals of large shafts

where they are small in comparison with the

pressure or the weight they have to sustain. Let

us, for example, take a fly-wheel shaft and the

foot or toe of a line of vertical shaft extending, to

a height of six or seven stories in a mill filled

with machinery, and we have the safe working

pressure per square inch as indicated in the last

column in the following table :

From the above it will be seen that in fly-wheel

shafts the pressure should never exceed 180 Ibs.

per square inch, and in that of the toes of vertical

shafts 240 Ibs. per square inch. Even with this

latter pressure it is difficult to keep the shafts

cool, and it requires the greatest possible care to

keep them free from dust or any minute particles
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of sand or other sharp substances getting into the

steps. The feet of vertical shafts also require the

very best quality of gun metal for the shaft to

run in, and fine limpid oil for lubrication to pre-

vent the toe from cutting. It is, moreover, neces-

sary for the shaft to fit well on the bottom of the

step, and not too tight on the sides, and to have a

fine polish.

Another point for

consideration is the

proper form of the

journals of shafts, and

that is, they should never have the journal turned

or cut square down to the diameter, but hollowed

in the form shown in the figure at a, a a a.

From a series of interesting experiments it has

been shown that the square-cut shaft loses nearly
one-fifth of its strength, and by simply curving
out the shaft at the collars in the form described,

the resistance to strain is increased one-fifth or

in that proportion.

6. Friction.

On the subject of friction much cannot be said.

We may, however, adduce a few experiments
from Morin and Riviere, which appear to bear out

our previous experience of the length of journals.

In the years 1831, 1832 and 1833, a very ex-

tensive set of experiments were made at Metz by
M. Morin, under the sanction of the French govern-

19*
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ment, to determine, as nearly as possible, the laws

of friction, and by which the following were fully

established:

When no unguent is interposed, the friction of

any two surfaces, whether of quiescence or of

motion, is directly proportional to the force with

which they are pressed perpendicularly together ;

so that for any two given surfaces of contact there

is a constant ratio of the friction to the perpen-
dicular pressure of the one surface upon the other.

Whilst this ratio is thus the same for the same sur-

faces of contact, it is different for different surfaces

of contact. The particular value of it in respect

to any two given surfaces of contact, is called the

coefficient of friction in respect to those surfaces.

When no unguent is interposed, the amount of

the friction is, in every case, wholly independent
of the extent of the surfaces of contact

;
so that

the force with which two surfaces are pressed to-

gether, being the same, their friction is the same,

whatever be the extent of their surfaces of contact.

That the friction of motion is wholly indepen-

dent of the velocity of the motion.

That where unguents are interposed, the coeffi-

cient of friction depends upon the nature of the

unguent, and upon the greater or less abundance

of the supply. In respect to the supply of the

unguent, there are two extreme cases, that in

which the surfaces of contact are but slightly

rubbed with the unctuous matter, as, for instance,
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with an oiled or greasy cloth, and that in which a

continuous stratum of unguent remains continually

interposed between the moving surfaces; and in

this state the amount of friction is found to be de

pendent rather upon the nature of the unguent
than upon that of the surfaces of contact. M
Morin found that with unguents (hog's lard and

olive oil) interposed in a continuous stratum be-

tween surfaces of wood on metal, wood on wood,
and metal on metal, when in motion, have all of

them very nearly the same coefficient of friction,

being in all cases included between '07 and '08.

The coefficient for the unguent tallow is the same,

except in that of metals upon metals. This un-

guent appears to be less suited for metallic surfaces

than the others, and gives for the mean value of

its coefficient under the same circumstances '10.

Hence it is evident that where the extent of the

surface sustaining a given pressure is so great as

to make the pressure less than that which corres-

ponds to a state of perfect separation, this greater

extent of surface tends to increase the friction by
reason of that adhesiveness of the unguent, depen-
dent upon its greater or less viscosity, whose

effect is proportional to the extent of the surfaces

between which it is interposed.

Mr. G. Rennie found, from a mean of experi-

ments with different unguents on axles in motion,

and under different pressures, that with the un-

guent tallow, under a pressure of from 1 to 5 cwt.,
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the friction did not exceed g^th of the whole pres-

sure
;
when soft soap was applied it became ^th ;

and with the softer unguents applied, such as oil,

hog's lard, etc., the ratio of the friction to the

pressure increased
;
but with the harder unguents,

as soft soap, tallow, and anti-attrition composition,

the friction considerably diminished
; consequently

to secure effective lubrication, the nature of the

unguent must be accommodated to the pressure
or weight tending to force the surfaces together.

TABLE OP COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION UNDER PRESSURES

INCREASED CONTINUALLY UP TO LlMITS OF ABRASION.

BY MR. G. RENNIE.
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From a paper lately read at the Institution of

Civil Engineers in London, on the comparative
friction of steam engines of different modifications,

it appears that, as respects the friction caused by
the strain, if the beam engine be taken as the

standard of comparison

The vibrating engine has a gain of 1-1 per cent

The direct engine with slides .... " loss of 1/8 "

Ditto with rollers "
gain of 0-8 "

Ditto with a parallel motion "
gain of 1-3 "

It also states, as an opinion, that excessive al-

lowance for friction has hitherto been made in

calculating the effective power of engines in gen-

eral
;

as it is found practically by experiments
with the engines at the Blackwall Railway, and

also with other engines, that where the pressure

upon the piston is about 12 Ibs. per square inch,

the friction does not amount to more than 1| Ibs.;

and also that by experiments with an indicator on

an engine of 50 horse-power, at Truman, Hanbury
and Co.'s brewery, the whole amount of friction

did not exceed 5 horse-power, or T
' th of the

whole power of the engine.

7. Lubrication.

On this question it is necessary to observe that

the durability of shafts, and their easy working,

depends on the way in which they are lubricated,

and the description of unguent used for that pur-
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pose. We have already seen the difference which

exists in the coefficient of friction from the use of

different kinds of unguents, and we have now to

consider what system of lubrication should be

adopted to lessen the friction and maintain smooth

surfaces on the journals of shafts. In large cot-

ton mills I have known as much as ten to fifteen

horses' power absorbed by a change in the quality

of the oil used for lubrication
;

and in cold

weather, or when the temperature of the mill is

much reduced (as is generally the case when

standing over Sunday), the power required on a

Monday morning is invariably greater than at

any other time during the week.

It is, therefore, necessary in most mills parti-

cularly those employed in textile manufacture

to retain a uniform temperature, and to employ
the best quality of oil for lubricating the ma-

chinery, as well as the shafts of the mill.

The best lubricators are pure sperm and olive

oils
; they should be clean and limpid, and spar-

ingly applied, as it is a profligate waste of valua-

ble material to pour, as is not unfrequently done,

large quantities of oil on the bearings, nine-tenths

of which run on to the floor, and cover the shafts

and hangers with a coat of glutinous matter, that

goon hardens, and accumulates nothing but filth.

This process of oiling shafts is generally left to

the most negligent and most untidy person in the

establishment
;
and the result is, that every open-
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ing for the oil to get to the bearings is plugged

up, the brass steps are cut by abrasion, and the

necks or journals of the shafts destroyed. In the

best regulated establishments this is certainly not

the case, as the greatest possible care is observed

in selecting the best kinds of oil, and that used

with attention to cleanliness and strict economy in

its application.

To save power and effect economy in the use of

lubricants, several schemes have been adopted for

attaining a continuous system of lubrication.

None of them appears to answer so well as that

which consists of a small cistern, a, fig. 117,

which contains a quantity
of oil, and is fixed on the

top of the plummer block.

In the centre of the cistern

is a tube, which stands a

little above the level of the oil
;
and into this is

inserted a woollen thread, with its end descending
a short distance below the surface of the oil in

the cistern
;
and when properly saturated, the oil

rises by capillary attraction, and flows gently, in

very minute quantities, on to the neck of the

shaft. From this description it will be seen that

the quantity used can be regulated to the greatest

nicety, and sufficient to lubricate the bearings

without waste. Other plans have been devised

for the same object, but none of them seems to

answer so well as that, just described.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON COUPLINGS FOR SHAFTS AND ENGAGING AND DISENGAGING

GEAR.

IN every description of mill where the ma-

chinery is spread over a large area, and at a dis-

tance from the moving power, it is necessary to

have long lines of shafting, revolving at the re-

quired velocity. Such lines are seldom made in

one piece ;
short lengths must, therefore, be coup-

led together, so as to form an unbroken line, ex-

tending, in most cases, the whole length of the mill.

When cast iron shafts were substituted for

wood, a square coupling-box, made in one piece,

was generally used, so as to slide over the two

ends of the shafts, or in two pieces, bolted to-

gether, as shown in figs. 118 and 119.

Fig. 118.

In the former case the box was slipped on

loose, and the adjustment was so imperfect that

the shafts rose and fell in the box at every revolu-

tion, destroying gradually any accuracy of fitting

which, in the first instance, had been attained.
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After the square-box coupling came the claw,

or two-pronged coupling, made in two parts,

Fig. 119
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wedged, but more frequently keyed on to the ends

of the shafts, as shown in fig. 120. This was a

great improvement, as the leverage of the bear-

rig. 122.

Fig. 123.

ing parts was greatly increased, and fie ovupling,

in consequence, became more durable

A description of half-lap coupling vrsw intro-

duced by the late Mr. Hewes. It was formed by
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the lapping over a part of the end of each shaft,

which was cast square. A square box was also

fitted over the two ends, so as to bind them to-

gether, and three keys were inserted on the top

side, as shown in fig. 121. The objections to this

coupling were the difficulty of fitting and the

loosening of the keys, which made a creaking
noise with every revolution of the shaft.

Another coupling, still in use, is the disc. It

consists of two discs or flanches, one on the end

of each shaft, bolted together by four bolts, as

shown in fig. 122. This coupling was superior to

all the preceding, when properly bored and

turned, so as to have its faces accurately perpen-
dicular to the shafting.

The best coupling for general purposes, and

the most accurate and durable, is the circular

half-lap coupling, introduced into my own works

nearly forty years ago. It is perfectly round, and

consists of two laps, turned to a gauge, and, when

put together by a cutting machine, it forms a

complete cylinder, as shown in fig. 123. A cylin-

drical box is fitted over these, and fixed by a key,

grooved half into the box and half into the shaft.

The whole is then turned in the lathe to the same

centres as the bearings of the shaft, and by this

process a degree of accuracy is attained which

cannot be surpassed, nor is any other coupling so

neat and so well adapted for the transmission of

power.
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The proportions of this coupling are found by

experiment to be

Twice the area of the shaft is the area of the

coupling.

The length of the lap is the diameter of the

shaft.

And the length of the box is twice the diameter

of the shaft.

These proportions have been found in practice

to answer every purpose, both as regards strength

and the wear and tear of the joints.

There is another coupling which has come of

late years extensively into use, namely, the cylin-

Plg. 124.

drical coupling, with butt ends. It has the same

proportions as the former, but not so strong nor

so durable as the half-lap coupling of the same

dimensions, as the entire force of torsion is trans

mitted through the key ;
but in cases when

strength is not the chief object, it forms a cheat
and effective coupling.
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8. Disengaging and re-engaging Gear.

This is an important branch of mill-work, re-

quiring careful consideration, and the utmost

exactitude of construction when ponderous ma-

chinery has to be started, without endangering the

shafts and wheels. This is most strikingly exem-

plified in the case of powder mills, where trains

of edge stones are employed for grinding the gun-

powder, and in rolling and calendering machinery
which requires well fitted friction-clutches to com-

municate the motion by a slow and progressive

acceleration from a state of rest to the required

velocity.

It used to be customary in cotton and silk mills

to place disengaging clutches at the point of con-

nection of the upright or driving shaft and tha

main shafting in each room, so that, in case of ac-

cident, a room full of machinery could be thrown

out of gear at once. But these provisions were

found unsteady in practice, and rather tended to

increase than to diminish the number of accidents,

owing chiefly to the time lost in disengaging, and

the breakages which occurred in attempting to

place the machinery in gear again, when the en-

gine was running at full speed. It has, conse-

quently, been found safer to have a permanent
connection between the main lines of shafting

throughout the mill, and signals from each room

into the engine-house, in case of accident.

When the construction of mill gearing was less

19*
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perfect than it is at present, the main shaft driving
the machinery in a room was thrown out of gear

by a lever, which contained the steps, and sup-

ported the end of the horizontal shaft and wheel,

Fig. 126.

which geared into that on the upright shaft, as

shown in fig. 125, with a rope at the end of the

lever a to pull it out of gear. This mode of dis

engaging wheels was very ineffective, as in many
mills there are three bevel wheels gearing int<

that on the upright b, and it becomes complicated
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and dangerous to have movable levers to each.

To remedy these defects, standards or plummer-

blocks, with a movable slide e, fig. 126, in which

the end of the shaft revolved, was introduced. To
the top of this slide was attached a lever a, with a

handle b, by which it could be drawn out of gear;

and the link c, falling along with the lever, re-

rig. 126.

tained the shaft out of gear until the mill was

stopped.

All these contrivances were, however, found in-

operative on a large scale, as the shafts and wheels

got out of order; and it was ultimately found

essentially necessary to make them stationary, by
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screwing the plummer-block down to the frame

which connects the shafts and wheels.

Several devices have been employed for the

purpose of rapidly engaging and disengaging ma-

chines from the driving shaft. The best of all are

Fig. 127.

the fast and loose pulleys, with a travelling strap.

Thus, in fig. 127 a is the driving shaft, acting

upon two pulleys e and d, fixed on the driving

spindle of the machine b
;
one of them, d, is keyed

fast, and the other runs loose. When the machine

is at work the strap is on the fast pulley d, and
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when it is necessary to stop, it is moved by a

forked lever on to the loose pulley e, which re-

volves with the strap without acting on the ma-

chine. The machine is thrown into gear with

equal ease by moving the strap on to the fast pul-

ley d. Once on either of the pulleys, the strap is

held in position without any danger of moving by
the slight curvature of the pulley, as already ex-

plained. The forked lever must act on that side

of the strap which runs toward the pulleys, and

not on that which leaves them.

A second and equally effective process for start-

Fig. 128.
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ing or stopping machinery is shown in fig. 128.

A leather strap is hung loosely over the driving

and driven pulleys a and b, so that, left to itself,

the friction is not sufficient to communicate mo-

tion to the pulley on the shaft b
;
but a tightening

pulley fixed on a suitable lever e is forced against

it by pulling the rope c, which bends the strap

tightly upon the pulley b, and gives motion to the

machine. This arrangement is iu general use for

sack teagles in corn mills, and for some other pur-

poses. The same effect is sometimes produced by
the sack teagles being fixed on .the lever, and, by

raising one end, the strap' is tightened, and the

barrel which raises the load is caused to revolve.

The clutch most in use for throwing into gear

heavy callendering machines is a clip friction
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hoop, which consists of a sliding box a, with two

projecting horns on the driving shaft b. These

horns, when slid forward by a lever g, working
in the groove c, come in contact with the friction

hoop d, which embraces a groove in a second box,

keyed upon the shaft of the machine. The instant

the machine receives the shock of engagement, the

clip d slides in its groove, until the friction over-

comes the resistance, and the callender attains the

speed of the driving shaft. The object of the fric-

tion clip is to reduce the shock of throwing the

clutch suddenly into gear, as without this precau-
tion any attempt to move instantaneously a pow-
erful machine from a state of rest to a state of

motion would break it in pieces.

Friction cones are also much used for this pur-

pose, and when carefully executed with the proper

angle are safer than the clutch just described. The

objection to the friction clutch is, that the whole

driving power is thrown on the clip at once;

whereas, with the cones, the parts can be brought
into contact with the greatest nicety, and the fric-

tion regularly increased to any degree of pres-

sure. Fig. 130 shows this description of disen-

gaging gear ;
a is the male sliding cone, worked

by a lever in the usual way, b the female cone,

keyed on the driven shaft, and the two surfaces,

when brought into contact, communicate the re-

quired motion with perfect safely.

Machines driven by friction, and requiring to
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Fig. 130.

I

Fig. 131.

be frequently stopped, are very numerous. Some
of the lighter description are driven by a vertical

shaft, b, fig. 131, supporting a horizontal disc,

which communicates

motion to the wheel

a, rolling on its sur-

face, and gives the

necessary motion to

the machine. The

advantage of this fric-

tion-wheel is, that the velocity of the machine may
be increased or diminished at pleasure by moving
the wheel a nearer to or farther from the edge of

the disc.
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Fig. 132 is another combination of discs suita-

ble for couplings with only one bearing. The

disc b is keyed on one shaft, and is recessed on

the face, to receive the smaller disc, c
;
this disc is

sunk flush with the face of the other, and ia

screwed tightly up to it by means of the ring ,

Fig. 132.

which is bolted to the disc b, and secures that

marked c. Between the three plates, a, b and c,

annular pieces of leather are interposed, which

bring them all to a proper bearing.

This combination, termed a friction coupling, is

useful for preventing breakage of the connections

in case of a sudden stoppage or reversal of the

motion. It is plain that the holding power of the

coupling depends simply upon the lightness with

20
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which the discs are screwed together, and the

consequent frictioual force of the surfaces of

leather and metal.

Besides these more permanent forms of coup-

lings, there are other contrivances adopted when
the object to be attained is the engagement and

disengagement of certain parts of the machinery
or gearing during the course of operations.

With the same view of admitting of this dis-

engagement of the connection, in cases of sudden

Fig. 133.

stoppage or reversal, the coupling, fig. 133, is

sometimes employed.
In this instance, the shaft is supposed to be

continuous, and the coupling may be termed a
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disengaging coupling, a and b are the two pavts

of the coupling, formed on the acting faces into

alternate projections and recesses, such that they

correspond with and exactly fit into each other

when in gear. The part a is, in this example,
cast on a spur or bevel wheel, from which the

motion of the shaft is supposed to be taken off.

Both of the parts a and b are, to a certain extent,

loose on the shaft
;
the former being capable of

moving round on it, though deprived of longitu-

dinal motion by washers and a collar, marked e,

and the latter being free to slide on the shaft,

though prevented from turning on it by a s"unk

key, which slides in a slot inside the clutch or

sliding piece b. The mechanism is put into gear

by means of the lever d, which terminates in a

fork with cylindrical extremities c; and it is

obvious that, by the contact of the flat faces of a

and b, the latter will immediately carry with it

the other part at the same speed as the shaft.

Supposing, now, that the motion of the wheel a

is suddenly accelerated, the oblique faces of the

couplings immediately fall out of contact, and

slide free of each other, leaving the couplings

clear, and the shaft free to continue in motion.

In the old form of this contrivance, known as

the sliding bayonet clutch, the part b, instead of

the toothlike projections on the face, had two or

more prongs which laid hold of corresponding

snugs cast on the face of the part a, which, more
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over, was usually a broad belt pulley, introduced

with a view to modify the shock on the gearing
on throwing the clutch into action.

In an older form still, the pulley was made to

slide end long on the shaft. A form analogous to

this was known as the " lock pulley," a few speci-

mens of which still remain in the older factories.

Instead of the end long motion common to the

other modes, the parts were "locked "
together by

a bolt fixed upon the side of the pulley, and

which, when shifted toward the axis, engaged
with an arm of a cross, of which the part b, in

the preceding figure, is the modern representative.

The bolt was wrought by means of a key and

stop, the turning of the key throwing back the

bolt, and thereby unlocking and disengaging the

pulley. The form of coupling represented by fig.

133 is particularly applicable when the impelling

power is derived from two sources a circum-

stance which frequently occurs^
in localities afford

ing water power to some extent, and yet not in

sufficient abundance for the demands of the work.

The deficiency is usually supplied by a steam-en-

gine ;
and the two powers are concentrated in the

main line of shafting by a coupling of the kind

depicted. In cases of this kind, the speed of the

shafting being fixed, and the supply of water in-

constant, the power of the water-wheel ought to

be thrown upon the wheel a a, and that of the

engine upon the shaft at another point. By this
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arrangement, the speed of the line can be exactly

regulated by working the engine to a greater or

less power, according to the supply of water.

The proper speed of the water-wheel will like-

wise be maintained, which is of importance in

economising the water power.
" The same form of coupling is also used occa-

sionally for engaging and disengaging portions of

the machinery. But for this purpose the object

is to obtain a mode of connection by which the

motion may be commenced without shock; for,

in consequence of the inertia of all material

things that is, the tendency which every portion
of matter has, when at rest, to remain at rest, and

when in motion, to continue to move the parts

of the mechanism, when acted upon too suddenly

by a moving power, are liable to fracture and dis-

arrangement. It is a law in mechanics that when

a body is struck by another in motion some time

elapses before it is diffused from the point struck

through the other parts ; consequently, if the

parts receiving the blow have not sufficient elasti-

city and cohesive force to absorb the whole mo-

mentum of the striking body till the motion be

transmitted to the centre of rotation, fracture of

the body struck must necessarily ensue. Hence,
in a system of mechanism, any parts intended to

be acted upon suddenly by others in full motion

ought not only to be strong, but they ought to be

capable of yielding on the first impulse of the

20*
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impelling force with as little resistance as possible,

and gradually bring the whole weight into motion.

The common mode of driving by belts and pul-

leys accomplishes this object very satisfactorily.

In this the elasticity of the belt comes into action
;

and being thrown upon the pulley by the strap

guide or fork, it continues to slip, till, by the fric-

tion between the sliding surfaces, the belt grad-

ually brings the quiescent pulley into full motion

This mode of connection is unexceptional when

the power to be transferred is not great; but its

application to large machinery is attended with

inconvenience." *

In figs. 134. 135, two other forms of clutches

are shown, as often used to connect the shafting

of different parts of the same mill, where it is not

necessary to throw into or out of gear when run-

ning at full speed. They consist of a fixed and

sliding box, one on each shaft, with teeth or pro-

jections which fit in corresponding notches. The

sliding box has a groove turned in it, in which a

forked lever works, as at a, fig. 134, and at a, fig.

135, by which it is drawn backward or forward

as the case may be. The peculiarity of the

clutch, fig. 135, is that of the driving shaft, which,

reversed by any accident in its motion, as is not

unfrequently the case in starting and stopping
the steam engine, the sliding clutch is forced back

* Extract from Engineer's and Machinist's Assistant,

p. 144.
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by the wedge-shaped faces of tlie projections, and

tue machinery thrown out of gear.

Fig. 134.

Fig. 136 shows one of these clutches on a small

scale, fixed on a line

of shafting beneath

the floor of a mill.

It is placed between

two standards a a,

supporting the ends

of the shall, and the

lever b working on

a pivot at bottom,

and having a pin

working, in. tho

groove of the sliding

clutch box, serves
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for throwing the driven shaft -into or out of gear

whenever it may be necessary.

Another ingenious contrivance, I believe in-

vented by Mr. Bodmer, is shown in figs. 137 and

138. It consists of a box a a running loosely on

the driving shaft s s, but carrying the bevel wheel

b b, which gears into another wheel on the driven

shaft, not shown in the figures. Tightly keyed

Fig.137 .

on the driving shaft s it is a boss c c, with two

trunnions, on which slide two friction sectors k k;

the outer surface is coated with a copper plate,
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accurately fitting the interior surface of the run-

ning box a a. The boss c c carries also four pro-

jections e e e e, which serve as guides for four

screws, alternately left and right handed, and at-

tached to the nuts// and levers g g ;
these screws

act on the extremities of the friction slides k k, so

that when the levers g g are drawn back they are

both with equal pressure forced upon the inner

Fig. 138.

surface of the box a a. As the pressure can bo

very regularly and gradually brought on this box

through the levers and screws, the motion of the

driving shaft s s is communicated with perfect
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regularity, and without shock to the bevel wheel

Ib.

In the above description I have given such ex-

amples of engaging and disengaging gear as are

most commonly in use. Others of a more com-

plicated character might be cited, but they are

not to be recommended as applicable in general

practice. The last form, figs. 137 and 138, is,

however, specially noticed as suitable for gun-

powder mills, where the greatest possible freedom

from shocks is essentially necessary.

9. Hangers, Plummer-lloclcs, etc., for carrying

Shafting.

Shafting is supported in three ways, viz., on

foundation stones in the floor, beneath beams sus-

pended from the ceiling, and to the walls of the

mill. This necessitates as many different forms

of framework, known as hangers, plummer-blocks,

standards, etc.

The simplest mode of supporting a range of

light shafting is from the floor, and a pedestal

suitable for this purpose is shown in fig. 139. It

consists of a cast iron base plate and column, with

deep wings a a cast on to strengthen it free from

vibration. The upper portion is hollowed out to

receive the lower brass step, and the cap carrying
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the upper step. When the entire pressure of the

shatting is downwards the upper brass bush is

omitted, and the cap is cast hollow and kept full

of grease, so as to secure the most perfect lubrica-

ion of the journal of the shaft.

Fig. 139t

Fig. 140 shows a pedestal for bolting to a wall,

the chief difference being that the cap is now fixed

on its inner side by a wedge or cotter (c). In this

figure a shell cap a is shown. If the pull is up

wards, and two brasses be required,
"
lugs

" have

to be added to the extremity of the pedestal and

cap for bolting the two together.

There are various ways of suspending ranges
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of shafting from the ceiling, according to the

means which exist for their attachment. If wooden

beams, as s, are present, the hanger has a large
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Fig. HI.

p'ate (a), which bolts to the side of the beam, aa

shown in figs. 141, 142. The caps are fixed by a

cotter, as in the previous case.

Figs. 143, 144, show a front and side elevation

of another form of hanger for attachment to wooden
21
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Fig. 143.

beams In this case there is provision for a second

line of shafting, at right angles to, and receiving
motion from, the primary line. For this purpose

a small plummer-block is

bolted on to a recess at

the side of the hanger.
The thrust, owing to the

pair ofbevel wheels which

would be placed near this

hanger, is no longer sim-

ply vertical, and hence

two brass steps are placed

for the journal of the prin-

cipal shaft, with a bolt at

d, fig. 143, in addition to

the cotter, to keep the cap
in its place.
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Fig. 145 shows another form of light hanger
sometimes employed in weaving sheds, and also

in use for supporting shafts in fire-proof mills,

Tig. 145.

being bolted up to the

under side of the cast-

iron beams, as shown at

fig. 147.

Where greater strength

and firmness are re-

quired, especially in

long hangers in which

there is considerable

leverage, the arrange-

ment shown in figs. 146,

147 is adopted; the

Fig. 146.
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nanger in this case is bolted to a cast-iron beam,

and by an extension of the flange plate to the

brick arch, which springs from the beam T, it

is firmly secured to both beam and floor. At e

is a screw for tightening the upper brass step on

the shaft.

Fig. 147.

3

More complicated arrangements are sometimes

necessary where two or three ranges of shafting

have to be brought in connection with each other
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by means of bevel or mitre wheels. Figs. 148

and 149, show a front and side elevation of this

arrangement, which may serve as a type for

others. The hanger is attached to a cast-iron

beam A, by hooked bolts with nuts beneath the

top plate, as shown at a a, care being taken in this

attachment not to weaken the flange of the iron beam

by boring holes in it. Double brass steps are neces-

sary in this case for the main line of shafting, and

also for two smaller ranges at right angles to it,

21*
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which revolve in opposite directions, as shown at

fig. 149.

A very frequent case in practice is the connec-

tion of two ranges of shafting, at right angles to

Fig. 149.

each other, at the corner of a room. This is

effected by letting into the corner of the building
a cast-iron frame, commonly known as a wall-box,

which serves as a foundation for the plummer-
blocks carrying the shafting. Such an arrange-
ment is shown in fig. 150 in elevation, and in fig-
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151 in plan. The box w, w, w, is built into the

wall, and bolted both to it and to the cast-iron

beam 5. It carries two pluramer-blocks on a

plate firmly supported by brackets. The wall

Tig. 190.

pieces in these two figures are similar, but with a

slightly different arrangement of the plummer-
blocks.

Irrespective of the various forms of engaging
and disengaging apparatus, it will be necessary to

consider the position, form, and proportions of th(.

wheels and shafting required in mills where tht

power is divided and widely distributed. Tc

show the enormous extent to which the ooncen
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tration of machinery in one building has been

carried; I may mention that in mills of my own
construction there have been on the average not

less than 450 wheels and 7,000 feet of shafting in

motion. In the large mills at Saltaire there are

upwards of 600 wheels and 10,000 feet, or two

miles, of shafting distributed over an area of

Fig. 151.

flooring equivalent to 12 acres. In corn mills

and iron works, where the machinery is more

closely connected with the prime mover, these

considerations are of less importance ;
but in fac-

tories for the manufacture of textile fabrics the

machinery covers a great extend of surface, and
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the greatest care is necessary in giving due pro-

portion to the transmissive machinery, in order to

secure uniformity of motion at the remotest parts

of the mill.

In gearing a mill, the first consideration is the

power of the engines, the position of the ma-

chinery to be driven, and the strength, diameter,

etc., of the first-motion shaft, and other requisites

for the transmission of motion in a well-geared
mill. It is upwards of twenty years since the fly-

wheel was converted into a first motion, and a

new system of transmitting the power of the

steam engines to the machinery of the mill intro-

duced. Previous to that time it was effected by

large spur-wheels inside the mill, now it is taken

direct from the circumference of the fly-wheel.*

The advantage of this system was the abolishing
of the cumbrous first-motion gearing; and the

requisite velocity being already present in the fly-

wheel, it was only necessary to cast it with teeth,

and to take off the power by a suitable pinion at

the level most convenient for the purposes of the

mill.

In another place I have given general rules for

the pitch, breadth, and strength of the teeth of

wheels. The Table (p. 250), computed from ex-

amples which have occurred in my own practice,

* Compare "Mills and Millwork," Part 1, Prime Movers,

page 248.
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exhibits the best proportions of spur fly-wheels

to secure durability of both wheel and pinion.

TABLE 9. DIAMETERS, PITCH, VELOCITY, ETC., OP SPUR
FLY-WHEELS OP THE NEW CONSTRUCTION.

It will be observed that the diameters of the

fly-wheels are not always proportionate to the

power of the engines, nor yet to their respective

velocities. In practice, it is impossible to main-

tain uniformity in this respect, as, in order to
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meet all the requirements of manufacture, it is

necessary to deviate from fixed principles, and to

approximate as near as circumstances will admit

to the diameters, weights, and velocities of wheels,

as may be found convenient to produce a maxi-

mum effect.

Of late years, the speed of the piston of factory

steam engines has been accelerated from 240 to

300, and in some cases to 350 feet per minute.

This united to the increased pressure of steam

nearly doubles the power of the engines to what

they were thirty years ago. The standard speed

of a Bolton and Watt 7 feet stroke engine

previous to that date, was seventeen and a half

strokes per minute.

In closing this section of practical construction,

I may state that the couplings, engaging and dis-

engaging gear, including the different forms of

hangers, fixings, etc., are taken from my own

designs, first introduced as a substitute for the

cumbrous attachments that were in general use

previous to the years 1820 and 1823.

Having determined the diameter, speed, and

strength of the fly-wheel, the next consideration

is the material, diameter, etc., of the main shaft

These are usually of cast-iron, and their diameters

depending on the power transmitted through
them, and the velocity at which they revolve, will

be found by the tables and formulae already given
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The distribution of the power is usually effected

by a vertical shaft, extending from the bottom

room, through the various floors of the mill, to

the top story ;
the power being taken off at each

stage by a pair of bevel wheels. This arrange-

ment, as shown in fig. 152, represents one engine-

house with a section of part of one division of

the mills at Saltaire
;
and this may be considered

as a type of other mills adapted for spinning and

similar purposes.

It will be observed that there are four divisions

in the Saltaire mills one for the preparatory

process, one for the wool combing, another for

the spinning, and a fourth for the weaving. All

these are driven by four steam engines, each of

100 nominal horses' power, but collectively dis-

tributing a force through these different depart-

ments of upwards of 1,250 horses.

On referring to the drawings, figs. 152 and

153, which represent a cross and longitudinal sec-

tion of the mill, it will be seen that the vertical

shaft AA, is driven direct from the fly-wheel by
the horizontal shaft B, giving motion to the ma-

chinery in each room as it ascends. It is fixed

on a solid pier of ashlar, as shown at fig. 154,

page 257, and supported on strong cast-iron

plates and bridgetrees, firmly secured by bolts to

the foundations below. In each room it is se-

curely fixed, by cast-iron frames and boxes,
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forming a recess for the bevel wheels, into the
wall which divides the engine-house and the
rooms above from the mill. This wall is gene-

rally made strong and thick, with sufficient
22
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weight to resist the action of the wheels prepared
to drive the main lines of horizontal shafts with a

speed and force equivalent to the work done in

each room. In the case of the Saltaire mills this

is considerable
; nearly 300 horses' power being

distributed through the upright shaft alone, the

remainder being carried off to the loom shed by
a second wheel, working into the bevel wheel a,

on the horizontal shaft B, but not shown in the

drawing. It is important, in mills where power-
-ful steam engines are employed, that the founda-

tions and fixings to which the main shafts are

attached are of the most substantial description,

and the greatest precaution is necessary in order

to secure them from vibration, and to render them

perfectly rigid when the whole force of the

engines is applied.

In the Saltaire mills, as in many others for the

manufacture of cotton, flax, and wool, the pre-

paratory machinery, such as carding, combing,

roving, etc., is generally driven by lines of hori-

zontal shafts, or by a series of cross shafts,

branching off at right angles from the main line

extending down the centre of the room, as shown

at c c in No. II. room. Nos. III. and IV. rooms

are driven by the longitudinal shaft in No. III.
;

and Nos. V. and VI. by the shaft in No. V. room.

On this plan it will be noticed that the spinning

machinery is driven by iron pulleys from the

horizontal shafts, at .a velocity of nearly 200
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revolutions per minute, and the straps or belts

from those pulleys are directed by means of guide

pulleys to the machinery in both rooms. For

this purpose, iron boxes are inserted into the

arches supporting the floors, for the admission of

the straps to the machinery in the upper floor.

It will not be necessary to give the dimensions

of the shafts in each room, as these details and

calculations must be left to the judgment of the

millwright, and the nature of the work they have

to perform. Suffice it to observe, that the ver-

tical shaft A is 10 inches diameter through the

first two rooms, 8 inches through the third room,

and 6J inches to the top ;
the velocity being 94

revolutions per minute.

As respects the couplings for this shaft, we

may refer the reader to the Table of Dimensions

(page 109) made from couplings actually in use,

and which have been found, by experiment, ser-

viceable in every case where strength and dura

bility are required.

Great trouble is sometimes experienced with

the foot of the vertical shaft, which, from its

weight and the great pressure upon it, has a ten-

dency to heat, unless sufficient bearing-area ia

allowed, and the parts kept thoroughly lubricated.

The general arrangement of the footsteps and

gearing in large mills is shown in fig. 154 ;
s s is

the first-motion shaft, and 1 1 the vertical shaft
;

a a the bevel wheel on the former, and b b the
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Fig. 154.

257

22*
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bevel wheel on the latter; c a plummer-block for

the first motion-shaft, and d d the box containing

the brass footstep for the vertical shaft
;
this box

rests on a large base plate, bolted to the founda-

tion stones and to the wall of the engine-house.

In order to insure a constant supply of oil to the

bearing, it is usual to cut away nearly the whole

depth of the footstep, or that portion of the brass

in the corner opposite to the thrust of the bevel

wheels, as shown in the plan, fig. 154
;
this cavity

is then kept full of oil, and lubricates the shaft

throughout at every revolution.* Again, in cot-

ton, woolen, and flax mills, when the first motion

and vertical shafts have been duly proportioned
to the work they have to perform, it becomes ne-

cessary to consider the diameter, speeds, etc., of

the light shafting for driving the machinery in

the different rooms. The formula given for

strength, etc., in a former part of this work, will

apply to this description of gearing and mill-work

where the length does not exceed 120 feet. In

long ranges of shafts, of from 150 to 200 feet in

length, where the power applied to the machinery
at the end of the room is considerable, it is essen-

tially necessary to increase their strengths in order

to prevent torsion or twist. This is a considera-

tion of much importance, and requires careful

* The reader may compare what is here said of footsteps

with that in Mills and Millwork, Part I., pp. 168, 172, on

the steps for turbine shafts.
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attention, as long ranges of light shafts are very
elastic they, in some cases, effect nearly a com-

plete revolution at the point of imparted motion

before the extreme ends begin to move. The

result of the power so irregularly transmitted by
the spring of the shafts, resolves itself into a series

of accelerated and retarded motions through the

whole line of shafts, and imparts to the machinery
in one-half of the room a very variable motion.

Want of stiffness is a great evil in long lines of

shafting, and, as we have already observed, in

stances are not wanting in which whole lines have

been removed entirely from this cause.

The transmission of power to machinery placed

at different angles from the line of shafts, which

is sometimes the case in old mills, has generally

been effected by the universal joint A, fig. 15

fig. 185.

which works moderately well at an obtuse angle,

but I have always found in my own practice that

bevel wheels, as at B, fig. 156, are preferable and

more satisfactory. They give much le.as trouble,

and work with greater ease, than *.he universal
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joint. .Other examples might be given for the

guidance of the practical millwright ; but, having
to discuss these points at greater length when we
come to treat of the different kinds of mills and

different methods of gearing, we must direct the

Fig. 156.

reader to those portions of the work which con-

cern his own immediate practice.

The following table exhibits the diameter of

shafts, length of journals, diameter and propor-
tions of couplings, etc., derived from actual prac-

tice, which may be useful to the less experienced

millwright and engineer:
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TABLE 10. LENGTH, DIAMETER, ETC., OF COUPLINGS, COOP-

LING-BOXES, ETC.
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mission." With Numerous Illustrations. In one volume. (lu

press.)

niLBART. A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BANKING:
^

By JAMES WILLIAM GILBAHT. To which is added: TITK NA-

TIONAL BANK ACT AS KOW IN FORCE. 8vo. . . $4 50

pESNER. A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON COAL, PETROLEUM," A1TD OTHER DISTILLED OILS.

By ABRAHAM GESNEK,M. D., F. G. S. Second edition, revised

and enlarged. By GF.OKGE WELTDEN (KSM-:H, Consulting

Clieuiibt and Engineer. Illustrated. Svo. . . C3 50
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GOTHIC ALBUM FOB CABINET MAKERS :

Comprising a Collection of Designs for Gothic Furniture. Il-

lustrated by twenty-three large and beautifully engraved

plates. Oblong $3 00

G

.BEET-BOOT STTGAB AND CULTIVATION OF THE
BEET:

By E. B. GRANT. 12mo $1 25

EGOBY. MATHEMATICS FOB PBACTICAL MEN :

Adapted to the Pursuits of Surveyors, Architects, Mechanics,
and Civil Engineers. By OLIXTHUS GREGORY. 8vo., plates,

cloth $3 00

RISWOLD BAILBOAD ENGINEEB'S POCKET COMPANION.

Comprising Rules for Calculating Deflection Distances nnd

Angles, Tangential Distances and Angles, and all Necessary
Tables for Engineers; also the art of Levelling fora Prelimi-

nary Survey to the Construction of Railroads, intended Ex-

pressly for the Young Engineer, together with Numerous Valu-

able Rules and Examples. By W. GHISWOLD. 12mo., tucks.

$i 75

"ETTIEB. METALLIC ALLOYS :

Being a Practical Guide to their Chemical and Physical Pro-

perties, their Preparation, Composition, and Uses. Translated

from the French of A. GCETTIKR, Engineer and Director of

Founderies, author of " La Fouderie en France," etc etc. By
A. A. FESQUET, Chemist and Engineer. In one volume, 12mo.

$300

ATS AND FELTING:
A Practical Treatise on their Manufacture. By a Practical

Hatter. Illustrated by Drawings of Machinery, &c ,
8vo.

$1 25
THE INTERIOR DECORATOR :

The Laws of Harmonious Coloring adapted to Interior Decora-

tions: with a Practical Treatise on House-Painting. By D.

R. HAY, House-Painter and Decorator. Illustrated by a Dia-

gram of the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Colors. 1 2mo.

IGKES.-AMEBICAN MILLEB AND MILLWRIGHT'S AS-

SISTANT :

I'.y
W.M. CARTER HUGHES. A new edition. In one volume,

12mo. . . . $i 60

G

H
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INT. THE PRACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

By ROBERT HUNT, Vice-President of the Photographic Society,

London. With numerous illustrations. 12mo., cloth . 75

JJURST.
A HAND-BOOK FOR ARCHITECTURAL SURVEYORS :

Comprising Formulae useful in Designing Builders' work, Table

of Weights, of the materials used in Building, Memoranda

connected with Builders' work, Mensuration, the Practice of

Builders' Measurement, Contracts of Labor, Valuation of Pro-

perty, Summary of the Practice in Dilapidation, etc. etc. By
J. F. HURST, C. E. 2d edition, pocket-book form, full bound

$2 50

TERVIS RAILWAY PROPERTY:

A Treatise on the Construction and Management of Railways ;

designed to afford useful knowledge, in the popular style, to the

holders of this class of property ;
as well as Railway Mana-

gers, Officers, and Agents. By JOHN B. JERVIS, late Chief

Engineer of the Hudson River Railroad, Croton Aqueduct, &c.

One vol. 12mo., cloth .... . $2 00

JOHNSON. A REPORT TO THE NAVY DEPARTMENT OF THE
U UNITED STATES ON AMERICAN COALS :

Applicable to Steam Navigation and to other purposes. By
WALTER R. JOHNSON. With numerous illustrations. 607 pp.

8vo., . ... $10 00

JOHNSTON. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SOILS,
U

LIMESTONES, AND MANURES

By J. W. F. JOHNSTON. 12mo 35

NE.A HAND-BOOK OF PRACTICAL GAUGING,

For the Use of Beginners, to which is added a Chapter on Dis-

tillation, desci-ibing the process in operation at the Custom

House for ascertaining the strength of wines. By JAMES B.

KEENK, of II. M. Customs. 8vo. . . $1 25
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KENTISH.
A TREATISE ON A BOX OF INSTRUMENTS,

And the Slide Rule ; with the Theory of Trigonometry and Lo-

garithms, including Practical Geometry, Surveying, Measur-

ing of Timber, Cask and Malt Gauging, Heights, and Distances.

By THOMAS KENTISH. In one volume. ]2mo. . . $1 25

K iBELL. ERNI.-MINERALOGY SIMPLIFIED:

A short method of Determining and Classifying Minerals, by
means of simple Chemical Experiments in the Wet Way.
Translated from the last German Edition of F. Vox KOBELL,

with an Introduction to Blowpipe Analysis and other addi-

tions. By HENRI EKKI, M. D., Chief Chemist, Department of

Agriculture, author of "Coal Oil and Petroleum." In one

volume. 12mo. ... . $2 50

T ANDRIN. A TREATISE ON STEEL :

Comprising its Theory, Metallurgy, Properties, PracticalWork-

ing, and Use. By M. H. C. LANDBIN, Jr., Civil Engineer.

Translated from the French, with Notes, by A. A. FESQUET,

Chemist and Engineer. With an Appendix on the Bessemer

and the Martin Processes for Manufacturing Steel, from the

Report of ABRAM S. HEWITT, United States Commissioner to

the Universal Exposition, Paris, 1867. 12mo. . . $3 00

TARKIN. THE PRACTICAL BRASS AND IRON FOUNDER'S
JJ

GUIDE.

A Concise Treatise on Brass Founding, Moulding, the Metals

and their Alloys, etc.
;
to which are added Recent Improve-

ments in the Manufacture of Iron, Steel by the Bessemer Pro-

cess, etc. etc. By JAMES LARKIN, late Conductor of the Brass

Foundry Department in Reany, Neafie & Co.'s Penn Works,

Philadelphia. Fifth edition, revised, with extensive Addi-

tions. In one volume. 12mo $2 25
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T EAVITT. FACTS ABOUT PEAT AS AN AETICLE OF FUEL:
Vr'ith Remarks upon its Origin and Composition, the Localities

in which it is found, the Methods of Preparation and Mann

facture, and the various Uses to which it is applicable ; toge

ther with many other matters of Practical and Scientific Inte-

rest. To which is added a chapter on the Utilization of Coal

Dust with Peat for the Production of an Excellent Fuel at

Moderate Cost, especially adapted for Steam Service. By II.

T. LEAVITT. Third edition. 12mo. . . . $1 75

rERDUX A PEACTICAL TREATISE OX THE MANUFAC-^ TUR3 O*1 WJRSTEDJ A..J CARDED YARNS:
Translated from the French of CHARLES LEROUX, Meebanica)

Engineer, and Superintendent of a Spinning Mill. By Dr II.

P.UNK, nnl A. A. FESQUET. Illustrated by 12 large plates. In

one volume 8vo $5 00

TESLIE (MISS). COMPLETE COOKERY:
Directions for Cookery in its Various Branches. By Miss

LESLIE. 60th edition. Thoroughly revised, with the addi-

tion of New Receipts. In 1 vol. 12mo., cloth . . $150
T ESLIE (MISS). LADIES' HOUSE BOOK :

a Manual of Domestic Economy. 20th revised edition. 12mo.,

cloth $1 25

TESLIE (MISE). TWO HUNDRED RECEIPTS IN FRENCH
*-* COOKERY.

12mo. 50

T IEBER. ASSAYER'S GUIDE :

Or, Practical Directions to Assayers, Miners, and Smelters, for

the Tests and Assays, by Heat and by Wet Processes, for the

Ores of all the principal Metals, of Gold and Silver Coins and

Alloys, and of Coal, etc. By OSCAR M. LIEBER. 12mo., cloth

$1 25

T OVE. THE ART OF DYEIN8, CLEANING, SCOURING, AXD
*-* FINISHING :

On the most approved English and French methods; being

Practical Instructions in Dyeing Silks, Woollens, and Cottons,

Feathers, Chips, Straw, etc.; Scouring and Cleaning Bed and

Window Curtains, Carpets, Rugs, etc.; French and English

Cleaning, etc. By THOMAS LOVB. Second American Edition, to

which are added General Instructions for the Use of Aniline

Colors. 8vo. . 5 00
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TV/TAIN AND BEOWN. QUESTIONS ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED
1YL WITH THE MARINE STEAM-ENGINE :

And Examination Papers; with Hints for their Solution. By
THOMAS J. MAIN, Professor of Mathematics, Royal Naval College,

and THOMAS BROWN, Chief Engineer, R. N. 12mo., cloth $1 50

MAIN AND BROWN. THE INDICATOR AND DYNAMOMETER:
With their Practical Applications to the Steam-Engine. By
THOMAS J. MAIN, M. A. F. R., Ass't Prof. Royal Naval College,

Portsmouth, and THOMAS BROWN, Assoc. Inst. C. E., Chief En-

gineer, R. N., attached to the R. N. College. Illustrated. From
the Fourth London Edition. Svo. ... . $1 50

MAIN AND BROWN THE MARINE STEAM-ENGINE.
1

By THOMAS J. MAIN, F. R. Ass't S. Mathematical Professor at

Royal Naval College, and THOMAS BROWN, Assoc. Inst. C. E.

Chief Engineer, R. N. Attached to the Royal Naval College.

Authors of "Questions Connected with the Marine Steam-En-

gine," and the ' Indicator and Dynamometer." With numerous.

Illustrations. In one volume 8vo. . . . . . $5 00

Jl/TARTIN.
SCREW-CUTTING TABLES, FOE THE USE OF ME-m CHANICAL ENGINEERS:

Showing the Proper Arrangement of Wheels for Cutting the

Threads of Screws of any required Pitch
;
with a Table for

Making the Universal Gas-Pipe Thread and Taps. By W. A.

MARTIN, Engineer. Svo 60

lyTILES
A PLAIN TEEATISE ON HOESE-SHOEING.

With Illustrations. By WILLIAM MILES, author of " The Horse's

Foot"

TUTOLESWOHTH. POCKET-BOOK OF USEFUL FOEMULJE AND
1U- MEMORANDA FOR CIVIL AND MECHANICAL EN3INEERS.

By GUILFOUD L. MOLESWORTH, Member of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, Chief Resident Engineer of the Ceylon Railway.
Second American from the Tenth London Edition. In one

volume, full bound in pocket-book form . . . . $2 00

.JWTOORE.
THE INVENTOR'S GUIDE :

Patent Office and Patent Laws : or, a Guide to Inventors, and a

Book of Reference for Judges, Lawyers, Magistrates, and others.

ByJ G.MOORE. 12uao., cloth $125

M-.VPIER. A MANUAL OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY :

Including the Application of the Art to Manufacturing Processes.

l!y T \VF.S N u-iF.R. Fourth American, from the Fourth London

ei'.ition, revised and enlarged. Illustrated by engravings. In

..ue volume, Svo $2 00
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|TEWJ-* T?H

APIER. A. SYSTEX OF CHEMISTRY APPLIED TO DYETNS:
BY JAMES NAPIER, F. C. S. A New and Thoroughly Revised

Edition, completely brought up to the present state of the

Science, including the Chemistry of Coal Tar Colors. By A. A.

FESQUET, -Chemist and Engineer. With an Appendix on Dyeing
and Calico Printing, as shown at the Paris Universal Exposition
of 1867, from the Reports of the International Jury, etc. Illus-

trated. In one volume 8vo., 400 pages . . . $5 00

BERY. GLEANINGS FROM ORNAMENTAL ART OF
EVERY STYLE;
Drawn from Examples in the British, South Kensington, Indian,

Crystal Palace, and other Museums, the Exhibitions of 1851 and

1862, and the best English and Foreign works. In a series of one

hundred exquisitely drawn Plates, containing many hundred ex-

amples. By ROBERT NEWBERY. 4to $15 00

ICHOLSON. A MANUAL OF THE ART OF BOOK-BINDING:

Containing full instructions in the different Branches of Forward-

ing, Gilding, and Finishing. Also, the Art of Marbling Book-

edges and Paper. By JAMES B. NICHOLSON. Illustrated. 12mo.

cloth .... $2 21

ORRIS. A HAND-BOOK FOR LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS AND
MACHINISTS :

Comprising the Proportions and Calculations for Constructing

Locomotives
;
Manner of Setting Valves

;
Tables of Squares,

Cubes, Areas, etc. etc. By SEPTIMUS NORRIS, Civil and Me-

chanical Engineer. New edition. Illustrated, 12mo., cloth

$2 00

TROM.-ON TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION AND THE
CONSTRUCTION OF SHIPS AND SCREW PROPELLERS:
For Naval and Marine Engineers. By JOHN W. NYSTROM, late

Acting Chief Engineer U. S. N. Second edition, revised with

additional matter. Illustrated by seven engravings. 12mo.

$2 50

NEILL. A DICTIONARY OF DYEING AND CALICO PRINT-

ING:

Containing a brief account of all the Substances and Processes in

use in the Art of Dyeing and Printing Textile Fabrics : with Prac-

tical Receipts and Scientific Information. By CHARLES O'NEILL,

Analytical Chemist; Fellow of the Chemical Society of London;
Member of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester ;

Author of "Chemistry of Calico Printing and Dyeing." To which

is added An Essay on Coal Tar Colors and their Application to

IP!
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P

Dyeing and Calico Printing. By A. A. FESQUET, Chemist and

Engineer. With an Appendix on Dyeing and Calico Printing, as

shown at the Exposition of 1S67, from the Reports of the Interna.

tional Jury, etc. In one volume 8vo., 491 pages . . $6 00

S BORN. THE METALLURGT OF IRON AND STEEL:
Theoretical and Practical : In all its Branches

;
With Special Re-

ference to American Materials and Processes. By II. S. OSBORN,
LL. D., Professor of Mining and Metallurgy in Lafayette College,

Easton, Pa. Illustrated by 230 Engravings on Wood, and 6

Folding Plates. 8vo., 972 pages $10 00

QSBORN.
AMERICAN MINES AND MINING :^

Theoretically and Practically Considered. By Prof. II. S. OS-

BORN, Illustrated by numerous engravings. 8vo. (In preparation.)

AINTER, GILDER, AND VARNISHER'S COMPANION :

Containing Rules and Regulations in everything relating to the

Arts of Painting, Gilding, Varnishing, and Glass Staining, with

numerous useful and valuable Receipts; Tests for the Detection

of Adulterations in Oils and Colors, and a statement of the Dis-

eases and Accidents to which Painters, Gilders, and Varnishers

are particularly liable, with the simplest methods of Prevention

and Remedy. With Directions for Graining, Marbling, Sign Writ-

ing, and Gilding on Glnss. To which are added COMPLETE INSTRUC-

TIONS FOR COACH PAINTING AND VARNISHING. 12mo., cloth, $1 50

\y
By HENRY PALLETT. Illustrated. In one vol. 12mo. . $3 00 f \

pERKINS.
GAS AND VENTILATION.

Practical Treatise on Gas and Ventilation. With Special Relntioa

to Illuminating, Heating, and Cooking by Gas. Including Scien-

tific Helps to Engineer-students and others. With illustrated

Diagrams. By E. E. PERKINS. 12mo., cloth . . . $1 25

PERKINS AND STOWE. A NEW GUIDE TO THE SHEET-IRON
* AND BOILER PLATE ROLLER :

Containing a Series of Tables showing the Weight of Slabs and

Piles to Produce Boiler Plates, and of the Weight of Piles and the

Sizes of Bars to Produce Sheet-iron
;
the Thickness of the Bar

Gauge in Decimals
;
the Weight per foot, and the Thickness on

the Bar or Wire Gauge of the fractional parts of an inch; the

Weight per sheet, and the Thickness on the Wire Gauge ofSheet-

iron of various dimensions to weigh 112 Ibs. per bundle
;
and the

conversion of Short Weight into Long Weight, and Long Weight
into Short. Estimated and collected by G. II. PKHKINS and J. G-

STOWE $250

pALLETT. THE MILLER'S, MILLWRIGHT'S, AND ENGI-
L NEER'S GUIDE.
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LLIPS AND DARLINGTON. RECORDS OF MINING AND
METALLURGY :

Or, Facts and Memoranda for the use of the Mine Agent and

Smelter. By J. ARTHUR PHILLIPS, Mining Engineer, Graduate of

the Imperial School of Mines, France, etc., and JOHN DARLINGTON.

Illustrated by numerous engravings. In one vol. 12mo. . $2 00

DAL, MALEPEYRE, AND DUSSAUCE. A COMPLETE
TREATISE ON PERFUMERY:
Containing notices of the Raw Material used in the Ait, and the

Best Formulae. According to the most approved Methods followed

in France, England, and the United States. By M. P. PRADAL,

Perfumer-Chemist, and M. F. MALEPEYRE. Translated from the

French, with extensive additions, by Prof. H. DUSSAUCE. 8vo. $10

OTEAUX. PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THE MANUFACTURE
OF PAPER AND BOARDS.

By A. PROTEAUX, Civil Engineer, and Graduate of the School of

Arts and Manufactures, Director of Thiers's Paper Mill, 'Puy-de-
Dome. With additions, by L. S. LE NORMAND. Translated from

the French, with Notes, by HORATIO PAINE, A. B., M. D. To

which Is added a Chapter on the Manufacture of Paper from Wood
in the United States, by HENRY T. BROWN, of the "American

Artisan." Illustrated by six plates, containing Drawings of Raw

Materials, Machinery, Plans of Paper-Mills, etc. etc. 8vo. $5 00

pEGNAULT. ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY.

By M. V. REGNAULT. Translated from the French by T. FOR-

REST BENTON, M. L., and edited, with notes, by JAMES C. BOOTH,

Melter and Refiner U. S. Mint, and WM. L. FABEU, Metallurgist

and Mining Engineer. Illustrated by nearly 700 wood engravings.

Comprising nearly 1500 pages. In two vols. 8vo., cloth $10 00

DEID. A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF
** PORTLAND CEMENT:

By HENRY REID, C. E. To which is added a Translation of M.

A. Lipowitz's Work, describing a new method adopted in Germany
of Manufacturing that Cement. By W. F. REID. Illustrated by

plates and wood engravings. 8vo. . . . . $7 00

niFFAULT, VERGNAUD, AND TOUSSAINT. A PRACTICAL
11 TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF COLORS FOR

PAINTING :

Containing the best Formulas and the Processes the Newest and

in most General Use. By MM. RIFFAULT, VERGNAUD, and TOUS-

SAINT. Revised and Edited by M. F. MALEPEYRE and Dr. EMU,

WINCKLER. Illustrated by Engravings. In one vol. Svo. (In

preparation.)
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pIFFAULI, VERGNAUD, AND TOUSSAINT. A PRACTICAL
** TREATISE ON THE MANUFACTURE OF VARNISHES :

By MM. RiFPAtiLT, VERGN-AUD, and TOUSSAIST. Revised and

Edited by M. F. MALEPEYRB and Dr. EMIL WINCKLEB. Illus-

trated. In one vol. 8vo. (In preparation.)

OHUNK. A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON RAILWAY CURVES
AND LOCATION, FOR YOUNG ENGINEERS.

By WM. F. SHUXK, Civil Engineer. 12mo., tucks . . $2 00

OMEATON. BUILDER'S POCKET COMPANION:

Containing the Elements of Building, Surveying, and Architee.

ture
;
with Practical Rules and Instructions connected with the sub-

ject. By A. C. SMEATON, Civil Engineer, etc. In one volume,

12mo $1 50

MITH. THE DYER'S INSTRUCTOR:

Comprising Practical Instructions in the Art of Dyeing Silk, Cot-

ton, Wool, and Worsted, and Woollen Goods: containing nearly

800 Receipts. To which is added a Treatise on the Art of Pad-

ding; and the Printing of Silk Warps, Skeins, and Handkerchiefs,

and the various Mordants and Colors for the different styles of

such work. B.y DAVID SMITH, Pattern Dyer, 12mo., cloth

$3 06

gMITH.
THE PRACTICAL DYER'S GUIDE:

Comprising Practical Instructions in the Dyeing of Shot Cobourgs,

Silk Striped Orleans, Colored Orleans from Black Warps, ditto

from White Warps, Colored Cobourgs from White Waxps, 'Merinos,

Yarns, Woollen Cloths, etc. Containing nearly 300 Receipts, to

most of which a Dyed Pattern is annexed. Also, a Treatise on

the Art of Padding. By DAVID SMITH. In one vol. 8vo. $25 00

OHAW. CIVIL ARCHITECTURE:

Being a Complete Theoretical amng a Complete Theoretical and Practical System of Building,

containing the Fundamental Principles of the Art. By Ei>\vu:i>

SHAW, Architect. To which is added a Treatise on Gothic Archi-

tecture, ic. By THOMAS W. SILLOWAY and GEORGE M. H.vnn-

INQ , Architects. The whole illustrated by 102 quarto plates finely

engraved on copper. Eleventh Edition. 4to. Cloth. $10 00

AN.-AMERICAN HOUSES:

A variety of Original Designs for Rural Buildings. Illustrated l>y

26 colored Engravings, with Descriptive References. By SAMUEL

SLOAN, Architect, authorof the " Model Architect," etc. etc. 8vo.

$2 50

OCHINZ.-RESEARCHES ON THE ACTION OF THE BLAST.W FURNACE.

iSy CKAS. SCHINZ. Sevan plates. 12mo. . . $4 25

gLO
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OIMITH. PARKS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS :^
Or, Practical Notes on Country Residences, Villas, Public Parks,
and Gardens. By CHARLES H. J. SMITH, Landscape Gardener
and Garden Architect, etc. etc. 12mo. , , . $2 25

OTOKES. CABINET-MAKER'S AND UPHOLSTERER'S COMPA-W NION :

Comprising the Rudiments and Principles of Cabinet- making and

Upholstery, with Familiar Instructions, Illustrated by Examples
for attaining a Proficiency in the Art of Drawing, as applicable
to Cabinet-work

;
The Processes of Veneering, Inlaying, and

Buhl-work
;
the Art of Dyeing and Staining Wood, Bone, Tortoise

Shell, etc. Directions for Lackering, Japanning, and Varnishing;
to make French Polish

;
to prepare the Best Glues, Cements, and

Compositions, and a number of Receipts, particularly for workmen

generally. By J. STOKES. In one vol. 12ino. With illustrations

$1 25

STRENGTH AND OTHER PROPERTIES OF METALS.

Reports of Experiments on the Strength and other Properties of

Metals for Cannon. With a Description of the Machines for Test-

ing Metals, and of the Clnssification of Cannon in service. By
Officers of the Ordnance Department U. S. Army. By authority

of the Secretary of War. Illustrated by 25 large steel plates. In

1 vol. quarto . $10 90

qULLIVAN.
PROTECTION TO NATIVE INDUSTRY.

By Sir EDWARD SULLIVAN, Baronet. (1870.) 8vo. . $1 50

rpABLES SHOWING THE WEIGHT OF ROUND, SQUARE, AND
1 FLAT BAR IRON, STEEL, ETC.

By Measurement. Cloth 63

rpAYLOR.
STATISTICS OF COAL:

Including Mineral Bituminous Substances employed in Arts and

Manufactures ;
with their Geographical, Geological, and Commer-

cial Distribution and amount of Production and Consumption on

the American Continent. With Incidental Statistics of the Iron

Manufacture. By R. C. TAYLOR. Second edition, revised by S.

S. HALDEMAN. Illustrated by five Maps and many wood engrav-

ings. 8vo., cloth $6 00

rpEMPLETON. THE PRACTICAL EXAMINATOR ON STEAM
* AND THE STEAM-ENGINE :

With Instructive References relative thereto, for the Use of Engi-

neers, Students, and others. By W.M. TEMPLETON, Engineer I'Jmo.

1 25
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rpHOMAS.-THE
MODEEN PEACTICE OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

By R. W. THOMAS, F. C. 8. 8vo., cloth .... 75

THOMSON. FREIGHT CHARGES CALCULATOR.

By ANDREW THOMSON, Freight Agent . . . . $1 25

TURNING : SPECIMENS OF FANCY TURNING EXECUTED ON
* THE HAND OR FOOT LATHE :

With Geometric. Oval, nnd Eccentric Chucks, and Elliptical Cut-

ting Frame. By an Amateur. Illustrated by 30 exquisite Pho-

tographs. 4to. ........ $3 00

tPURNER'S (THE) COMPANION:

Containing Instructions in Concentric, Elliptic, and Eccentric

Turning; also various Plates of Chucks, Tools, and Instru-

ments
;
and Directions for using the Eccentric Cutter, Drill,

Vertical Cutter, and Circular Rest
;
with Patterns and Instruc-

tions for working them. A new edition in 1 vol. 12mo. $1 50

TTRBIN BRULL. A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR PUDDLINGU IRON AND STEEL.

By ED. URBIN, Engineer of Arts and Manufactures. A Prize

Essay read before the Association of Engineers, Graduate of the

School of Mines, of Liege, Belgium, at the Meeting of 18(55-6.

To which is added a COMPARISON OF THE RESISTING PROPERTIES

OK IRON AND STEEL. By A. BRULL. Translated from the French

by A. A. FESQUET, Chemist and Engineer. In one volume, 8vo.

$1 00

TTOGDES. THE ARCHITECT'S AND BUILDER'S POCKE1 COM-
V PANION AND PRICE BOOK.

By F. W. VOGDES, Architect. Illustrated. Full bound in pocket.

book form $2 00

In book form, ISmo., muslin . . , . . 1 50

TO7ARN. THE SHEET METAL WORKER'S INSTRUCTOR, FOR
'*

ZINC, SHEET-IRON, COPPER AND TIN PLATE WORK-
ERS, &c.

By REUBEN HENRY WAUN, Practical Tin Plate Worker. I
-u-

trated by 32 plates and 37 wood engravings. 8vo. . .$3(0
iKTATSON A MANUAL OF THE HAND-LATHE.
"*

By EGBERT P. WATSON, Late of fhe " Scientific American," An-

tnor of "Modern Practice of American Machinists and Engi-

neers," In one volume, 12ino. . . . . . $1 50
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W

W

ATSON. THE MODERN PRACTICE OF AMERICAN MA-
CHINISTS AND ENGINEERS :

Including the Construction, Application, and Use of Drills, Lathe

Tools, Cutters for Boring Cylinders, and Hollow Work Generally,
with the most Economical Speed of the same, the Results verified

by Actual Practice at the Lathe, the Vice, and on the Floor.

Together with Workshop management, Economy of Manufacture,
the Steam-Engine, Boilers, Gears, Belting, etc. etc. By EGBERT

P.WATSON, late of the "Scientific American." Illustrated by

eighty-six engravings. 12mo. $2 50

ATSON. THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF THE ART OF
WEAVING BY HAND AND POWER:
With Calculations and Tables for the use of those connected with

the Trade. By JOHN WATSON, Manufacturer and Practical Machine

Maker. Illustrated by large drawings of the best Power-Looms.

8vo. $10 00

.THERLY. TREATISE ON .THE ART OF BOILING SU-

GAR, CRYSTALLIZING, LOZENGE-MAKING, COMFITS,
GUM GOODS,
And other processes for Confectionery, &c. In which are ex-

plained, in an easy and familiar manner, the various Methods

of Manufacturing every description of Raw and Refined Sugar

Goods, as sold by Confectioners and others . . $2 00

LL. TABLES FOR QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

By Prof. HEINRICII W.ILL, of Giessen, Germany. Seventh edi-

tion. Translated by CHARLES F. HIMES, Ph. D., Professor of

Natural Science, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. . . $1 25

WILLIAMS. ON HEAT AND STEAM :

Embrncing New Views of Vaporization, Condensation, and Expnn-
sion. By CHARLES WYE WILLIAMS, A. I. C. E. Illustrated. 8vo.

$3 50

WORSSAM. ON MECHANICAL SAWS:
From the Transactions of the Society of Engineers, 1867. By
S. W. WORSSAM, Jr. Illustrated by 18 large folding plates. 8vo.

$5 00

W1

WOHLER. A HAND-BOOK OF MINERAL ANALYSIS.

By F. WOHLER. Edited by H. B. NASON, Professor of Chemistry,

Rensselaer Institute, Troy, N. Y. With numerous Illustrations.

I2mo. $3 00
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